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 Dean’s Welcome Message 
Faculty of Economics, Social Sciences and Business 
Administration 
University of Namur 
 
Professor Paul Wynants 
 
On behalf of the Faculty of Economics, Social Sciences and Business Administration at the 
University of Namur, I’m delighted to welcome you all to Namur for the 2017 International 
Conference on Decision Support System Technology – ICDSST 2017. 
It is now a commonplace to say that information sources are multiple, varied and diversified.  
However, the ability to navigate through this data, interpret it and extract sense require 
advanced capacities and continuously to develop and enhance them. 
For years, the Business Administration Department of our faculty proposes advanced business 
engineering programs closely associating ICT and business skills.  Decision Support Systems 
conception and development require highly skilled people having developed such a twofold 
profile. 
It is a great honour to be hosting your prestigious conference this year.  May this event offer 
you many enriching opportunities and fruitful debates. 
I wish you a wonderful time at the conference in Namur! 
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Preface 
This Proceedings presents the short papers, posters and abstracts of full papers accepted to 
the 3rd International Conference on Decision Support System Technology, ICDSST 2017, held 
in Namur, Belgium, during May 29th to 31st, 2017.  This event had a main theme Data, 
Information and Knowledge Visualisation in Decision Making. This event is organized by the 
Euro Working Group on Decision Support Systems (EWG-DSS) in collaboration with the 
University of Namur Belgium, the EFFaTA Research Team of the University of Namur and the 
Université libre de Bruxelles, Belgium. 
The main purpose of the ICDSST 2017 was to attract researchers, developers and specialists 
in the related areas of decision making, including its methodologies and technologies, as well 
as application oriented practitioners directed to the implementation of solutions for societal 
challenges, to get together in order to exchange experiences and identify the key issues within 
the areas in focus, so that exploitation of new approaches and tools for future developments 
can take place. 
Depending on the research domain, frontiers between data, information and knowledge are 
not always very formally specified.  Whatever the chosen definition, one will agree on the fact 
that the three of them are concerned with decision, decision making and decision support 
Specific topics of interest of ICDSST 2017 include: 
- Qualities of Data Visualisation 
- Data visualisation and Decision Making/Support 
- Relational Data Visualisation and Decision Making/Support 
- Innovative Data Visualisation, Manipulation and Interaction 
- Social and Network Data Visualisation 
- Textual Data Visualisation 
- Qualitative Data Visualisation 
- Process Visualisation 
- Spatio-temporal Data Visualisation and Management 
- Environmental Data Visualisation 
- Visual Information Extraction and Navigation 
- Geographic Information Systems and Decision Making/Support 
- Health Information Visualisation 
- Visualisation Supporting Knowledge Extraction 
- Big Data Analytics 
- Business Intelligence, Managerial Dashboard 
- Knowledge Acquisition and Management 
- Knowledge Extraction and Visualisation 
- Knowledge Communication through Visualisation 
- Visualisation and Collaborative Decision Making 
- Decision Making in Modern Education 
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This wide and rich variety of topic areas allowed us, on the one hand, to present a collection 
of innovative solutions to real decision making process in a range of domains, on the other 
hand, to highlight the main trends and research evolution in DSS. This Proceedings edited by 
EWG-DSS and Local Organisation Committee has considered contributions from a large 
number of submissions which were rigorously reviewed, maintaining EWG-DSS’ long 
established reputation and standards of high quality. Each paper/ poster was reviewed by at 
least two internationally known experts from the ICDSST 2017 Program Committee comprising 
58 scholars and practitioners from 22 countries. The Conference received in total 58 
submissions. Following a two-stage review process and based on the review reports and 
recommendations from the Programme Committee, 13 full papers, 19 short papers and 9 
posters were accepted.  This ICDSST 2017 Proceedings includes the short papers, the posters 
and the abstracts of the full papers. 
We would like to thank many people who have greatly helped the success of this Proceedings.  
First of all, we would like to thank the EWG-DSS to give us the opportunity to edit the 
Proceedings for ICDSST 2017.  Secondly, we highly appreciate the help from University of 
Toulouse Library for providing us with the ISBN Number that is used for the publication of this 
Proceedings with a unique ID.  Thirdly, we would like to thank the Faculty of Economics, Social 
Sciences and Business Administration at University of Namur for providing us a fantastic 
avenue and all necessary facilities for the Conference.  Fourthly, we need to thank all the 
authors for submitting their state-of-the-art work to be considered for the Proceedings.  All 
accepted papers and posters are of extremely high quality.  Finally, we wish to express our 
gratitude to the reviewers, who have voluntarily helped with the evaluation and improvement 
of the papers and posters at their busiest time of the year. 
We believe that this Proceedings has made a high-quality selection of well-balanced and 
interesting research papers and posters addressing the conference main theme.  We hope 
that the readers will enjoy the publication! 
 
 
The Editors: 
Professor Isabelle Linden, University of Namur, Belgium 
Professor Bertrand Mareschal, Université libre de Bruxelles, Belgium 
Professor Shaofeng Liu, University of Plymouth, United Kingdom 
Dr. Jason Papathanasiou, University of Macedonia, Thessaloniki, Greece 
Mr. Christian Colot, University of Namur, Belgium  
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EWG-DSS 
The EWG-DSS is a Euro Working Group on Decision Support Systems within EURO, the 
Association of the European Operational Research Societies. The main purpose of the EWG-
DSS is to establish a platform for encouraging state-of-the-art high-quality research and 
collaboration work within the DSS community. Other aims of the EWG- DSS are to:  
• Encourage the exchange of information among practitioners, end-users, and researchers 
in the area of decision systems   
• Enforce the networking among the DSS communities available and facilitate activities that 
are essential for the start up of international cooperation research and projects   
• Facilitate the creation of professional, academic, and industrial opportunities for its 
members   
• Favor the development of innovative models, methods, and tools in the field of decision 
support and related areas   
• Actively promote the interest on decision systems in the scientific community by 
organizing dedicated workshops, seminars, mini-conferences, and conference, as 
well as editing special and contributed issues in relevant scientific journals  
 The EWG-DSS was founded with 24 members, during the EURO Summer Institute on DSS 
that took place at Madeira, Portugal, in May 1989, organized by two well- known academics 
of the OR community: Jean-Pierre Brans and José Paixão. The EWG-DSS group has 
substantially grown along the years. Currently, we have over 300 registered members from 
around the world.   
Through the years, much collaboration among the group members has generated valuable 
contributions to the DSS field, which resulted in many journal publications. Since its creation, 
the EWG-DSS has held annual meetings in various European countries, and has taken active 
part in the EURO Conferences on decision-making-related subjects. Starting from 2015, the 
EWG-DSS established its own annual conferences, namely, the International Conference on 
Decision Support System Technology (ICDSST). 
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Dr Erica Yang 
Dr Erica Yang is Head of Visualisation in the Scientific Computing Department at the Science 
and Technology Facilities Council (STFC) in the UK, and also an invited independent expert 
appointed by the European Commission for the H2020 programme. She has background in 
distributed system engineering, data science, and visualisation. Following a PhD in computer 
science from University of Durham, a post-doctoral research fellowship at University of 
Leeds, she joined STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in 2007 as a senior scientist. She was 
prompted to the head of visualisation position in 2016 to bring together two major strands 
of work undertaken by the Department: high throughput complex data analysis and 
visualisation. She has delivered high profile computational projects with UK’s national 
science facilities and worked extensively with large laboratories in Europe and the US, in 
addressing data and compute intensive problems in big science experiments. She also has 
extensive collaboration links with civil engineering, automotive, and transportation 
industries, particularly in developing scalable visual analytics systems to tackle increasingly 
prevalent complex data analysis, visualisation, and exploration challenges in these domains. 
This talk will give an overview of the group’s current projects with particular highlights of the 
role visualisation plays in a variety of decision making processes. 
 
Talk : Visualisation that underpins a new wave of visual computing 
technologies for big data analytics: methods and applications 
The rapid rise of big data is transforming many aspects of our society, from science and 
engineering in world class laboratories to many sectors which do not conventionally have 
substantial presence of computing technologies, e.g. construction engineering and 
agriculture. The volume, velocity, variety, and veracity (the 4Vs) and perhaps, more 
importantly, the complexity of data and the diversity of domains that data come from have 
meant that humans increasingly depend on the effectiveness of visualisation methods and 
systems. The main thrust of this talk is to argue that visualisation, whilst it can be a 
subjective matter, has become a critical tool for decision makers to make sense of big data & 
analytics methods. Applications range from high throughput image analysis that takes place 
in large laboratories to streaming analytics that look at the motions of social media and 
increasingly Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) and Internet of Things (IoTs). This talk will examine 
closely the uncertainty of visualisation methods through comparing and contrasting the 
differences among several popular visualisation frameworks and tools, e.g. D3 for semantic 
text analytics, to ParaView for large scale volume rendering and in-situ visualisation for 
computational flow simulation. Finally, this talk covers the increasingly popular array of high 
end computing methods and parallel computational infrastructure that underpin the new 
wave of visual analytics capabilities which are essential for big data systems to deliver high 
throughput analytical insights from computational modelling, simulation and prediction. 
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programming and system dynamics.  Prof. Brans has been president of the Belgian OR 
society (1975-78), president of EURO K Conference and organisor of the first one in Brussels 
(1975), initiator of the EURO Summer Institutes and organisor of the two first ones, initiator 
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presented over 100 invited lectures all over the world and published over 100 papers in 
international scientific journals.  He is the initiator of the PROMETHEE-GAIA Methodology 
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Medal 1994, Doctor Honoris Causa from Copenhagen (2000) and Doctor Honoris Causa from 
Fribourg (2002).  He has been Elected Professor of the year by the Students of the VUB 
University Brussels in 2002. 
 
 Pierre Louis Kunsch 
Pierre Louis Kunsch born in 1947 has a Master in Physics from Université de Liège (Belgium, 
1969), a PhD in Science from ETHZ Federal School of Technology Zürich (Switzerland, 1977), 
and a Higher Education Tenure in Operations Research (OR) from ULB Université Libre de 
Bruxelles in Brussels (Belgium, 1996). 
His career combines technical, economic and OR studies in both industrial and academic 
environments. 
Today he teaches OR and system dynamics at Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB) and Vrije 
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Talk : Ethics and Decision 
Although the pace of progress continues fast and in a positive way in today’s world, many 
problems may arise because ethical issues are often completely ignored by decision makers. 
Ethics is a philosophical concept implying respect in all human, economic, social and 
environmental dimensions in a decision process. Its nature is dynamic, and this makes it a 
concern in an increasingly complex world. 
In a first part of the talk an overview will be given on the evolution in the last decades in 
Operations Research in general and Decision Support Systems (DSS) in particular, moving 
from mono-criterion optimisation approaches to multiple-criterion decision-making.  Though 
Ethics seems to be at the origin a rather abstract philosophical concept, the authors’ tenet is 
that ethical values can and must be integrated into quantitative modelling. A methodology 
called ASCM, standing for Adaptive, Systemic, Control and Multi-criteria based 
methodology, is proposed to that aim by the authors to approach real-world problems. It 
includes multi-criteria analysis – here the well-known PROMETHEE methodology can be used 
in practice – incorporated into a wider dynamic decision-making process using systemic 
techniques – here in practice system dynamics or agent-based modelling. ASCM looks 
extremely promising for innovative DSS developments. It allows controlling and monitoring 
the evolution of human systems in a structured way, not ignoring important ethical aspects. 
In a second part of the talk, examples of complex decision making processes in today’s world 
involving important ethical dimensions will be presented within the ASCM framework. 
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Multi-criteria weight elicitation by multiple stakeholders  
piloting complex systems with ASCM 
Pierre L. Kunsch, Jean-Pierre Brans 
 Vrije Universiteit Brussel, BUTO Dept. 
Pleinlaan 2, BE-1050 BRUSSELS, Belgium 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this short article an efficient weight elicitation technique is proposed for inclusion into 
the Adaptive, Systemic, Control and Multi-criteria based methodology, in short ASCM, 
presented during a plenary session of the ICDSST 2017 conference. The purpose of ASCM is 
piloting in real time complex systems by combining System Dynamics (SD) and Multi-
Criteria Decision Aid (MCDA). Piloting policies are established and revised on a regular 
basis and/or constant real-time observation by means of SD simulations; groups of 
stakeholders (SH) choose by means of MCDA tools the best policy to be implemented for the 
ensuing time periods before possible adaptations to account for the actual system evolution. 
The weight elicitation process must not require excessive cognitive effort for the SH groups 
which might have different decisional powers; it must remain transparent, flexible, and allow 
easy sensitivity analysis for changes when confronting different opinions. Ideas from the well-
known Simos-card procedure and ordinal rank-based weights were combined to a two step 
procedure defining firstly importance classes on ordinal Likert scales, and secondly profiles 
on those scales for the criteria. This two step approach gives a very flexible technique, at the 
same time transparent, easy to understand and to use for combining many different diverging 
opinions of an arbitrary number of SH groups. The article illustrates with an example those 
properties obtained for an efficient use of ASCM by multiple SH groups.             
 
Keywords: Complex systems, ASCM methodology, System dynamics, Multiple criteria, 
Weight elicitation, Multiple stakeholders 
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INTRODUCTION 
Weight elicitation is an essential piece of information for Multi-criteria Decision Aid 
(MCDA) [1], in particular for ASCM, standing for Adaptive, Systemic, Control and Multi-
criteria based methodology, presented in this ICDSST 2017 conference by two of its authors 
[2, 3, 4]. The purpose of the present short paper is to introduce a weight elicitation 
methodology supplementing ASCM, considering that it must remain simple and transparent 
to all involved stakeholders.  
ASCM is an interactive and iterative hybrid procedure combining MCDA tools with 
System Dynamics and Control Theory to pilot in real-time complex systems along sustainable 
paths. This tool has been developed specifically for the purpose of solving complex social-
economic problems, and ethical dilemmas of which there are many in the contemporaneous 
world. Along a time path long-term policies are re-examined on a regular basis, or when 
needed by evolutions external to the system; simulation tools are used for that purpose, 
proposedly System Dynamics developing a strong feedback-view of the system under focus; 
the choice of a suitable multi-criteria policy is made by means of PROMETHEE [5], or 
another MCDA tool. Ethical decision-making implies next to multiple generally conflicting 
criteria the intervention of many different groups of stakeholders (SH) in the Golden Triangle 
of Economy, Social Life, and Environment [6], and this makes the choice of transparent 
criterion weights a central issue.   
MCDA weights express the relative importance of criteria, but not all approaches include 
weight elicitation assistance; or if they do they often require much cognitive efforts, 
especially when different opinions and judgements of SH co-exist about the relative 
importance. The presence of ethical dilemmas, for example a subsidiary delocalising process 
today common in the global world, implicates two vertices of the Golden Triangle (Economy 
and Social Life), so that trade unions and financiers have contradictory points of view. An 
elicitation procedure must therefore have several transparencies and visibility features, as 
required by SH, as follows: 
 
1. A full knowledge is required of the procedure applied to combine an arbitrary number 
of criterion importance judgements; the procedure must be accurate but remain simple; 
no black box is here acceptable, working mechanisms must be easy to grasp, also for 
laymen outside the field of decision science; 
2. A clear view must be available on how possible differences of treatment between SH 
are accounted for,  for example by how much a board member is given more decisional 
power than an executive director;    
3. Full transparency regarding final elicitation results must be provided, each SH being 
able to recognise that his/her specific input has been taken into account proportionately 
of his/her decisional power; also sensitivity studies must be easy to perform: if some 
SH wants to check how his/her opinion changes would affect the weight-elicitation 
results, for example in a Delphi-type enquiry, information about this change should be 
passed over in a complete and transparent way. Such feature is needed to facilitate the 
dialogue and convergence between SH, an important aspect in solving ethical 
dilemmas.   
 
Several well-known techniques with ordinal or rank-based data requiring limited cognitive 
work have been reviewed for approaching these requirements: in particular the Simos-card 
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procedure and the surrogate weight techniques [7, 8]. The review showed however that these 
techniques, although they have inspiring features, also have drawbacks and limited theoretical 
foundations. It is why a new approach in MCDA is proposed to complement ASCM. The 
authors propose that SH express qualitative importance judgements on criteria by means of 
profiles on ordinal Likert scales representing several importance classes. In the following 
section this new weight-elicitation procedure is introduced. A didactic example is solved, 
illustrating the fulfilment of the above properties. Conclusions and indication of future work 
are given in the last section.  
 
WEIGHT ELICITATION IN ASCM 
 
Basic principles 
 
Basic assumptions are that each SH has defined a set of representative criteria, and that 
their weights can be established independently of possible piloting policies to be ranked by 
MCDA. On those premises each SH should provide two types of inputs on importance classes 
and on criterion profiles: 
 
 a list of naturally ordered importance classes from least to most important:  
classes define a L-points Likert scale, in short L-pts;  each class receives an 
ordinal number from '1',  '2 ',  ,  ' ' 1L   corresponding to an importance 
judgment on the criteria to be considered: the lowest class labeled '1'  
corresponds to a ‘least important’ judgment, the upper class labeled ' 'L  
corresponds to a ‘most important’ judgment, of course this most important 
class is never empty; sometimes it is necessary to add the '0'  class of ‘not 
considered’ judgments giving a vanishing weight. This is useful when SH 
propose different sets of criteria, or when transforming different L-pts scales 
by a proportionality rule to make them comparable (see below); the number 
of classes is expected to respect the celebrated magic number ‘seven plus 
minus two’ [9] indicating cognitive limits about the number of relative 
importance levels; 
 a singleton profile for each criterion by assigning a value 1 (=100%) to the 
class corresponding to his/her corresponding importance judgment. A least 
one criterion must have 100% in the most important class labelled ' 'L .  
 
Examples of profiles can be seen in Table 1 defined on three types of scales. Each 
combined criterion profile is comparable to a probability distribution, i.e., it represents a 
frequency and it is normalised to unity=100%: the number in each class corresponds to the 
frequency of opinions in favour of this importance class for the given criterion - 0% or 100% 
for each individual judgement. It is shown in [10] that the profiles are probability 
distributions because the importance classes are naturally ordered, so that the feasible class 
weights, defined up to a positive factor for instance in the [0, 1] interval, are random numbers 
, 1,2, ,l l L  : their probability laws are called order statistics, and they are located in the 
L D  polytope  1 20 1L       . There is no reason to privilege any set of class-
weight values in this polytope, and therefore the class weights are the mean values, indicated 
by a bar on top of the variables, obeying the order statistics: 
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    1 , 1,2, , ~ 1,2,3, ,l l L l L L    . As a result the class weights can be set equal to 
the natural number equivalent to the class labels ‘1’, ‘2’,…, ‘L’. The following properties 
result [10]:  
 
Properties: Given a set of criteria and the associated profiles by criterion, on a common L-pts 
scale: 
 
(1) The class weights are proportional to the natural numbers  0,1,2, ,L ; 
(2) The consequence of (1) is that any number of profiles on different scales can be 
combined by proportionality rules to obtain a global profile on an arbitrary chosen 
common scale. It is explained in the example below how to proceed;    
(3) Each not-normalised criterion weight (NNW), defined up to a multiplicative positive 
factor, is the mean value of the probability distribution given by the corresponding profile 
on the class weights  0,1,2, ,L ;  
(4) Neglecting second-order terms, the normalised criterion weights (NW) are obtained by 
normalising the NNW. This is only true as a first order approximation because the mean 
value of the ratio of two random variables is not equal to the ratio of their mean values. 
Second-order terms can be calculated analytically or by Monte-Carlo simulations and 
they can be neglected in most cases; 
 
An example for the weight elicitation procedure  
 
A long-term policy in the environment is to be implemented and monitored using 
ASCM: it implicates all three dimensions in the Golden Triangle. There are three groups of 
Stakeholders (SH) defining potential policies: the Trade Unions (TU) with a ‘Decisional 
Power’ DP=2 and a 4-pts scale, the Government (GV), with DP=2 and a 5-pts scale, and the 
Environmentalist group (EV), with DP=1 and a 7-pts scale. Three criteria are common to all 
SH groups and are needed to select a policy: Costs, Emissions (of green-house gases), and 
Employment. Table 1 shows the three profiles on the corresponding scale for each group: 
criterion profiles appear to be singletons for each SH group, meaning that all members within 
a group agree. This last assumption is made for simplicity but without loss of generality, more 
complicated profiles by groups can be handled in the same way. The upper class on each scale 
is never empty, i.e., that a least one criterion is ‘most important’ in each individual profile 
evaluation. Because of properties (1) and (2) above, transforming each individual profile 
value from one scale to another different scale may be done by a proportionality rule resulting 
in a split of each profile value into two values. For example transforming the TU Costs 
singleton profile '1'  in class 3 in the 4-pts scale, meaning a class weight=3, to the EV 7-pts 
scale gives a doublet profile resulting for the transformed class weight=3x7/4=21/4=5.25 with 
two values (0.75, 0.25) in the two neighbouring classes (5, 6), as indeed 5x0.75+6x0.25=5.25. 
The resulting global profiles are given in Table 2, comparing the TU-scale (4-pts) with the 
EV-scale (7-pts). Not-normalised criterion weights (NNW) are indicated in the corresponding 
column; they are in the same ratio as the respective numbers of scale points, namely 7/4=1.75, 
and therefore the normalised (to unity) weights (NW) on the right are the same ones for both 
scale choices. It is also found with Monte-Carlo simulations that simulated weights (SW) are 
up to two digits equal to the NW obtained by the simple arithmetic operations.  
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Table 1: Three reference profiles according to three criteria and three groups of Stakeholders:        
Trade-Unions (TU) 4-pts Decisional Power DP=2; Government (GV) 5-pts DP=2;               
Environmentalists (EV) 7-pts DP=1. Alternative individual profiles are indicated in brackets. 
Criteria   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Costs        TU (DP=2) (1)  1   
Emissions        1    
Employment      1 
 
Costs        GV (DP=2)     1  
Emissions       1   
Employment      1 
 
Costs        EV (DP=1)  (1) 1     
Emissions           1 
Employment    1     
 
The resulting normalised weights (NW) are 36%, 24%, 40%. Sensitivity analyses with a 
spreadsheet or a suitable code, MATLAB® has been used, give immediate results: for 
example if the TU group brings Costs down from ‘3’ to ‘1’ the new weight values are 29%, 
27%, 44%, a 4% increase in favour of the employment weight. If the EV group brings Costs 
down from ‘3’ to ‘2’, the weights 35%, 25%, 40% result, an increase of 1% only in favour of 
Emissions. The required visibility features described above are present.  
Table 2: Three profiles for two choices of scales 7-pts and 4 pts for the reference case in 
Table 1. NNW=not-normalised weights in the ratios 7/4, NW= normalized weights, 
SW=weights obtained by Monte-Carlo simulations (20,000 instances), equal up to two digits. 
Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NNW NW=SW 
Costs  7-pts       0 0 .20 0 .30 .10 .40 5.50 .36 
Emissions    .10 .30 0 .32 .08 0 .20 3.78 .24 
Employ.  0 0 .20 0 0 0 .80 6.20 .40 
 
Costs  4-pts     .06 .14 .40 .40  3.14 .36 
Emissions     .40 .24 .16 .20 2.16 .24 
Employ.  .06 .14 0 .80 3.54 .40 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Implementing ASCM in an efficient way for piloting complex systems requires a simple 
but accurate and transparent methodology for the weight elicitation for selecting good 
multiple-criteria policies. The existing techniques often require important cognitive efforts 
and/or have difficulties in coping with many diverging opinions of multiple stakeholders in 
most issues addressed by ASCM. Adapting existing rank-based or ordinal techniques [7, 8] 
has brought forward an approach which is innovative in MCDA: it has a strong theoretical 
basis [10] and fulfils transparency, simplicity and flexibility requirements. The next planned 
development is a practical implementation to prove the friendliness and usefulness in real-
world systems to be piloted by ASCM. To that aim efficient visualisation instruments 
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available like in the PROMETHEE methodology [5], and the associated software 
http://www.promethee-gaia.net/ could further assist the elicitation process of multiple 
stakeholder groups.   
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Abel Coll is a Doctor in Civil Engineering from the Technical University of Catalonia 
(BarcelonaTech). He is the Head of the Pre and Post-processing department, also known as 
GiD Group, of the International Center for Numerical Methods in Engineering (CIMNE) at 
Barcelona, Spain. CIMNE was created in 1987 and specializes in the development and 
applications of numerical methods and software to find solutions to a variety of problems in 
engineering and applied sciences. 
He begun its research at CIMNE on 2004 focusing on Computational Geometry and Mesh 
Generation for numerical simulations, and has collaborated in a wide list of European and 
National research projects related to different scientific and engineering fields (such as 
Computational Fluid Dynamics, Computational Electromagnetics, Computational Mechanics, 
Structural analysis or multi-physics problems). His research interest and expertise include 
preprocessing operations, including computer aided design (CAD) tools, mesh generation 
and software integration), as well as post-processing operations and visualization of results 
attached to meshes and coming from numerical simulations. Other research lines of his 
interest are cloud computing, high performance computing and Big Data for simulation 
software. Most of this work is part of the development of the GiD suite, a software 
developed and marketed by the GiD group at CIMNE, for pre and postprocessing data for 
engineering simulation software (www.gidhome.com). 
This talk will present an overview of VELaSSCo project (www.velassco.eu), which is one of 
the pioneer European projects proposing to merge the Big Data technology with the 
engineering simulation tools in order to allow the post-processing of huge simulation data 
(data analytics) and its visualization in an efficient and a more understandable way for the 
decision making process, what is currently a bottleneck in the simulation pipeline. 
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Talk: Using Big Data for extreme large scale simulations analysis and 
visualization. 
Numerical simulations are often included in some Decision Support Systems (DSS) when 
accurate predictions of the physical effects of some events in the domain of study are 
necessary for the assessment of the best solution. As the phenomena to be studied grows in 
complexity, or the domain space where the phenomena occurs increases, the related 
numerical simulation generates greater amounts of data to be analyzed and processed, 
usually in the range of billions of records. 
For these huge simulations it is common to use High Performance Computing (HPC) 
infrastructures, which typically work on distributed machines with the goal of speed-up the 
computation times. This generates big amounts of distributed data that need, first, to be 
post-processed (new data must be generated from them, as iso-surfaces, stream-lines, color 
maps, etc…) and, second, to be visualized in a reasonably interactive time, almost real-time. 
A tool for post-processing and visualize the results of huge numerical simulations in an 
efficient way is crucial to provide a rapid understanding of the effect of some event in the 
environment of study for the DSS, and allow a fast integration of this information in the 
whole decision making process. Furthermore, it is common to use techniques as Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANN), Model Reduction or optimization techniques based on genetic or 
Monte-Carlo methods, which also need to run a big number of simulations before the data 
from the simulation can be reliable. This fact increases even more the data from simulations 
that need to be processed before feeding the DSS. 
VELaSSCo project, Visual Analysis for Extremely Large-Scale Scientific Computing 
(www.velassco.eu) is a FP7 research project led by CIMNE, funded by the European 
Community’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n° 
619439, which has developed a post-processing and visualization platform for huge 
distributed simulation data using Big Data technologies and architectures. This talk will give 
an overview of VELaSSCo project and its potential for integrating huge numerical simulations 
in the DSS. 
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Business process modelling and visualisation to support 
e-government decision making: Business/IS alignment  
 
Sulaiman Alfadhel1, Shaofeng Liu1, Festus O. Oderanti2, 
 
1 Plymouth Graduate School of Management, Plymouth University, UK 
                            2 Hertfordshire Business School, University of Hertfordshire, UK 
 
                  sulaiman.alfadhel@plymouth.ac.uk; shaofeng.liu@plymouth.ac.uk;   
                           F.Oderanti@Herts.ac.uk 
Abstract. Alignment between business and information systems plays a vital 
role in the formation of dependent relationships between different departments 
in a government organization and the process of alignment can be improved by 
developing an information system (IS) according to the stakeholders’ 
expectations. However, establishing strong alignment in the context of the 
eGovernment environment can be difficult. It is widely accepted that business 
processes in the government environment plays a pivotal role in capturing the 
details of IS requirements. This paper presents a method of business process 
modelling through UML which can help to visualise and capture the IS 
requirements for the system development. A series of UML models have been 
developed and discussed. A case study on patient visits to a healthcare clinic in 
the context of eGovernment has been used to validate the models. 
Keywords: IS requirements, process modelling and visualisation, goal 
modelling, UML, requirements elicitation.  
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Value of Visual Analytics to South African Businesses 
Wisaal Behardien and Mike Hart 
 
Department of Information Systems, University of Cape Town, South Africa 
wisaalbehardien@gmail.com, mike.hart@uct.ac.za 
Abstract. There is limited literature on the value that visual analytics provides 
for businesses, and its broad use in organisations. This research provides some 
understanding of how South African businesses are using visual analytics in 
their day to day operations, and the value derived from employing it. The study 
was interpretive, exploratory and descriptive, producing both quantitative and 
qualitative data. Individuals within organisations making use of visual analytics 
completed an online survey, and interviews were conducted with informed 
business, IT and BI stakeholders. Results were compared with those from an 
international survey, and thematic analysis highlighted four main themes: 
usage, value, challenges and technology. Most respondents noted the high 
added value obtained from visual analytics versus tables of numbers. The 
research also identified a set of good practices for organisations to employ 
when embarking on a visual analytics strategy and suggested ways of 
mitigating potential challenges.  
Keywords: visual analytics, visualisation, value, benefits, challenges, business 
intelligence, data, change management 
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Conceiving Hybrid What-If Scenarios Based on Usage 
Preferences 
Mariana Carvalho, and Orlando Belo 
 
ALGORITMI R&D Center 
Department of Informatics, School of Engineering, University of Minho 
4710-057 Braga, Portugal 
Abstract. Nowadays, enterprise managers involved with decision-making 
processes struggle with numerous problems related to market position or 
business reputation of their companies. Owning the right and high quality set of 
information is a crucial factor for developing business activities and gaining 
competitive advantages on business arenas. However, today retrieving 
information is not enough anymore. The possibility to simulate hypothetical 
scenarios without harming the business using What-If analysis tools and to 
retrieve highly refined information is an interesting way for achieving such 
business advantages. In a previous work, we introduced a hybridization model 
that combines What-If analysis and OLAP usage preferences, which helps filter 
the information and meet the users’ needs and business requirements without 
losing data quality.  The main advantage is to provide the user with a way to 
overcome the difficulties that arise when dealing with the conventional What-If 
analysis scenario process. In this paper, we show an application of this 
methodology using a sample database, and compare the results of a 
conventional What-if process and our methodology. We designed and 
developed a specific piece of software, which aims to discover the best 
recommendations for What-If analysis scenarios’ parameters using OLAP 
usage preferences, which incorporates user experience in the definition and 
analysis of a target decision-making scenario.  
Keywords: What-If Analysis, On-Line Analytical Processing, Usage 
Preferences, Analysis Systems Specification, Multidimensional Databases. 
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Incorporating Uncertainty into Decision-Making: An 
Information Visualisation Approach  
Mohammad Daradkeh and Bilal Abul-Huda 
Department of Management Information Systems, Faculty of Information Technology and 
Computer sciences, Yarmouk University, Irbid, Jordan 
{mdaradkeh, abul-huda}@yu.edu.jo 
Abstract. Incorporating uncertainty into the decision-making process and 
exposing its effects are crucial for making informed decisions and maximizing 
the benefits attained from such decisions. Yet, the explicit incorporation of 
uncertainty into decision-making poses significant cognitive challenges. The 
decision-maker could be overloaded, and thus may not effectively take the 
advantages of the uncertainty information. In this paper, we present an 
information visualisation approach, called RiDeViz, to facilitate the 
incorporation of uncertainty into decision-making. The main intention of 
RiDeViz is to enable the decision-maker to explore and analyse the uncertainty 
and its effects at different levels of detail. It is also intended to enable the 
decision-maker to explore cause and effect relationships and experiment with 
multiple “what-if” scenarios. We demonstrate the utility of RiDeViz through an 
application example of a financial decision-making scenario.  
Keywords: Decision support, information visualisation, interaction design, 
risk, uncertainty, what-if analysis.  
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Multicriteria decision making for healthcare facilities 
location with visualization based on FITradeoff method 
Marta Dell’Ovo1, Eduarda Asfora Frej2, Alessandra Oppio3, Stefano Capolongo1, 
Danielle Costa Morais2 and Adiel Teixeira de Almeida2 
 
1 Dept. ABC, Politecnico di Milano, via Bonardi 9, 20133 Milano, Italy  
2 Federal University of Pernambuco – UFPE, Center for Decision Systems and Information 
Development – CDSID, Cx. Postal 7462, Recife-PE, 50.630-970, Brazil 
3 Dept. DAStU, Politecnico di Milano, via Bonardi 3, 20133 Milano, Italy 
marta.dellovo@polimi.it  
Abstract. This paper proposes an application of the Flexible Interactive Tradeoff 
(FITradeoff) method for siting healthcare facilities. The selection of the location 
of complex facilities, as hospitals, can be considered as a multidimensional 
decision problem for the several issues to be taken into account and, moreover, 
for the variety of stakeholders that should be involved. The case study under 
investigation is the location of “La Città della Salute”, a new large healthcare 
facility in Lombardy Region (Italy). Starting from a cross disciplinary literature 
review, a multidimensional evaluation framework has been defined and applied 
to the case study by considering the point of view of one Decision Maker (DM). 
The application shows that a smaller effort is required from the DM using the 
FITradeoff method. 
Keywords: Healthcare Facility Location, MCDM, FITradeoff, decision-making, 
visualization 
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A semantics extraction framework for decision support in 
context-specific social web networks 
Manuela Freire1,3, Francisco Antunes1,2 and João Paulo Costa1,3 
1 INESCC – Computer and Systems Engineering Institute of Coimbra, Portugal 
2 Department of Management and Economics, Beira Interior University, Portugal  
3 Faculty of Economics, Coimbra University, Portugal 
Abstract. We are now part of a networked society, characterized by the intensive use 
and dependence of information systems that deals with communication and infor-
mation, to support decision-making. It is thus clear that organizations, in order to in-
teract effectively with their customers, need to manage their communication activities 
at the level of online channels. Monitoring these communications can contribute to 
obtain decision support insights, reduce costs, optimize processes, etc. In this work, 
we semantically studied the discursive exchanges of a Facebook group created by a 
strawberries’ seller, in order to predict, through Social Network Analysis (SNA) and 
semantic analysis of the posts, the quantities to be ordered by customers. The obtained 
results show that the unstructured data of the Web’s speech can be used to support the 
decision through SNA. 
Keywords: Social Network Analysis, Decision Support, Web Discourse.  
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Sher, Mali1, Shifrin, Guy2 
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Abstract. Since 2012, a new automatic traffic enforcement camera project has been in operation in 
Israel. Several databases are included in this project, i.e. sensor data, traffic reports, and road 
accident records. In 2014 a business intelligence system was developed to obtain all the data from 
the sensors of the new project and to merge them with the existing data to run the project 
effectively and efficiently. The aim of this paper is to present the process and the configuration of 
the business intelligence system, and to present the improvements in all measurements. In this 
paper we demonstrate the importance of a business intelligence system for operating, engineering, 
researching and managing aspects of a project. 
 
Keywords: Business Intelligence, Automatic traffic enforcement cameras, Traffic police.  
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Visualization for decision support in FITradeoff 
method: exploring its evaluation with cognitive 
neuroscience 
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Abstract. FITradeoff method uses a flexible and interactive approach for 
supporting decisions in multicriteria problems in the context of MAVT (Multi-
Attribute Value Theory) with partial information. Since the very beginning of 
the preference elicitation process, a subset of potential optimal alternatives 
(POA) is selected based on the current partial information provided. Then, the 
Decision Maker (DM) has the flexibility of interrupting the elicitation process 
for analyzing the partial result by other means, such as graphical visualization 
of performance of POA. This flexibility is available in the whole process. 
Evaluating the visualization confidence for decision support in FITradeoff 
method is crucial. Furthermore, information for designing of this visualization 
is relevant. This paper shows how these issues could be approached based on 
cognitive neuroscience, with particular focus given on eye tracking resources.  
Keywords: Evaluating visualization, graphical visualization, FITradeoff 
MCDM method, cognitive neuroscience, neuroeconomics, Decision 
Neuroscience, eye tracking. 
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Integrating System Dynamics with exploratory MCDA 
for robust decision-making 
Georgios Tsaples1*, Jason Papathanasiou1, and Nikolaos Ploskas2 
1 University of Macedonia, 156 Egnatia Str., Thessaloniki 54006, Greece 
2 Carnegie Mellon University, 5000 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh 15213, PA, USA 
Abstract. The aim of this paper is to propose a process to support decision 
making, in which System Dynamics is combined with Multi Criteria Decision 
Aid methods to mitigate the limitations of the two methodologies when used 
alone and find robust policies. The proposed process is based on Exploratory 
Modeling and Analysis, a framework that allows the use of multiple methods – 
under different perceptions, detail, and levels of abstraction – in order to 
address issues of uncertainty and robustness. A case study is used to illustrate 
how the process can offer deeper insights and act as a valuable decision support 
system. Finally, it also demonstrates the potential of Exploratory Modeling and 
Analysis to deal with uncertainties and identify robust policies. 
Keywords: Exploratory Modeling and Analysis, System Dynamics, Multi 
Criteria Decision Aid, decision support system 
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ABSTRACT 
The Precise Consensus Consistency Matrix (PCCM) is a decisional tool developed by the 
Zaragoza Multicriteria Decision Making Group (GDMZ) for dealing with AHP-Group 
Decision Making (AHP-GDM). From the initial decision makers’ pairwise comparison 
matrices, a consensus matrix for the group is constructed using the concept of consistency. 
Each entry of this new consensus matrix belongs to all the Consistency Stability Intervals 
associated to every decision maker. In this way, it is guaranteed that the modifications made 
in the initial matrix do not exceed the maximum level of inconsistency allowed. 
This paper presents a decision support system (PRIOR-PCCM) that allows the construction of 
the PCCM in the AHP-GDM context. PRIOR-PCCM incorporates the possibility to consider 
different weights for the decision makers and includes a module that allows the extension of 
the initial PCCM in order to achieve the minimum number of non-null entries required to 
derive the priorities, or to achieve a complete PCCM matrix. The DSS also calculates four 
indicators, two for consistency and two for compatibility, used for comparing the PCCM with 
other AHP-GDM tools. One of these indicators is employed to identify the decision maker 
that has modified his judgements most in order to obtain the consensus matrix. This is 
illustrated in a case study. 
The paper also presents some new visualisation tools that can be employed to obtain a deeper 
knowledge of the process followed to obtain the PCCM matrix and to exploit the results from 
a cognitive orientation. These new tools are currently being integrated into the DSS software. 
Keywords: DSS, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), Group Decision Making (GDM), 
Consensus, Consistency, Compatibility.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Two of the most outstanding features of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP; [1]) are 
the possibility of evaluating the consistency of the pairwise comparison matrices used in 
order to capture the preferences of the decision makers (DMs) and the adaptability to the 
Group Decision Making, an outstanding aspect of the Knowledge Society. 
The idea of using the concept of consistency in group decision making was first 
proposed by the authors in 2002 [2, 3]. Afterwards, it is being widely used in the scientific 
literature [4-7]. 
Following this line of research, the authors proposed the PCCM [8, 9], a decisional tool for 
AHP multiactor decision making which main aim is the construction of a consensus matrix 
based on the consistency property. 
The aim of this current work is to present the DSS (PRIOR-PCCM) designed by the 
GDMZ for constructing the PCCM and to propose some visualization tools that will help to 
understand the process followed in the application of the algorithm (construction of the 
consensus matrix) and to exploit the results that are obtained from a cognitive perspective.   
The paper is structured as follows: Background section reminds the basics of the decision-
making tool (PCCM) and the algorithm followed for its construction; the following section 
includes a description of the DSS designed for the construction of the PCCM; the fourth 
section presents an illustrative numerical example to which the DSS and the visualisation 
tools were employed; and finally, the last section summarises the main conclusions and 
outlines lines for future research.  
 
BACKGROUND 
Saaty [1] defines the consistency as the cardinal transitivity between the judgments. Given 
a pairwise comparison matrix A = (aij), i,j = 1,,n, A is said to be consistent if i,j,k aij·ajk = 
aik. In order to measure the inconsistency of a matrix, the PCCM employs the Geometric 
Consistency Index (GCI) [10]. 
Following the line of research that uses the idea of consistency in AHP-GDM, the 
authors [11] proposed an initial decisional tool, named the Consensus Consistency Matrix 
(CCM) that identified the core of consistency of the group decision using an interval matrix, 
which may not be complete or connected. In 2014, the same authors further refined this tool 
and introduced the Precise Consensus Consistency Matrix (PCCM) [8], which selects a 
precise value for each interval judgement in such a way that the quantity of slack that remains 
free for successive algorithm iterations is the maximum possible. Escobar et al. [9] extended 
the PCCM to allow the assignment of different weights to the decision makers and to 
guarantee that the group consensus values were acceptable to the individuals in terms of 
inconsistency. In the same work, these authors proposed different methods for completing the 
PCCM matrix if it were incomplete. The improved version of the algorithm for constructing 
the PCCM can be seen in [9]. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of this algorithm. 
A DSS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PCCM 
The Software 
PRIOR-PCCM is a DSS developed by the GDMZ for constructing the PCCM. The 
software was programmed in Delphi and completes other modules previously incorporated 
into the PRIOR software [12-14]. PRIOR-PCCM includes several modules for: (i) the 
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calculation of the consistency stability intervals; (ii) the resolution of the optimisation 
problem; (iii) the derivation of priorities in the case of incomplete matrices; and (iv) the 
evaluation of consistency and compatibility.  
The main window of the DSS (see Figure 2) offers options to introduce a new problem 
(‘Parameters’ and ‘Judgments’); to read a previously fixed problem (‘Load Data’); to 
calculate the individual priorities (‘Priorities’); to calculate the Initial Stability Intervals 
(‘Stability Intervals’); to calculate the AIJ and PCCM matrices (‘AIJ Matrix’ and 
Consensus(PCCM)’ respectively) and the indicators used to compare both AHP-GDM tools 
(‘CVNs’, ‘GCOMPIs’ and ‘PVNs’). It is also possible to edit the Consensus Matrix (‘Edit 
Consensus Matrix’). This option is particularly helpful if the resulting PCCM is incomplete. 
When the PCCM matrix is obtained, the corresponding priority vector and GCI are also 
calculated (see Figure 3). If the resulting matrix (PCCM) is not complete, the DSS allows us 
to edit the consensus matrix and add new judgements (for different options, see [9]). A 
minimum of n-1 connected entries are needed to be able to obtain the corresponding priority 
vector, which can be achieved from this same window. These user-defined matrices can be 
saved in order to retrieve them when needed. 
Once the PCCM has been obtained, the DSS provides the calculation of other indicators 
(CVN, GCOMPI, PVN) that measure the compatibility of the individual positions with the 
group one, and compares the two AHP-GDM procedures currently implemented in the 
software, the AIJ and the PCCM (see Figure 4). All the windows that show some results can 
be copied for use outside the DSS (Excel, etc.). 
Visualisation Tools 
A visualisation tool based on Multidimensional Scaling has been designed and 
developed with R in order to show the process followed to obtain the PCCM. This tool 
provides some graphics of the evolution of the priorities of the different decision makers 
throughout the iterations of the algorithm followed to construct the consensus matrix. An 
example of this visualisation tool can be seen in Figures 5 and 6. 
In addition, another visualisation tool is being designed to present graphically the 
information about the evolution of the indicators calculated by the DSS. Figures 7 and 8 
are examples of this tool for the GCI and the GCOMPI. These new tools are being 
integrated into the DSS software. They will improve the presentation of the final results, 
allowing the exploitation of the results from a cognitive orientation.  
 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
We have applied the DSS to the case study selected by [8, 9]. The problem consists of five 
alternatives and three decision makers. Table 1 shows the initial judgement matrices. 
Different weights were associated to the decision makers (DM1: 5; DM2: 4; and DM3: 2). By 
using the DSS, the PCCM matrix is obtained. The corresponding priority vector and the value 
of the GCI (0.023) are also shown (see Figure 3). As can be observed, in this particular case, 
the PCCM is complete. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the relative positions of the DMs and 
the alternatives throughout the iterations of the algorithm. It can be appreciated that DMs 
have quite similar opinions and there are no big modifications in their relative positions. 
Figure 6 shows a zoom of this graph showing the evolution of DMs with more detail. Figure 
7 presents the evolution of the GCI for the three DMs throughout the iterations. It can be seen 
that although the values of the GCI for some intermediate iterations have increased, the final 
GCI is notably better than the initial individual ones.  
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Table 1: Pairwise comparison matrices for the three decision makers 
DM1 A B C D E DM2 A B C D E DM3 A B C D E
A 1 3 5 8 6 A 1 3 7 9 5 A 1 5 7 7 5
B 1 3 5 4 B 1 3 7 1 B 1 1 5 1
C 1 3 2 C 1 5 1/5 C 1 5 1/3
D 1 1/3 D 1 1/5 D 1 1/5
E 1 E 1 E 1  
In order to identify the decision maker who has modified his judgments most, we propose 
to employ the Geometric Compatibility Index (GCOMPI) that compares the initial 
judgements of a given decision maker with the priorities associated to the final PCCM matrix 
(see definition in [8, 9]). Figure 4 shows the values of this indicator calculated by the DSS for 
the example. The values of the GCOMPI for each of the three decision makers are given in 
the first column. The second column contains the weights associated to each decision maker. 
The third column calculates the contribution of each decision maker to the value of the 
GCOMPI for the group (GCOMPI (G) = 0.529) and the last column contains this contribution 
in relative terms. Figure 8 shows a graphic presentation of all these values. It can be seen that 
although decision-maker 3 has the greatest value of the GCOMPI, the contribution of this 
decision-maker to the group GCOMPI is the least, as its weight is the smallest. The second 
decision-maker made the greatest contribution to the total amount of the group GCOMPI. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents the PRIOR-PCCM, a DSS that implements the PCCM. This is a 
decisional tool for AHP-GDM that, based on the concept of consistency, provides a 
consensus matrix for the group. The paper also presents some new visualisation tools that will 
favour the exploitation of the model from a cognitive orientation. These new tools, as well as 
the implementation of other AHP-GDM consensus methods, are currently being integrated 
into the DSS software. 
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Step 1. Calculate the auxiliary 
matrix (variance of logs) and the 
initial CSI for all the DMs
Step 2. Select entry
Step 3. For each DM, calculate 
the CSIs for the selected entry
Step 4. Is the 
intersection of all 
the intervals null?
Step 5. Is the 
intersection with 
the initial CSIs 
null?
Step 6. Solve the optimisation 
problem to obtain the precise 
value for the entry of the PCCM
Step 7. Assign the value to the 
entry of the PCCM and update 
the initial individual judgement 
matrices
Step 8. All the 
entries have been 
already 
considered?
End.
Output: the PCCM
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
 
Figure 1: The PCCM algorithm 
 
Figure 2: Main window of PRIOR-PCCM 
 
Figure 3: PCCM, priority vector and GCI 
 
Figure 4: Results for the indicator GCOMPI 
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Figure 5: Evolution of the relative positions 
of the DMs and the alternatives 
 
Figure 6: Zoom on the evolution of the 
relative positions of the DMs 
 
 
Figure 7: Evolution of the GCI 
 
 
Figure 8: Contribution of the DMs to the 
GCOMPI 
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ABSTRACT 
Algeria is exposed to many kinds of disaster, vulnerable to natural phenomena, such as 
earthquakes and floods, and to man-made vulnerabilities like road accidents.  
Collaborative is the key to the success of the organizational plan that is initially established 
by relief because many parties are involved. 
For this reason, we propose a decision support platform for disaster management using case-
based reasoning (CBR) and fuzzy reasoning. This platform offers innovative collaboration 
through videoconferencing communication between the leaders of intervention services 
(modules) who are in charge of a mission and the means necessary to relay the rescue 
operations in a very short time. 
Under the authority of the ‘Wali’( the president of the City), the relief organization plan is 
drawn up by the Directorate of Civil Protection, together with the heads of the modules 
(Security and Public order, Medical evacuation and hygiene order, Liaison and 
Telecommunication, Information, Public works, Energy, Hydraulic, Transportation, 
Provisional recessing, Supply of food and Relief, Materials and equipments, Expertise and 
advice, Evaluation and Balance sheet). 
Our approach promotes exchanges among all participants specially the domain experts. The 
case based reasoning is chosen in order to use past experiences while integrating expert’s 
beliefs. An ontology that represented the most important knowledge of disasters has been 
developed while integrating experts’ beliefs.  The particularity of this approach is that it 
proposes a new adaptation technique which integrates fuzzy measures. Thanks to 
videoconferencing tools, experts can intervene at any time to give their opinions during the 
‘revise’ phase. The system is being tested to analyze the impact of collaboration tools on 
disaster management in Algeria, particularly in the western part of the country.  
Keywords: disaster management in Algeria, Collaboration, Case-Based Reasoning 
(CBR), fuzzy measures, and videoconferencing. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The natural disasters are caused by natural or technological reasons that could affect life, 
society and the environment. Potential consequences of disasters involve overwhelming 
economic losses, large affected populations and serious environmental damages [1]. 
 Proper preparation, response and recovery are required in order to cope with and survive 
large-scale disasters; unfortunately, the institutions that are responsible for delivering 
emergency response services form a heterogeneous set that often under-performs are due to 
lack of proper interoperation and collaboration [2]. Collaboration is a necessary foundation 
for dealing with both natural and technological hazards as well as disasters and the 
consequences of terrorism [3]. 
Collaboration and videoconferencing systems have become a very important application in 
the Internet. The paper adopts an interdisciplinary approach to disaster management 
collaboration drawing upon knowledge accumulated by state-of-the-art research in case-based 
reasoning (CBR) and videoconferencing systems. 
 
Major contribution 
In recent years, social media emerged as a potential resource to improve the management 
of crisis situations such as disasters triggered by natural hazards. Although there is a growing 
research body concerned with the analysis of the usage of social media during disasters, most 
previous work has concentrated on using social media as a stand-alone information source, 
whereas its combination with other information sources holds a still underexplored potential 
[4]. For this reason we propose to elaborate a collaborative environment that contains a social 
network in order to collect information in the event of a disaster. 
The particularity of our approach is in the use of the case-based reasoning. This process 
follows five steps (Elaborate, Retrieve, Reuse, Revise and Retain) including domain ontology 
for the elaboration of the new case, fuzzy logic for Reuse step, and video conferencing in 
revision because a video communication tool must always be available (join these contact 
(Experts) should be simple and fast, as well as investments of time and limited money). 
 
Our approach 
Case Based Reasoning (CBR) is an Artificial Intelligence (AI) Technique for solving 
problems by using past experience instances. The centrality of this concept lies in using past 
solved problems in similar situations to approximate past solutions for such problem 
situations. 
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 Figure 1: General scheme of the proposed approach 
Case elaboration 
A new case is described by a set of descriptors; a descriptor of a pair is defined by "d 
= (a, v) where ‘a’ is an attribute and ‘v’ 'is a value associated with ‘a’ in this case, to 
constitute this case the user often acquires non-elaborated case where some information 
are unknown or missing, it’s important to improve the description of the problem; So we 
propose to improve the development of a case by constructing the domain ontology. 
Information retrieval 
Information retrieval about similar cases requires an efficient comparison between the 
descriptors for the similarity evaluation. Considering the wide range of available 
semantic similarity approaches, our work focused on the taxonomical exploitation of the 
ontology. 
Reuse case (fuzzy adaptation) 
Information Fuzzy logic allows reasoning not on numeric variables, but on linguistic 
ones, ie, on qualitative variables (large, small, medium, far, near, safe, etc.). Reasoning 
on these linguistic variables will allow us to use the knowledge in natural language.  
In inductive learning, most models use classical logic representation and processing of 
ambiguities and uncertainties throughout the induction process. Table 1 illustrates the 
CBR that is guided by fuzzy logic in some works. 
 
Table 1: Elements of comparison between some works (CBR & Fuzzy logic). 
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The references relevant phase Technique used 
[05] 
[06] 
 
Information retrieval Incorporating fuzzy logic in the CBR 
process for a model prediction of the 
previous similar auctions and more 
useful to a current case. 
[07] Information retrieval Introducing fuzzy logic in calculating 
the similarity between two cases 
statewide "Quite similar", "somewhat 
similar" or "very similar". 
Our approach Fuzzy adaptation Introduces the fundamentals of fuzzy 
logic for knowledge representation, and 
the fuzzy decision tree for the 
management of knowledge. 
 
We use the notions of fuzzy logic that are made by author in [08] in our approach because 
the fuzzy logic allows representation and adequate treatment of the inaccuracies and 
uncertainties priori similar to those used by humans, and this can be done through its various 
concepts such the fuzzy sets and fuzzy reasoning. So we have opted for the use of fuzzy logic 
in the induction process by utilizing fuzzy decision tree to integrate it in the two 
characteristics of intelligence: knowledge management inaccuracies and uncertainty 
management in the provided data. 
Revise 
Realizing the fourth stage of the CBR must be made with the contribution of experts to 
review the obtained case. 
The goal of real-time telecommunication media is to collapse the space between 
geographically dispersed groups and create the illusion that people are together, when in fact 
they are not. For this reason we propose the Videoconferencing technology in this step. 
Retrain 
After the solution has been successfully adapted to the target problem, store the resulting 
experience as a new case in the case base. 
 
EMERGENCY ORGANIZATION PLAN 
The Government of Algeria adopted, in 1985 [09], a national plan for the prevention of 
major natural and technological hazards, mainly involving the organization of interventions 
and disaster relief.  
The plan for the organization of interventions and relief in the state is made up of 14 
intervention modules. 
Under the authority of the Wali, it is elaborated by the Directorate of Civil Protection, 
together with the heads of modules. We propose collaboration between the latter by 
videoconferencing. Figure 2 depicts the major steps that are followed to execute the 
emergency organization plan. 
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Figure 2: Videoconferencing for emergency organization plan 
In order to validate our approach we apply it on the basis EM-DAT[10], available on the 
official website EM-DAT website. EM-DAT contains essential data on the occurrence and 
effects of over 22,000 mass disasters in the world from 1900 to the Present day. The most 
relevant cases (107 disaster cases in Algeria) are presented in Figure3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: disasters database in Algeria 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Our study presents the relief organization plan in Algeria; this plan is made up of 14 
intervention modules. Each module has a logistic base (set of missions and means).  
In this paper, we describe an approach of CBR that is combined with the disasters 
ontology and concepts of fuzzy logic. The proposed solution provides expert knowledge 
appropriate. One way to reduce costs is to hold a meeting remotely by a videoconferencing 
system. 
Our collaborative platform supports the leaders of intervention services and experts in the 
disaster planning process and relies on videoconferencing to analyze situations and formulate 
decisions to trigger the plan in real time. The system is being tested to analyze the impact of 
collaboration tools on disaster management in Algeria, particularly in the western part of the 
country.  
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ABSTRACT 
     The aim of this work is to develop a recommendation system to help to choose a voting 
procedure. For this purpose, we have to implement these voting procedures in a GDSS (Group 
Decision Support Systems). Therefore, it involves to review the literature on voting procedures 
and voting tools in order to know their functionality. We will use a practical example to show 
the level of implementation of the platform in its current state. Finally, we will invoke the 
perspectives of future work to continue to improve the voting tools of GRUS (GRoUp Support).  
Keywords: Decision making, voting procedures, voting tools, GDSS, GRUS. 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND  
Decision-making and its execution are the fundamental goals of any organization and their 
management. Indeed, any organization depends on the nature of the decisions that are made 
within it by decision-makers, whether individual or collective [1]. 
However, a collective decision often creates conflict situations due to differences in the views 
and interests of decision-makers about the same set of objects, hence using decision support 
systems is needed. Making a decision is choosing from a set of alternatives likely to solve a 
problem in a given context [2]. To achieve this, the problem of collective multicriteria decision-
making often comes down to an aggregation problem that is characterized by the definition of 
a set of criteria to evaluate the performance of the alternatives according to each criterion 
considered as relevant by all decision makers. 
Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) are developed to help decision makers and are most 
often based on computer platforms that provide decision-makers with a formal framework for 
reflection, and investigative skills to express the preferences and parameters of each, to 
evaluate them, and to provide the relevant elements for the decision-making process. 
This type of system consists in offering tools of software for group decision  [3]. A particular 
actor stands out in the process of group decision making. This is the facilitator. This actor's role 
is to help the group making a decision. This assistance can be defined not only on the technical 
level, but also on the content or the decision-making process. Few software packages are 
currently being developed to assist the facilitator in assisting the decision-making process. A 
Group DSS has been developed at IRIT called GRUS (GRoUp Support) [4]. Indeed, the main 
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objective of this work is to develop a complementary tool implementing different voting 
procedures [5] but above all allowing the facilitator to choose the most appropriate procedure 
depending on the type of the working context of the group through a recommendation 
mechanism. The working context of the group is defined by the size of the group, the date of 
delivery of the decision, the working mode of the group (synchronous or asynchronous / 
distributed or not). 
    To achieve these objectives, we must make a state of the art on the different existing voting 
procedures, to understand their rules of operation. In addition, we also have to know what are 
the existing tools implementing the voting procedures. 
RELATED WORK 
Voting procedures 
    Voting is considered as an individual mode of expression allowing a group of people to make 
a decision. Therefore, a voting procedure consists of determining from one method the 
winner(s) of a vote. Thus, there are several voting procedures that have emerged depending on 
the specific situations. We can cite: the majority with its variants, the approval or assent, the 
weighted, elimination, Borda, Condorcet [6,7]. The two most common methods are Borda and 
Condorcet and the following points describe their basic principles or rules [8,9]. 
The Borda method 
   If we have n candidates or alternatives, Borda’s method works as follows: Each voter 
classifies alternatives following his preference order. For each ballot cast, points are awarded 
to each alternative as follows: The first-place ranking is worth n points, the 2𝑛𝑑 place ranking 
is worth 𝒏 − 𝟏 points, and so on. The last place ranking is worth 1 point. The alternatives are 
then ranked in the preference order by how many points they have accumulated. And the 
alternative that gets the highest points is the winner. For example: seven (7) voters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, ordering three (3) candidates, A, B, C, as follows 
Voter   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Points P(A)= (3*3) + (4*1)              = 13 points 
P(B)= (2*3) + (3*2) + (2*1) = 14 points 
P(C)= (2*3) + (4*2) + 1        = 15 points 
Hence C is the winner with 15 points  R
a
n
k
in
g
 1th C C B B A A A 3 
2nd B B C C B C C 2 
3th A A A A C B B 1 
                                          Table 1: Example of Borda 
The Condorcet method 
   Each voter classifies alternatives following his preference order. To prevail, an alternative 
must undo the others in a "one by one" confrontation. One compares the alternatives by raising 
the number of votes obtained by duel. The winner is the one that has won its duels against the 
other alternatives. Let us use the same example and taking ">" as a representation of the 
preference relation of one candidate to the other one obtains 
 
Duel A versus B A versus C  B versus C  
C won all his duels, 
therefore he is the winner. 
 A>B = 3  A>C = 3 B>C = 3 
 B>A = 4 C>A = 4 C>B = 4 
Winner B C C 
Table 2: Example of Condorcet 
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Existing voting tools 
   Several tools are developed, some of them are free and other are not. Among them we can 
refer to Condorcet Vote [10], Decision Maker [11,12], RoboVote [13], Tricider [14], Whale3 
[15], Electionrunner [16], VoxVote [17], Doodle [18], etc. Two of them are largely used and 
the following section describes them. 
    RoboVote is a free service that helps users to combine their preferences or opinions into 
optimal decisions. To do so, RoboVote employs state-of-the-art voting methods developed in 
artificial intelligence research. This solution offers two types of polls (Objective Opinions and 
Subjective Preferences), which are tailored to different scenarios; it is up to users to indicate to 
RoboVote which scenario best fits the problem at hand. Its algorithms are based on the 
Condorcet’s voting method [13]. 
    Whale3 (WHich ALtervative is Elected) It is a web application dedicated to collective 
decision-making and voting. You can create a poll (open or secret), invite people to participate, 
and view the results. Whale3 offers several modes of preference expression (ordinal, 
qualitative, binary, numerical), and relies on voting theory to illuminate the results [15]. 
VOTING TOOLS IN GRUS 
   GRUS is equipped with several collaborative tools and can be used in various decision-
making situations: asynchronous or not and distributed or not. Depending on the contexts, 
GRUS allows to define the stages of the decision-making process of a group. Each stage may 
correspond to the use of a specific tool. For example, a decision-making process of a group can 
be composed of the following steps: - Brainstorming - Categorization of ideas - Establishment 
of consensus. In the case of a consensus, it will be easy to conclude. If not, a recourse to voting 
procedures is necessary. 
   A voting plugin tool for GRUS will have the following particularities in its use: a) ability to 
interact, in the processes of a meeting, with the other tools existing on GRUS; b) usable alone 
as a vote planner like the other solutions explained in the section of Existing voting tools. To 
achieve this, it follows the following logical architecture: 
   
 
 
 
 
      
         
Inputs may vary from case to case. Alternatives, clusters of alternatives or a mixture of the two 
can be used as input for the vote during a meeting. The Voting Engine, receives these inputs, 
applies one or more methods according to the preferences of the voters for a proclamation of 
the result which leads to the outputs. 
Figure 1: Logical architecture of GRUS’s plugin voting tool 
•Alternatives
•Clusters
•Aleternatives 
& Clusters
In put
•DM 
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The current status of the implementation 
   Currently, we have developed the Borda method in the voting tool for GRUS. And we’ll use 
a practical example to assess the current state of implementation. 
Suppose that in a management meeting of a company, five (5) leaders must decide on the 
adoption of a new source of energy for the respect of the environment. The alternatives selected 
are: wind, solar or hydroelectric among several proposed. So we will have five (5) voters 
(𝑉1, . . 𝑉5) who must choose between three (3) alternatives 
(𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒1, 𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒2, 𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒3) corresponding respectively to wind, solar and 
hydroelectric. The Table3 represents the actual preferences of voters. 
Ranking 𝑉1 𝑉2 𝑉3 𝑉4 𝑉5 
1th Wind Solar Hydroelectric Solar Wind 
2nd Hydroelectric Wind Solar Hydroelectric Solar 
3th Solar Hydroelectric Wind Wind Hydroelectric 
Table 3: Preference of five voters 
With the GRUS voting tool, the facilitator must do the following: 
a) Create a vote that takes into account the data of the example as shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Voting creation Screen 
1: descriptions of the vote to know: title, description, start and end dates, status 
2: the alternatives proposed in the meeting. 2': the selected alternatives used for the vote 
3: The participants of the meeting.   3': the selected participants who will vote. 
b) Let the participants vote: Expression of the preferences of each voter as shown in Figure 3. 
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 Figure 3: Vote participation screen  
4: the list of candidates for the vote (2 ') 
4': the list of preference of the voter representing his choices on the alternatives. 
c) Proclaim the result of voting (see Figure 4) 
 
Figure 4: Voting results screen  
5: numerical scores of the candidates. 
5': graphical representation of the voting result 
So the Solar with 36,7% is chosen by the management team. 
 
   This example shows that a first implementation has been done.  Because it contains 
features such as management of vote (create, update, delete), participation in a vote and the 
announcement of the result of applying the method Borda. 
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 
   There are several voting procedures that are well documented in the literature because they 
have been the subject of a lot of researches. They are also present in many tools, some of which 
are free. A voting tool plugin for GRUS, gives it a considerable advantage to be a very complete 
GDSS. 
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In its state, this plugin is functional and uses the Borda method, for the calculation of the votes 
result. This method makes it possible to choose one or more alternatives generally benefiting a 
high degree of satisfaction of the voters. 
As in perspectives of this work, we propose to: 
• implement other voting procedures in the GRUS’s plugin voting tool; 
• conduct a detailed study of the impact of meeting contexts in order to implement the 
recommendation feature in this voting tool; 
• integrate the plugin into the GRUS's toolbox. 
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ABSTRACT 
This study aims to investigate the relationship between the cognitive effort and 
negotiation style during negotiation processes by conducting an experiment using a 
Negotiation Support System (NSS). An eye tracker device is used to gather 
psychophysiological data from participants. The pupil size is widely known as a reliable 
metric for measuring the cognitive effort, and so could provide information about stress 
level, while people interacts with information system. Participants performed a simulated 
negotiation task in an NSS environment. All participants were grouped in accordance 
with their negotiation style, operationalized as levels of assertiveness and 
cooperativeness. Negotiators demonstrated significant differences in pupillary variation 
and consequently in cognitive effort during the trial. These results suggest that the 
negotiation style of the negotiator can indicate the possible recognizing pattern adopted 
and their mental workload spent in negotiation situations supported by the NSS.   
 
Keywords: Cognitive effort, Negotiation style, Eye-tracking, Negotiation Support 
System. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Negotiation can be understood as a social interaction process in which people mutually 
allocate resources by negotiating with each other during which they seek to resolve their 
opposing interests, and to make joint decisions [1][2]. This interactive process is widely used 
in studies of different natures, and this includes both in situations involving face-to-face 
and/or computer-mediated negotiations. In particular, computer-mediated negotiation is 
characterized as an interactive communication and decision-making process between at least 
two individuals using an electronic system [3]. Although simple tools such as email could be 
used in an asynchronous negotiation, we analyze a negotiation which is supported by a 
specific online negotiation platform known as the Negotiation Support System (NSS) [4]. 
Although the NSS provides technological resources for supporting the negotiation process, 
the process for using it often becomes stressful due to the time that needs to be spent to reach 
an agreement and the large number of interactions between the negotiators. These negative 
factors can be increased when the negotiation process is driven only in online interactions, 
without physical or face-to-face contact. The amount of information exchanged in each 
interaction, as well as social contagion, have been factors that have influenced the time taken 
to complete negotiations and the way in which negotiators interact [5].  Therefore, these 
matters may positively or negatively affect the negotiators’ levels of stress. 
The mutual influences and the level of stress result from negotiators exchanging 
information with each other in conjunction with social contagion may guide the negotiator’s 
behavior during the negotiation process [6]. This behavior - which can be described in terms 
of the negotiation style or of conflict management [7] - often changes while negotiators 
interact with other parties in the negotiation. Such changes in behavior are related to the weak 
relationship between what is stated by participants and their negotiation style in practice [8]. 
In addition, the influences arising from the emotional transitions commonly found in social 
interactions also take place during negotiations [9]. 
From the context started by previous research studies [8][9], this paper sets out to 
investigate the role of negotiation style in the behavior of negotiators, while interacting with 
the informational tool, the NSS, in terms of element recognition and cognitive workload 
expended in order to understand the information depicted. To do so, desktop eye tracker 
equipment with a 120 Hz sampling rate is used to capture measures of negotiators’ stress 
levels by recording as a metric the variation in size of the negotiators’ pupils. To capture the 
initial negotiation style, the Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Instrument (TKI) is used [7].  
The TKI model was applied in several contexts of problem resolution to help individuals 
understand their interpersonal relationships across culture, gender, organizational role, and so 
on [10][11][12]. The negotiation area also applied the TKI to conflict resolution issues 
[8][10]. In addition, TKI approaches were proposed for negotiation supported by NSS, such 
as Jain and Solomon’s (2000)[13] study. 
 
METHOD  
The experiments for testing the assumptions of this paper have been conducted in a 
specific module of NegPlace System which is a web-based NSS developed by Moura & 
Costa [14]. Initially, participants answer a questionnaire to capture their individual 
negotiation style. Forty students from Universidade Federal de Pernambuco - 14 
undergraduate and 26 post-graduate students (mean age = 26.45, SD = 4.42) - took part in the 
study on a voluntary basis. The number of males (N = 17) and females (N = 23) are not equal, 
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but a previous study has shown that gender does not influence a participant's pupillary 
response [15]. During the experiment was not imposed any time restriction, since it is not 
wanted to press participants. 
The dimensions of each participant´s pupils are gathered during all experiments and 
analyzed together with other psychophysiological metrics and data on the negotiators’ 
behaviors. A statistical analysis is performed to find the relationship between the cognitive 
workload level and negotiation style during negotiation processes. 
 
RESEARCH MODEL AND RESULTS 
Although individuals are divided into negotiation style groups per their levels of 
assertiveness and cooperativeness, the same negotiation task and informational tool was 
available to each negotiator. Thus, we used eye-tracking measures as well as pupillometry to 
provide scanpaths of the Areas of Interest (AOI) and cognitive workload according to 
negotiation style.  
All participants were assigned the role of the seller, in which they needed to sell their car 
and have announced it in an online car sales website. Thus, they had received a counteroffer 
proposed by anonymous buyer that is waiting for a reply, accepting the offer or proposing a 
counteroffer. An overview with some information about personality traits and negotiation 
styles of the anonymous buyer were available at the information tool in the NSS. 
The data collected were subjected to two types of analysis, one for Area of Interest (AOI) 
and another for eye movement. In order to carry out AOI analysis we defined five AOIs at the 
Informational tool screen. The metrics time to first fixation, visit count, and total visit 
duration for each AOI were calculated for each participant, and then calculated the average 
for each group. At the last of AOIs analysis, each AOI was appointed to one group either 
graphical or textual group, in accordance to the type of element in it. Pupillary responses 
were analyzed using Windows SPSS 22. 
A descriptive analysis was used to find out which AOIs were more visited by the eyes and 
for how long. In addition, the time to first fixation of AOIs was also analyzed to clarify the 
average time spent to fix attention on a specific area. All measures were calculated for all 
participants as well as for each group: group 1 (partially assertive and cooperative), group 2 
(more assertive and less cooperative), and group 3 (less assertive and more cooperative). The 
AOIs description data is summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1. AOIs Descriptive Analysis 
AOIs N Mean 
Std. 
Deviation 
Std. 
Error 
Total Visit Duration 
in Graphical 
Information 
(second) 
Group 1 15 7.13 6.36 1.64 
Group 2 16 6.41 5.15 1.28 
Group 3 9 6.69 8.73 2.91 
Total 40 6.74 6.36 1.00 
Total Visit Duration 
in Textual 
Information 
(second) 
Group 1 15 18.18 16.30 4.20 
Group 2 16 21.49 14.80 3.70 
Group 3 9 22.48 18.83 6.27 
Total 40 20.47 15.99 2.52 
Visit Count  in Group 1 15 11.60 6.93 1.79 
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 Graphical 
Information 
Group 2 16 13.00 9.52 2.38 
Group 3 9 11.77 11.76 3.92 
Total 40 12.20 8.99 1.42 
Visit Count in 
Textual Information 
Group 1 15 19.20 10.79 2.78 
Group 2 16 21.12 13.84 3.46 
Group 3 9 15.44 11.41 3.80 
Total 40 19.12 12.12 1.91 
 
An ANOVA One-way was performed for both left and right pupil size with groups’ pupil 
size means as a factor analysis. The groups’ means were the results of the temporal dynamics 
of the group's pupillary response during the first ten seconds (10000 ms) for each participant 
in the experiment, divided into 40 bins of equal size (250 ms). The Table 2 displays the 
variance analysis that revealed the groups differed significantly on the pupil size means for 
both left [F(2, 1154) = 35.79, p < .0001] and right [F(2, 1154) = 59.61, p < 0.0001]. These 
results indicate that cognitive load evoked during the informational tool interactions differs 
according to cooperative and assertive levels of the clustered groups.  
Table 2. ANOVA One-way for left and right pupil size between groups 
  
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Square F Sig. 
Pupil Left Between 
Groups 18.098 2 9.049 35.793 0.000 
Within 
Groups 291.238 1152 0.253   
Total 309.336 1154       
Pupil Right Between 
Groups 
28.813 2 14.406 59.618 0.000 
Within 
Groups 
278.371 1152 0.242 
  
Total 307.184 1154       
 
A post-hoc analysis revealed a larger pupillary response to Group 2 compared to other 
groups especially from fourth seconds onwards (4000 - 1000 ms) with a peak between eight 
and nine seconds. The Group 3 has a moderate pupillary response compared to Group 1 from 
the onset until seventh seconds. After seven seconds onwards, the pupillary response to 
Group 3 follow closely to Group 1, sometimes the size slightly larger. The Group 1 has the 
lowest pupil size mean, which remains close to 3.1 mm of pupil diameter for both left and 
right pupil during the course of the trial. However, in two instances for both pupils, the pupil 
size mean to Group 1 is greater than or equal to the pupil size mean of the Group 3. 
To sum up, results have shown that cognitive workload on interaction with informational 
tool differs from group to group, depending on the level of assertiveness and cooperation. 
Thus, the group of participants that are more assertive and less cooperative presents a high 
cognitive load on interacting with informational tool content, if compared to other groups. In 
its turn, the participants of the group that is partially assertive and cooperative tends to vary 
somewhat their cognitive load along the trial. While the participants of the group that are less 
assertive and more cooperative are prone to decrease their cognitive load over time.   
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 CONCLUSIONS 
The present study investigated the relationship between the cognitive effort and 
negotiation style during negotiation processes by conducting an experiment using a 
Negotiation Support System, so called NegPlace. The negotiators were clustered according 
their levels of assertiveness and cooperativeness from the negotiation style into three groups: 
more assertive and less cooperative; partially assertive and cooperative; and less assertive and 
more cooperative. Consistent with our expectations, negotiator groups differed in relation to 
recognizing a sequence of AOIs and average pupil size. Differences in eye-movement when 
recognizing AOIs could be due to the high assertive level, which is related to attempting to 
satisfy one’s own concern, avoiding qualitative issues, and focusing on quantitative issues 
that can yield substantial value [10]. This might have motivated their fastest interest in the 
negotiation information of the opponent than would have other groups, while the negotiator 
with a high cooperative level attempts to satisfy the concerns of the other negotiator and 
engaging in problem-solving behavior [8].  
In the observed pupil size results, we noted that the cognitive effort of the negotiators 
differs significantly between groups. The pupil size patterns demonstrate that the more 
assertive and less cooperative group required more cognitive processing than other groups. 
This result reveals the efforts of the group in recognizing and interpreting information in the 
informational tool. These findings could support the development of better NSSs interfaces. 
These results highlight the psychological and behavioral differences in negotiating styles 
(assertive and cooperative) through physical measures, demonstrating the application and 
relevance of psychological models such as Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Instrument (TKI) 
in negotiating issues, using the NSS.  
One of the limitations of this study is not established a fixed time and scanpaths in 
executing the task, which provide a high variance at completion time of trial and several 
scanpath patterns. Other limitations are notable. First, the sample was homogeneous in age 
and course, which limits generalizability. Second, the negotiation task has only one 
counteroffer, limited to a single interaction. Third, no real rewards were offered to 
participants. Further research is needed to investigate negotiation style pattern while 
interacting with an information tool in other negotiation problems, such as collaborative 
negotiations. 
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ABSTRACT 
Data replication is making multiple copies of part of data in an organization and placing them 
at multiple sites. Proper formulation of data replication strategies is a subset of a broad topic 
of management of geographically distributed, heterogeneous computing and storage network 
resources. Replica placement and replica factor have been on-going challenges when 
formulating a replica strategy in the cloud environment. In this paper, first, we present a 
survey of data replication strategy classification in cloud systems. Second, the survey we have 
conducted reveals that there are several open issues with the current data replication 
strategies. We will discuss the open issues. Finally, we present a new research framework 
based on the two perspectives: multiple criteria decision making and information resource 
management perspectives. 
 
Keywords: Data Replication, Distributed Computing, Heterogeneous Computing, Multiple 
Criteria Decision Making, Cloud Computing, Information Resource Management. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
   Data replication is a widely used technique in cloud systems to improve data availability 
and to minimize the bandwidth consumption and data access latency. It is  frequently  used in 
parallel and distributed systems, large scale systems, including P2P [1] and data Grid systems 
[2]. Many replication strategies aim to answer the following questions:  what data should be 
replicated; when to replicate; and where the new replicas should be placed. 
     Most of works in the literature have classified replication strategies in classical 
environments, according to several criteria: (i) static vs. dynamic classification, (ii) 
centralized vs decentralized replication management, (iii) server vs. client replication, (iv) 
objective function and (v) system architecture. (For a detailed review and discussion of the 
various classification, readers are referred to [3].   
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       Dynamic replication strategies automatically create and remove replicas based on the 
changes in user access pattern, storage capacity and bandwidth. Bai et. al. [4] proposed a 
dynamic  Response Time-based Replica Management (RTRM) strategy. This strategy 
consists of three levels: (i) replica creation, (ii) replica selection and (iii) replica placement. 
Simulation results showed that RTRM strategy improves network utilization and service 
response time. Another strategy, Cost-effective Dynamic Replication Management (CDRM) 
is proposed to capture the relationship between replica number and availability. It aims to 
provide cost-effective data availability while improving both the load balancing and system 
performance of the cloud (Wei et al 2010). Readers are referred to [5] for a comprehensive 
review of static vs, dynamic data replication strategies. Due to the dynamic nature of cloud 
systems, dynamic replication strategies seem to be more suitable in cloud systems.                                                                       
       The first part of this paper presents a survey of data replication strategies in cloud 
systems. Second, the survey we have conducted reveals that there are several open issues with 
the current data replication strategies. We discuss the open issues. Finally, we present a new 
research framework and future research directions, based on the two perspectives: multiple 
criteria decision making and information resource management perspectives. 
A SURVEY OF DATA REPLICATION STRATEGIES 
      Recently, Tabet and others [3] discuss existing classifications and how dynamic 
replication can be classified with respect to many criteria. They point out the advantages and 
weakness of each of the existing strategies present a new taxonomy of existing data 
replication strategies incorporating multiple dimensions of factors to consider. The multiple 
dimensions of factors they used include: 
(i) Static vs. Dynamic [4]  
(ii) Reactive vs. Proactive workload balancing solutions [6]  
(iii) Provider vs. Customer centric [7, 8] 
(iv) Replica factor determination [9] and  
(v) The objective function including data locality, network bandwidth locality, and 
replication costs [10, 11].  
         The survey of Tabet et al. [3] is most recent survey of data replication strategy 
encompassing a wide range of multiple dimensions of factors. Nevertheless, this survey does 
not satisfactorily provide solutions to open issues. The next section discusses several open 
issues as a basis of our comprehensive future research directions.  
 
OPEN ISSUES IN DYNAMIC REPLICATION STRATEGIES 
     Milami & Navimipour [5] presented several open issues in data replication in the cloud 
environment. Therefore, they believe that designing the data replication strategies that 
considers the important parameters/multiple criteria of data replication problems in a cloud 
environment is a challenging task. 
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Figure 1: Classification of data replication strategies in cloud systems 
Source: [3] 
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1. Most of studies they reviewed used a hierarchical structure. Therefore they suggest 
that it may be very interesting to modify the hierarchical structure to reflect the real 
cloud environment.  
2. No single strategies can address all issues involved in the data replication including 
reliability, scalability, fault tolerance, user waiting time, data access time, conserving 
the network bandwidth, and load balance.  
3. It may be desirable to improve selection process to allow users to elicit their 
preferences as to the objectives of replication strategies including data security, data 
reliability, etc.[12] 
      Recently, Tos et al. [12] provided a new taxonomy of dynamic replication strategies that 
takes the impact of data grid architecture on dynamic replication performance into 
consideration. The issue no. 1 raised by Milami et al. [5] is effectively tackled by Tos et al. 
They present various replication strategies for different data grid architectures: hierarchical, 
peer-to-peer, hybrid, general graph. They concluded based on a simulation study that more 
relaxed architectures such as general graphs produced better response times. They also 
discussed open issues in dynamic replication strategies.  
4. Many replication strategies aim to accomplish multiple conflicting objectives, 
including improving performance/availability vs. increasing cost burdens to providers 
as well as the consumers.  
5. Studying the combined effectiveness of the optimal number of replicas and 
strategically placing them is open issues. 
FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND MCDM 
PERSPECTIVES 
      Of these five open issues in the literature, the first issue is not valid any more since it was 
effectively tackled by Tos et al [12].  Careful analysis the remaining four issues can be boiled 
down to the creation of a strategy that effectively deals with multiple criteria including 
reliability, scalability, fault tolerance, user waiting time, etc. and allowing the user to take part 
in the formulation process to express their preferences with priorities.  To do so, our 
suggestion for future research direction is taking a broader view of the resource management 
and multiple criteria decision making perspectives.        
The Resource Management Perspective: Data replication is a subset of resource 
management in the cloud.  The resource management in the cloud is described as the process 
of allocating computing, storage, networking and (indirectly) energy resources to a set of 
applications, in a manner that seeks to jointly meet the performance objectives of the 
applications, the IT infrastructure providers and the users of the cloud resources, within the 
constraints of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with the Cloud Users.  These objectives of 
different entities are clearly conflicting. [13, pp. 568-569]. Accordingly, data replication 
strategy must be formulated with several objectives of data resource management. Scope of 
cloud computing resource management [13] include the following: 
Actors: they include cloud providers whose roles are managing a set of data center hardware 
and system software to meets SLAs agreed with Cloud Users/End Users and/or achieves other 
management goals, Cloud users who are responsible for meeting SLAs agreed with its 
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customers (i.e., End Users) with the objectives of minimizing its costs and maximizing its 
profits.  
 
Management Objectives of the Cloud Provider aiming to meet service level agreements 
(SLAs) with Cloud Users.  
 
Management Objectives of The Cloud User aiming to exploit the elasticity property of cloud 
environments. 
Resource Management Functions: Resource management functions with regard to data 
replication cover the following: 
 Resource Demand Profiling (effective resource management must continuously 
monitor end-user demand of network resources and achieve an appropriate balance 
between the current demand (reactivity) and predicted demand (proactivity).   
 Work Load Management Goal to ensure that the benefit of a given strategy is higher 
than the cost of replication [14]. 
The Multiple Criteria Decision Making Perspective:  
All open issues introduced above are clearly involved with multiple criteria decision making 
(MCDM) which inherently necessitates a simultaneous comparison of the large number of 
criteria and alternatives that, in turn, demands the more complex array of information. These 
features include (1) the multiple objective structure designed to handle both quantitative and 
qualitative information crucial for ill-structured problems. In addition,  the emphasis on the 
decision maker's judgment or bounded rationality which better reflects the decision maker's 
actual cognitive behaviors. Therefore, it is clear that taking the MCDM perspectives allow 
users to elicit their preferences as to the objectives of replication strategies including data 
security, data reliability, etc. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Information systems researchers have continuously struggled to deal with multiple criteria 
decision problems over the past several decades [15].  The taxonomy we presented can be a 
useful guideline for IT managers to select the data replication strategy for their organization. 
As previously stated [5], we do not believe that there is an optimal data replication strategy 
that addresses all of the issues involved in the data replication. Futhermore, we believe that it 
is highly unlikely to find such an ideal replication strategy that optimizes a wide range of 
goals of actors (providers and customers) and organizational policies. Rather, the replication 
strategy for any organization will be a decision that satisfice several goals of the entities 
involved.  It may be a very promising direction for future researchers to approach the issues in 
the replication strategies from two different perspectives: multiple criteria decision making 
and resource management in the cloud. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Recommender systems aim to support decision-makers by providing decision advice. We 
review briefly tools of Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA), including aggregation 
operators that could be the basis for a recommender system. Then we develop a generic 
multi-criteria recommender system, to support decisions by aggregating measures of 
performance contained in a performance matrix. To determine a total order of alternatives, 
the system uses different multicriteria aggregation operators depending on the context of use 
of the system. Thus, recommendations are calculated using partial preferences provided by 
the decision maker and updated by the system. An integrated web platform is under 
development. 
 
Keywords: Recommender System, Choquet Integral, MCDA, Sugeno Integral, 
Aggregation operator 
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INTRODUCTION 
Recommender systems are designed to help decision-makers make the best possible decisions 
from a wide range of choices. This process of finding the best solution passes through an 
inescapable step that is the aggregation of the performances of each alternative according to 
the preferences of the decision maker. For this purpose, there are several multicriteria 
aggregation operators of preferences. The choice of the aggregation operator in a decision-
making problem is therefore crucial.  
We propose in this paper a generic recommender system where the choice of the aggregation 
operator is implicit and transparent for the user. Among these operators are the weighted sum, 
the ordered weighted sum, the Choquet integral, the Sugeno integral [1], and so on. These 
operators are classified into two main categories, namely quantitative and qualitative, when 
they are respectively a decision problem where assessments are quantitative or qualitative [2]. 
The choice of an operator in a category uses a collaborative recommendation model and a 
similarity model between decision problems. 
 This article is structured as follows: we make a brief presentation of some aggregation 
operators in the first section. In the second section, we present our generic multicriteria 
recommender system. The third section deals with the results obtained by this system. And 
finally, we open the discussion and possible prospects to these works. 
NOTATION AND FORMALIZATION OF THE PROBLEM  
We have the following data: 
- Set of alternatives A={a,b,c..} with |A|=m. The alternatives represent the different 
solutions or choices available to a decision-maker faced with a problem of decision-
making. 
- Set of criterions ℕ={1,2,3,..} with |ℕ| =n. Criteria can be considered as attributes or 
characteristics of alternatives. Indeed each alternative is evaluated according to each 
criterion describing it. 
- Numerical values taken by the alternatives for each criterion :   Ɐj ∊ ℕ, Ɐa ∊ A, aj ∊ ℝ  
- Set of the profiles of the alternatives which is a set of vectors such that Ɐa ∊ A we 
associate the vector a=(a1,a2, …, an) ∊ ℝn 
Tableau 1: Representation of the performance matrix 
- Let ⪰ be a relation on X representing the decision-maker’s preference. (⪰ is usually pronounced 
“at least as good as”.) As a binary relation, ⪰is usually assumed reflexive. For alternatives a and 
b, a  ⪰b to mean that a is preferred to b.  
Alternative Attr. 1 Attr.2  ... Attr.n Aggregated values 
a a1 a2 … an A(a) 
b b1 b2 … bn A(b) 
… … … … … … 
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AGGREGATION OPERATORS 
In decision support, an aggregation operator is usually used to determine an overall score 
for an alternative from its local performance on the criteria and the user’s preferences over 
criteria, in order to compare it to other alternatives. With the overall score, a ranking can be 
established that will guide the decision-maker’s decision. In this section, we examine several 
aggregation operators used in the recommender system. These operators belong to two 
distinct categories, namely quantitative and qualitative. 
The Choquet Integral 
Aggregation operators such as weighted sum and OWA are unable to model interactions 
because they depend on weight vectors. What is needed is a non-additive function that 
defines a weight, not only for each criterion, but also for each subset of criteria. These 
non-additive functions can thus model both the importance of criteria and the positive and 
negative synergies between them. A suitable aggregation operator can be based on the 
Choquet integral [3, 4] that uses non-additive functions that Sugeno proposed be called 
fuzzy measures [5]. The Choquet integral is used for quantitative evaluations. 
The Choquet integral is defined as follows: Let μ be a fuzzy measure on N. The Choquet 
integral of x ∈ Rn with respect to μ is defined by: 
  Cµ(x) ∶= ∑ x(i)[µ(A(i)) - µ(A(i+1))]
n
i=1  (1)  
where (.) denotes the permutation of the components of x = (x1, …, xn) such that x(1) ≤ ... ≤ 
x(n). As well, A(i)={(i), ..., (n)}  and A(n+1) = ∅.   
The Choquet integral gives the possibility to calculate the index of interaction between the 
criteria and the global importance of each criterion, called the Shapley value. For more 
information see [6] 
The Sugeno integral 
Unlike the Choquet integral which uses quantitative evaluations, the Sugeno integral is used 
for qualitative evaluations. The integral of Sugeno has been introduced in [5]. 
We consider here the integral of Sugeno in its discrete version, applied to the aggregation of 
preference. We also consider a totally ordered set L, not necessarily a numerical one, which is 
called an evaluation scale, and whose minimum and maximum elements are denoted by 0 and 
1 respectively. Sugeno integral is defined in relation to a capacity on the set N which is a 
function:  
µ : 2n → L such as :  µ(∅) = 0 and µ(N) = 1, for I ⊆ J ⊆ N : µ(I) ≤µ (J). 
For any set of criteria I ⊆ N, the value of μ (I) can be interpreted as the degree of importance 
associated with I.Let a capacitance μ: 2n → L. The integral of Sugeno defined with respect to 
μ, denoted by Sμ, is expressed in the form 
 𝑆µ(𝑦1, 𝑦2, … , 𝑦𝑛) = ⋁ (𝑦(𝑖) ⋀ µ({(𝑖), … , (𝑛)})
 
 
)
𝑛
𝑖=1
 (2)  
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Figure 1: New decision problem 
where (.) denotes the permutation of the components of y = (y1, …, yn) such that y(1) ≤ ... ≤ 
y(n). By this formula it is seen in particular that μ determines Sμ entirely and uniquely. The 
problem of learning an integral of Sugeno Sμ can therefore be reduced to that of learning the 
corresponding capacitance μ. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE RECOMMENDER SYSTEM 
The proposed recommender system can both treat quantitative evaluations using aggregation 
operators such as the weighted sum, the ordered weighted sum [7], the Choquet integral, and 
so on, but also qualitative evaluations using the integral of Sugeno. When creating a decision 
problem, the user is asked to 
specify the type of problem 
choosing whether it is a problem 
where the evaluations are 
quantitative or qualitative. The 
number of criteria involved and the 
description of each criterion are 
also asked. Then comes the 
enumeration of the different 
alternatives and their score for each 
criterion. Finally, the user is asked 
to define a partial order on a subset 
of alternatives. This partial order is 
used to define the user's 
preferences between pairs of 
alternatives. The whole of this 
information on the problem of 
decision support is thus stored in a 
database while disregarding the aggregation operator to be used for the search for a possible 
better solution. 
 In this window, the first step allows to describe the new problem of decision support, as well 
as his different criteria. The second step, called Performance, allows us to enumerate the 
different alternatives and their evaluation for each criterion, called the performance matrix. 
The third step, called Preferences, allows you to define preferences between pairs of 
alternatives. And finally the fourth step and last, validates all of this information by saving 
them in the database. 
After collecting data on the decision problem, the parameters of the chosen aggregation 
operator can compute. Depending on the type of problem (quantitative or qualitative), the 
choice of the aggregation operator will be based on the concerned category. 
In the case of a decision problem, an aggregation operator is chosen in a category based on its 
effectiveness on similar decision problems. This is done by using a collaborative 
recommender system [8, 6] and by establishing a similarity model between decision 
problems. This similarity measure classifies decision problems into three broad categories 
depending on the nature of the problem. These are the questions of choice, sorting and 
storage, for more information [9].  The selected aggregation operator is tested by trying to 
determine its parameters from the preferences of the user. If the parameters of this operator 
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happen to be elicited respecting the set of preferences of the user, then it is proposed to the 
user, if not, another operator in the same category is chosen on the same bases. This procedure 
allows the user not to worry about the choice of the aggregation operator in the face of a 
decision problem and to obtain the best operator in the context of the use of the system. 
A WEB PLATFORM RECOMMENDER SYSTEM:  
We illustrate the system using following example. Four Chefs, a problem proposed by 
Marichal & Rubens [10]. We want to evaluate the chefs based on their ability to prepare three 
dishes: Frog legs (FL), Steak tartare (ST),Scallops (SC). The evaluation of the 4 chefs A, B, 
C, and D for each dish is given on a scale 0 to 20 in the following performance matrix: 
Tableau 2: Evaluations of cooks 
 FL ST SC 
A 18 15 19 
B 15 18 19 
C 15 18 11 
D 18 15 11 
Reasoning of the decision maker: 
- When a chef is known for his preparation of Scallops, it is better that he prepares Frog 
Legs well, as compared to Steak Tartare; 
- Conversely, when a chef does not do a good job preparing Scallops, it is better that he 
prepares Steak Tartare well, as compared to Frog Legs. 
Thus we can conclude than the decision-maker’s ordering is A ⪰ B ⪰ C ⪰ D. 
Figure 2:Results obtained by the recommender system on this decision problem 
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Results: one can easily check that the decision maker's preferences were taken into account.  
CONCLUSION 
Without being exhaustive, we presented some multicriteria aggregation operators used in 
problems of decision. We also have set up a generic recommender system whose choice of the 
aggregation operator is transparent for the user and is able to handle various problems of 
decision making, such as quantitative or qualitative problems. We use a collaborative model 
when choosing an aggregation operator in a decision support problem and a degree of 
satisfaction of the chosen operator. In the future, it will be reinforced by the integration of 
other aggregation operators and other decision-support concepts, such as the bi-capacity 
concepts [11]. It would also be interesting to propose new fuzzy measurement identification 
algorithms, faster and more robust, which tends to be greedy in time with a high number of 
criteria. 
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ABSTRACT 
The intrinsic features of the Supply Chain have always put in the forefront the notion of 
uncertainty and risk in Supply Chain Management. However, Supply Chain Risk 
Management (SCRM) is a complex activity that compels to assess the vulnerability of all 
actors in the Supply Chain and the point would be to know which approaches of risk will 
allow to analyse and abate risks in the whole Supply Chain. Several approaches and 
methods have emerged in the literature to support organisations in their risk 
management. However, none appears to include all the commonly accepted stages in 
SCRM. To make up for this lack of integration, we have put forward in this paper an 
integrated approach for analysing the vulnerability of the Supply Chain inspired by 
Project Risk Management approaches. We detail an aggregative model of Supply Chain 
Vulnerability based on the aggregation of several criteria that could characterise it. 
Applying our proposal makes it possible to assess the viability of a Supply Chain in a 
specific context, in order to identify the most vulnerable actor in the chain and to put in 
place relevant risk reduction strategies. 
 
Key words:Supply Chain, Risk Management, Project Management 
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INTRODUCTION 
Our organisations are exposed to several types of risks and managing such risks have 
become a must for those managers who wish to remain successful in a highly competitive 
environment. Those risks must be assessed on the basis of their relevance and magnitude 
in order to identify vulnerabilities, draw up adequate plans to prepare for, and respond to, 
crises. In a Supply Chain, any risk that will materialise and affect one member or a 
process in the network, may interrupt the activities or the flows in several other members 
of the network. Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM) is thus a very complex activity, 
in the sense the evaluation of the vulnerability of the Supply Chain as a whole takes into 
account that of the organisation concerned, but also that of the partners and the partners 
of partners. 
SCRM approaches and methods have attracted much attention in the literature over the 
last two decades. All in all, four basic phases appear in the approaches detailed in 
research works: risk identification, risk evaluation, risk prioritisation, and risk 
processing. Although there is a significant relationship between these various phases, 
authors have generally focused on two of these phases. To compensate for this lack of 
integration, we put forward in this paper an integrated approach for analysing Supply 
Chain vulnerability by drawing from Project Risk Management approaches.We detail an 
aggregation model for Supply Chain vulnerability based on several criteria that can 
characterise it. The implementation of our proposal allows to judge the viability of a 
Supply Chain in a specific context, in order to identify the most vulnerable actor in the 
chain and to put in place risk reduction strategies. We have applied our SCRM model to 
a real- life case study to test the feasibility and efficiency of the model suggested. This 
implementation has allowed us to identify the level of vulnerability of each and every 
actor in a Supply Chain, to draw the attention of all members on which actions should be 
engaged in to reduce the vulnerability of the entire chain. 
SUPPLY CHAIN RISK MANAGEMENT 
The Supply Chain is a network of organisations that take part in the various upstream or 
downstream processes and activities which create value in the form of products and 
services brought to the consumer [1]. Managing the Supply Chain means managing 
upstream and downstream relationships with suppliers and customers, at a lower cost 
throughout the entire Supply Chain [2]. 
The intrinsic characteristics of the Supply Chain (multi-actors, multi-sites, multi-flows) 
have always brought to the forefront the notion of uncertainty and risk in Supply Chain 
Management. Recent events across the world and their consequences have confirmed the 
vulnerability of Supply Chain and that it is no longer possible to reach a certain level of 
performance without integrating risk management into the management of global Supply 
Chains. This what gave birth over the last decades to Supply Chain Risk Management 
(SCRM). 
In their work, Sodhi, Son, and Tang [3] have found out that there is a lack of consensus 
on the definition of the concept of SCRM. Lindroth and Norrman [4] consider that 
SCRM lies where Supply Chain partners collaborate and apply risk management process 
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tools to manage and alleviate uncertainty and risks caused by, or bearing on, activities 
and resources linked to the Supply Chain. Juttner et al. [5] define SCRM as “the 
identification and management of risks for the supply chain, through a co-ordinated 
approach amongst supply chain members, to reduce supply chain vulnerability as a 
whole.” However, on the whole, authors in the literature agree on four basic phases in 
SCRM [5-10]: risk identification (to identify what could happen, where, when and how), 
risk evaluation (to quantify/measure the impact risks may have), risk prioritisation (to 
prioritise those risks identified), risk processing (to develop and implement an 
attenuation strategy to control risks). 
SCRM approaches have also been the subject of much research work but research works 
that put forward SCRM processes have on the whole studied each of the phases in the 
process individually [11]. Indeed, researchers who presented integrated processes have 
mainly focused on two phases in the SCRM [11]. The risk attenuation phase has attracted 
more attention, with assessment coming second. Both these phases are largely dealt with 
through quantitative methods inasmuch as risk assessment includes the quantification of 
probabilities of occurrence and risk event impacts. Those qualitative approaches used in 
integrated SCRM processes are conceptual by nature or merely explain SCRM steps or 
phases but do not demonstrate how such approaches should be applied. Since there is a 
significant link between all phases in SCRM, more attention should be legitimately given 
to integrated processes in general. 
Moreover, not only does the literature lack adequate processes to respond to Supply 
Chain crisis situations, but there is a lack of empirical studies on Supply Chain risk 
analysis as well [3]. 
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
There are forceful similarities between the Project concept and that of Supply Chain. The 
project is defined as ‘a single process which consists in a set of coordinated and 
controlled activities that comprises starting and ending dates, undertaken with a view to 
reaching an objective complying with specific demands, including deadline, cost and 
resource constraints’ [12-p149]. Its goal is to produce a single result in the form of value 
to the customer. Project management is equally a structured process for managing work 
flows in a specific order spreading over time, with a starting and ending date, and 
specific entries and results.  
When it comes to project management, mastering those risks linked to the specifications 
is a major concern. Thus, several activities are implemented iteratively throughout the 
duration of the project to manage any risk which might threaten the success of the 
project. Those activities will generally be project risk analysis, risk reduction, and 
monitoring. Putu et al. [13] became interested very early in the similarities which exist 
between project management and Supply Chain management. These authors consider that 
these two modes of management have similar features in the sense that they both operate 
in a complex, dynamic and uncertain environment [13]. Furthermore, some research 
works have recently underlined how close temporary multi-organisational project risks 
and Supply Chain management were [14]. 
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By drawing more widely from the works by Froman and Gourdon [12] and by Mentzer et 
al. [15] on Supply Chain Management, we are able to build an analogy between both 
these two concepts, an analogy that is summarised in the table below. 
 Project [12]  Supply Chain [15]. 
Structure Set of activities Set of processes 
Actors Different actors and organizations Different actors and organizations 
Objective Comply with specific customer needs Satisfy customers demand 
Constraints Delay – Cost – Resource Delay – Cost – Capacity 
These similarities between project management and Supply Chain management, together 
with the closeness between types of risks in both these domains, have prompted us to 
draw our inspiration from project risk management approaches to develop a model for 
SCRM. 
SUPPLY CHAIN RISK MANAGEMENT MODEL 
In this section, we wish to put forward an approach for assessing Supply Chain 
vulnerability with respect to Risks. Risk is used here in the meaning of feared event that 
can disturb one or several activities of the supply chain. We assume that the latter Supply 
Chain is already in operation. Our purpose is not to look into the design of a new Supply 
Chain.  
 
Figure 1: Risk management model 
The main question we wish to address thanks to an integrated SCRM model is the 
following: Given a set of risks and set objectives on several criteria, is the Supply Chain 
vulnerable? The finality of this question is to determine the combination of activities 
and/or providers that failure lead to the supply chain vulnerability. The approach we 
adopt to answer this question will begin with an identification of the range of feared 
events at the level of each activity. Every activity being characterized by several criteria 
including cost and duration. Then, we will assess risk factors that allow to characterise 
these situations, thus enabling us to classify not only risk factors in order of importance 
but also entities as regards their level of vulnerability. Finally, we will suggest a variety 
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of actions likely to be activated in order to reduce globally the vulnerability of the Supply 
Chain. The following diagramme presents our recommendations in this respect: 
On the whole, our approach may be summarised in three main phases: data collection and 
modeling, calculation or assessment, and analysis. Each phase comprises two possible 
actions in accordance with the analysis situation.  
Data collection and modeling are to be achieved by an analyst. They consist in 
identifying Supply Chain activities, potential risks, and stakeholders’ objectives. Each 
activity is characterised by several criteria (e.g., cost). Sequencing links and 
implementation conditions are identified between activities. Risk occurs with a certain 
frequency and may impact one or several activities. Objectives are also defined with 
respect to several criteria (e.g., cost objectives). By the end of this phase, we will 
produce a Supply Chain model. This model is a representation of the previous data. Then, 
we will be in a position to define possible risk scenarios (ScR). A risk scenario is a 
combination of several risks. It includes also single risks and the situation where no risk 
occurs.  The Supply Chain will thus be assessed for each pair (ScR, Criterion). A 
multidimensional vulnerability indicator (VMD) will allow to characterise the Supply 
Chain on the basis of the pairs (ScR, Criterion). The multidimensional aspect of 
vulnerability is imposed by the fact several criteria are to be taken into account. Each 
criterion is a dimension. Our risk management tool, ProRisk, supports the generation of 
scenarios and the determination of vulnerability according to the vulnerability model. 
The VMD analysis allows to classify SC in three categories: non-vulnerable, vulnerable 
and utterly vulnerable. If the Supply Chain is non-vulnerable, the situation is acceptable 
and no action should be contemplated. The SC can continue its activities. There is any 
risk that can disturb consequently its good functioning. Utterly vulnerable means that the 
Supply Chain does not meet objectives in any way. The gap is deemed unacceptable. In 
this situation, some risks scenarios can disturb consequently the good function of the 
supply chain when they occur. In this case, we characterise again activities, or even 
objectives. The characterization means determining a new value of their attributes. The 
intermediate situation is one whereby the Supply Chain is viewed as vulnerable. To 
reduce this vulnerability, strategies are devised that can be applied preventively and/or 
correctively. A strategy is defined as a set of actions aiming at adding a new activity, to 
modify or cancel it. They aim at dealing with a specific risk by reducing its impact. 
Preventive strategies may possibly modify the probability of an occurrence of a risk for 
which they have been contemplated. Added activities are to be characterised in the same 
way as initial activities. ProRisk then generates scenarios for corrective or preventive 
treatment (ScCr et ScPr) for those risk scenarios which did not comply with the 
objectives. The new value of the vulnerability analysed will classify the Supply Chain in 
one of the three previous categories. This steps are repeated as many times as necessary 
until an acceptable level of risk is reached. 
This proposal is useful for the manager of the supply chain. In fact, in the situation of 
none acceptable vulnerability, it become possible to identify all possible risk scenario. 
Thus, for every scenario, we can identify the involved activities and providers. To 
validate the model is has been applied to the supply chain of a food bank.  
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CONCLUSION 
Disruptions in the Supply Chain may impact on organisations and their partners. They 
may lead to useless reactions and interventions, assumptions, lack of trust between 
partners, higher costs and lower efficiency. They may even go as far as to impair the 
financial performance of the chain as a whole. It is thus critical to protect Supply Chains 
and to get vulnerability reduction strategies exercised by actors.  
Opportunities for future research in SCRM as a domain are manifold. Applying decision-
making models in SCRM is a topic for research to be explored. It is also necessary to 
assess the performance of SCRM models with primary data, as well as their adaptability 
and flexibility by applying them to different companies in identical or different sectors.  
The potential analogy between project management and Supply Chain management 
directed us towards applying project risk management approaches to SCRM. To meet the 
need for integrating the various phases in SCRM, we have suggested a model based on an 
approach that spread from risk identification and likely risk scenarios to implementing 
reduction strategies through assessment of the vulnerability of actors and the Supply 
Chian as a whole. In a coming phase, this model will be applied to an existing Supply 
Chain whose vulnerability will be assessed as and when attenuation strategies will be 
applied between actors. 
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ABSTRACT 
Following past decades' extensive afforestation efforts in Norway, mature forest volumes 
are currently increasing. Forestry politics call for sustainable and efficient resource usage 
and increased regional processing, improving regional value creation. We demonst rate 
how a blend of methods from operations research and regional macro-economics may be 
utilized to support policy and decision makers in this process. The operations research 
perspective is concerned with finding an optimally designed wood value chain and an 
aggregated planning of its operations, taking a holistic perspective on strategic-tactical 
level. Using Input-Output analysis methods based on statistics and survey data, regional 
macro-economics helps to estimate the impact on society beyond immediate value chain 
activities. Combining these approaches in a common mathematical optimization model, a 
balance can be struck between business and regional political interests. We demonstrate 
the concept on a stylized case investigating the effects of road transport subsidies on 
efficient resource usage, transportation, industry development and value creation. 
Concluding, we discuss how the found insights may support public administration to 
explore policy effects more comprehensively and to form effective measures stimulating 
growth in rural areas. 
 
Keywords: DSS in Forest Industry, Value Chain Analysis, Multi-Criteria Optimization, 
Regional Economy, Resource Efficiency 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Historically, forestry has been an important industry in Norway, both for value creation 
and for employment. Obviously, this importance declined with the rise of new industries. 
Now, the Green shift creates large opportunities again for the forest sector and forest-based 
industries to play a vital role in the global bioeconomy. The European Commission's 
Bioeconomy Strategy [1] highlights the crucial role of forests in the global carbon cycle and 
the fight against climate change. Growing demand for wood products provides a strong 
stimulus for increasing forest resources and productivity. This calls for improved 
management practices as well as knowledge and tools to help supplying bio-based raw 
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materials in a resource efficient way. At the same time, incentives and policies are needed to 
foster thriving rural livelihoods [1].  
In a European context, Norway is the country with the largest share of unexploited forest 
resources [2]. District and regional policies aim at strengthening conditions for natural-
resource based industries [3], ensuring the continued existence of rural employers. The wood 
sector's value creation is set to quadruple by 2045, compared to 2012 values [4], for example, 
through more regional wood conversion and processing activities and more efficient resource 
usage. Much of the anticipated increase in value creation is set to happen in rural areas, and 
coastal regions such as northern Norway are expected to play a central role in this regard.  
However, current logging activities are outpaced by the growth of mature forest resources. 
The annual growth in forest volume in coastal Norway increased from 2.8 million m3/year in 
1925 to 8.5 million m3/year in 2015, leading to a standing stock in 2015 of 300 million m3 
with a sales potential of 60 billion NOK [5]. In contrast, only 2 million m3 were harvested in 
2015 [5]. 
Questions of how to increase logging activities, supporting regional timber processing and 
stimulating regional value creation, motivated the development of a business-economic 
optimization model taking into account regional economic effects [6]. With a holistic view on 
the wood value chain (VC), it constitutes one of few approaches combining value chain 
optimization and regional macro-economic theory by way of Input-Output (I-O) analysis 
methods. The model has been developed with partners from industry and public 
administration in coastal northern Norway, intending, among other goals, to support local and 
regional policy and decision makers. Although a mathematical model never can capture all 
reality's complexities, it can contribute to explore effects of various policy instruments in an 
easy and comprehensive way. Bearing in mind that the VC actors respond to policies by re-
optimizing their operations, it helps to point out policy impacts along the whole value chain, 
highlighting also unexpected effects. Optimizing under different objectives, the situation can 
be probed from various viewpoints, balancing regional politics, industry interest and 
environment protection. The model reflects regional industry structures, forest resources and 
infrastructure, ensuring applicability and local relevance of the found insights. 
A report to the Stortinget [7] highlights the need for sustainable use of forest resources, for 
efficient transport and for a competitive process industry. Among suggested measures are 
further infrastructure development and balancing of public policies and private interests. 
Relevant public policy instruments currently applicable to the forestry and related 
transportation sectors are outlined in the lower part of figure 1 in black and red, respectively. 
The majority of these instruments aims at the primary segment of the value chain, logging 
activities [8]. Only the regionally differentiated payroll tax (RDP) system applied in Norway, 
subsidising labour costs in rural areas, may reduce costs for several actors in the value chain. 
Subsidies on transport costs in rural areas as presently found in, e.g., Sweden [9] or Finland 
[10] constitute an alternative policy with similar aims - stimulating growth in rural areas. 
In this paper, we demonstrate the concept of our optimization model and how it may 
support regional authorities' decision making by way of a stylized case study. As our model 
does not address labour costs explicitly, we consider a hypothetical situation of introducing 
road transport subsidies in a Norwegian region. Following an outline of our optimization 
model and the considered case, we explore results of a simplified policy analysis. Concluding, 
we discuss how the model can support authorities in finding efficient policy instruments 
stimulating regional resource usage and business development. 
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THE DECISION SUPPORT MODEL AND CASE STUDY 
We consider a value chain tracing the flow of raw and processed forest products as 
outlined in figure 1. Important elements are forest owners / timber traders, various companies 
processing wood products, and end-user customers, connected by transportation links 
including harbours. Transport happens mainly by truck or ship. The optimization model takes 
a strategic-tactical perspective and addresses harvesting plans, transportation, production of 
wood and timber products as well as industry development in combination with economic 
ripple effects (REs) of these activities on the wider society. It seeks to optimize the profit 
within the VC, national and regional REs from logging and processing or a combination of 
both. Revenues accrue from forest owners' sales of timber and pulpwood and from 
companies' sales of products to other companies and end-users. Costs arise from logging, 
from transportation and storage, as production costs including purchase of timber and other 
production factors and from investments into new production lines or companies. To estimate 
REs, we use I-O multipliers determined for each actor in the VC, relating to their (optimized) 
production levels. Pre-calculated from statistics complemented by company surveys, the 
multipliers reflect the actual industry structure in the studied region. The model is a mixed-
integer linear programming (MILP) problem, implemented in the FICO™ Mosel modelling 
language. Typical problem instances contain about 280.000 constraints and 1.4 million 
variables and are solved by standard solvers in five to ten minutes.  
For a policy analysis, one may investigate characteristics such as profits achieved for the 
whole VC or for selected groups of participants (e.g., regional forest owners, regional 
companies), created REs, usage of regional resources or investment behaviour and compare to 
a baseline solution reflecting the current state. We apply the model to a case region in coastal 
northern Norway with known mature forest resources. In addition to a replication of the 
existing industry structure with sawmills, particle board production and pulpwood processing, 
we include hypothetical options to establish sawmills or pulpwood processing industry. In a 
baseline scenario, all transportation costs correspond to values reported in the literature or 
statistics. We investigate how an introduction of road transport subsidies would affect 
regional resource usage, production and investment decisions across the value chain and, 
consequently, profits and value creation (REs) over a medium-term period (25 years). 
Transport subsidies were earlier available in the area and are in use in adjoining Swedish 
regions. Therefore, they are an often discussed policy instrument, not only with respect to 
potential distortion of competition. The Swedish subsidy rate is differentiated by location and 
transportation distance, varying between 5% and 45% [9]. In a simplified analysis, we study a 
flat rate of 20% subsidy on all distance dependent road transport costs. 
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 Figure 1: Activities included in VC profit, RE estimations and current policies. 
 
POLICY ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The aim of subsidising road transport costs is to stimulate growth in rural areas. One 
should expect that this leads to increased road transport due to decreased costs and higher 
profitability margin for the forest industry. It should also result in increased harvesting at 
locations further away from industry, stimulating an expansion of processing industry. 
Results from the case study are summarized in table 1. The second row indicates how the 
subsidy affects the level of distance dependent road transport costs for the whole VC. 
Compared to the baseline scenario, they are reduced by 19%, almost equal to the subsidy rate 
of 20%. Note that this reduction by 262 MNOK also involves differences in the total road 
transportation distance, which increased by 1.5% from 90 645 000 km to 91 977 000 km. 
Corrected for this, the transport subsidy paid by the authorities was 282 MNOK. We 
investigate now whether the effects from this subsidy are congruent with authority ambitions.  
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Table 1: Results for baseline and subsidy scenarios (all economic values in MNOK). 
 Baseline Subsidies  ∆ ∆ % 
Total road transport costs 4 069 3 770 -299 -7% 
Distance dependent costs 1 391 1 129 -262 -19% 
Other costs and fees 2 678 2 641 -37 -1% 
Total VC profit 17 588 17 794 206 1.2% 
Companies’ profit 11 393 11 469 76 0.7% 
Company investments       94 239 145 155% 
Forest owners’ and timber traders’ profit 6 195 6 325 129 2.1% 
New processing industry (# investments)       1          3                2       – 
Use of regional forest resources 61% 59%            –       – 
National economic ripple effects 19 456 19 254 -202 -1% 
Regional economic ripple effects 5 573 5 466 -107 -2% 
 
The transport subsidy improves VC profit by 206 MNOK in total, whereof 76 MNOK for 
companies and 145 for forest owners / timber traders. Also, investment activity increased: In 
the baseline scenario, production capacity is expanded by one pulpwood processing company, 
while it is optimal to invest in two more companies when the subsidy is introduced. These 
results comply with policy goals, but the VC profit improvement is 76 MNOK lower than the 
total transport subsidies paid out. An immediate explanation is that the additional two 
companies incur extra investment expenses of 145 MNOK, which clearly dampens the total 
VC profit level.  
 However, harvesting and use of regional forest resources decreased from 61% to 59% 
despite cheaper road transport and the establishment of new pulpwood processing companies. 
The total production of the three new companies is slightly lower than the production of the 
new company in the baseline scenario while production levels of the existing industry remain 
unchanged. This means that increased investment activity does not necessarily implicate 
higher total production – a rather unexpected result, which may be explained by better 
resource efficiency due to better spatial distribution of the added production capacity.  
The increased road transport distance is accompanied by a decrease in ship transport 
distance. From an environmental perspective, this may not be a desired effect and may not 
correspond to public authority goals. An effect of these changes in road and ship 
transportation is a spatial redistribution of harvesting between the region's municipalities: 
Harvesting activities reduce mainly in coastal municipalities or on islands in the northernmost 
part, furthest away from large, resource-demanding industry. They increase in an inland 
municipality closer to new and existing companies.    
Although use of regional forest resources reduced, transport subsidies do foster rural 
development due to more diversified investments. In the model, economic REs are assumed 
proportional to production output. This is a simplification, and more new and distributed 
companies may create additional local REs such as rural job creation and corresponding 
consumer effects. Also, the three new companies have a higher total production capacity, 
increasing the sector's robustness and flexibility to react to possibly growing demand for new 
and existing forest products. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
As a result of past decades' extensive afforestation, mature forest volumes in Norway are 
increasing. National forestry politics calls for sustainable and efficient resource usage and 
increased regional processing. Against this background, we developed a dynamic 
optimization model combining VC activities and aspects of regional macro-economics. The 
model considers the wood VC from logging to sales of end products. Reflecting regional 
resources and relationships, it ensures applicability and local relevance of the found insights. 
To exemplify the usage of the model for decision support, we apply it to a stylised policy 
analysis case, comparing a baseline scenario reflecting the current situation to a scenario with 
road transport subsidies. The case illustrates that the subsidies lead, as expected, to an 
increase in road transport and VC profits. They also contribute to regional business 
development as it becomes more profitable to establish new processing industry. However, 
other effects are a redistribution and slight decrease of logging activity and a decrease of ship 
transport. While the former effects appear to be in line with the subsidy policy goals, the latter 
contrasts official goals. Most likely, this would have gone undetected without a more holistic 
assessment of wood VC interrelations, beyond the immediate goals of the policy, and a view 
of the VC as a complex network of actors affecting each others' decisions simultaneously.  
Compared to traditional approaches to analysing industry, economic and societal effects of 
regional policy, a more comprehensive VC optimization can help to unearth deeper insights. 
For instance, our analysis illustrates that a transport subsidy may have wider or different 
effects than anticipated. While our model focuses on economic effects in the wood VC, 
follow-up analyses may investigate consequences for other industry sectors, emissions from 
transport and industry, needs for (or avoidance of) infrastructure upgrades and connected 
environment interventions, land use or other effects on local society. In a longer-term 
perspective, it may be worthwhile to include further sustainability aspects in a VC 
optimization model. Given the complexity of many ecosystem service models, a full 
integration may prove challenging. Impact factors and relations, which – like economic REs – 
can be described by rather simple functions may be a good start.   
 Optimization models such as the one discussed here simplify a complex reality but 
contribute to exploring effects of policy variants in a rather easy and comprehensive way, 
with respect to counter-intuitive mechanisms. Allowing to investigate a situation from several 
viewpoints, interests of various involved parties can be explored to find a balance between 
regional politics, industry, societal interests or environment protection. To support regional 
policy finding, the model can be tailored to the characteristics of the considered area, 
exploiting local expertise. Such models have the potential to bring authorities and industry 
together on a common ground to understand the wider implications of policy making. In this 
manner, they complement and support simulations and more qualitative policy assessments. 
This larger picture should always be kept in mind, not at last since quantitative decision 
support approaches typically show a simplified or idealized situation and need to be set in a 
wider context. 
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ABSTRACT 
International and immigrant students at Canadian universities come from culturally, lin-
guistically, and educationally diverse backgrounds. Those who do not meet an English 
language requirement are enrolled in English for Academic Purposes (EAP) courses. 
These courses focus on the development of academic language skills and critical think-
ing. In this paper we show that there is a significant impact on achieving these  
objectives by using Inspire  an online negotiation support system. An average increase 
in the final assignment grade of 5% was found when using Inspire versus traditional ma-
terials in an advanced level EAP course.  
Keywords: Negotiations, online negotiations, teaching, experiments, EAP. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of computer technology in the language classroom has a long history, from early be-
haviourist computer assisted language learning (CALL) programs in the  through com-
municative CALL with programs such as   and  in the World is Carmen 
 in  and  to integrative CALL in the 1  where the most popular 
applications have been email, electronic boards and chat rooms. These early programs were 
criticized for being restrictive or for being used in an ad hoc manner, with no clear pedagogical 
focus or sense of direction [1]. The same criticism may apply to the use of social media in 
 language class. Unless the learning objectives are clearly formulated and executed, the 
outcomes may be meagre, particularly in teaching English for Academic Purposes (EAP) at a 
university level. 
More recently developed language learning software such as    
   have been criticized for removing learners from an authentic 
learning environment with the language activities being out of context. Instead of engaging 
students in social interaction in an authentic setting, students practice listening, speaking, read-
ing, and writing as separate areas [2]. This contradicts language acquisition theories [3] which 
emphasize  social and communicative functions [4]; promote  acquisition 
of language from texts, peers and teachers; emphasize the role of  texts (not simpli-
fied for language learners); and put the student in the center of the learning process. Instruc-
tional models promote spending an extended period of class time on one theme, where the four 
language skills are integrated. Collaboration among students on problem solving as well as 
sharing ideas and perspectives promotes social development and helps students progress from 
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a lower to a higher level of language skills and knowledge [5]. 
The technology that has been most widely used for collaboration between different groups 
of students in different locations is email. Email lends itself to collaborative learning projects. 
However, because email is just an electronic platform, the instructors designing collaborative 
projects are not supported in any way. They are responsible for creating groups, matching stu-
dents, structuring learning activities, and monitoring group interaction [6]. A system that takes 
over some of those responsibilities would benefit not only the teachers but also the students 
who often have difficulty following oral and even written instructions.  
A quick internet search shows that the use of DSS in English for Academic Purposes (EAP) 
courses is very limited. There are only a few knowledge-based systems, for example, ET-DES: 
English Tense Diagnosis Expert System [7]. This system draws  attention to their er-
rors in using English tenses, but it does not contribute to the development of communicative 
competence; there is no social context, no meaningful interaction, no communication.  
When designing courses, EAP teachers draw on sources from different academic fields, so 
a knowledge-based system that supports professional training can be adapted to EAP. How-
ever, doing so would not meet the objective of developing communicative competence in a 
social context. Systems that do meet this requirement are negotiation support systems (NSS), 
particularly those that have been used in management training [8],[9],[10].  
NSS use analytic tools that help users solve problems and make decisions. One of their 
applications is teaching and training of professionals in different fields. In language teaching, 
the benefits of implementing problem solving have been widely discussed. For example, 
Buerke [11] argues that problem-solving is meaningful as it relies on  natural tendency 
to figure things out, which enhances language acquisition. Norman and Schmidt [12] maintain 
that problem based learning contributes to intrinsic motivation and develops self-directed 
learning skills, which tend to be maintained. Thomas [13] showed that students in schools 
which implemented problem-based learning demonstrated significant improvement on stand-
ardized tests of academic achievement. These findings suggest that adoption of an online ne-
gotiation system for language teaching should lead to positive learning outcomes.  
This paper reports on the results obtained from the comparison of  grades in two 
sections of an advanced level EAP course. One section used only traditional materials through-
out the course; the other used online negotiations that substituted one of the course components.  
 
ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES 
 
International and immigrant students who wish to pursue their academic career at Carleton 
University, where the author works, are required to take one of the internationally recognized 
English language proficiency tests. Those who do not meet language requirement are placed in 
EAP courses.  
The EAP courses at Carleton University are designed using the principles of sustained-con-
tent instruction. Sustained-content courses focus on one theme and are therefore similar to 
 university courses. It has been argued that exploration of one subject area over a 
longer period of time builds content knowledge and lends itself to the development of critical 
thinking [14]. The instructional model is embedded in the theory of second language acquisi-
tion, which makes a distinction between the  way of -  language and con-
scious learning [3]. The theory posits that acquisition plays a central role in developing linguis-
tic competence and learning is secondary. For acquisition to occur, learners need comprehen-
sible input from texts, peers, and teachers.  
The EAP students come from diverse linguistic, cultural and educational backgrounds. 
Moreover, their academic and professional interests vary widely. Therefore, an effort is made 
to identify course themes that are relevant to all students, regardless of their field of study.  
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A typical advanced EAP course has the following components: 1) a course pack with read-
ings from literature, 2) a research project and 3) a module that focuses on analyzing cases. The 
three components are thematically interrelated and build on each other in order help the learners 
to move from a lower to a higher level of content knowledge and language proficiency.   
For the purpose of this study two sections of an advanced EAP course were selected. one 
used the theme of  of  and the other  making and  
The course objectives and the structure were the same. However, the content of the third com-
ponent differed  one section used readings from theory of innovations diffusion  to analyze 
cases; the other section used online negotiations to hone  analytical skills. The NSS 
that was used supported the students in finding a solution to their negotiation problem. At the 
end of the third module both groups wrote a report.  
Based on findings from literature on the benefits of implementing problem solving in lan-
guage teaching [5,11,12,13], the following hypothesis was formulated: 
 
Hypothesis: Replacing one component of a traditional course with the online negotiation com-
ponent increases language proficiency as measured with  grade increases. 
 
In order to determine if the adoption of Inspire resulted in better learning outcomes we com-
pared grades in two sections of the same course, one traditional (Traditional) and one with 
online negotiations (Inspire). The objectives, assignments, structure and teaching methodology 
were the same. In both the final in-class assignment was a report. The sections were taught by 
the same instructor and the  backgrounds were similar.  
 
 
THE INSPIRE COMPONENT 
 
The course that used Inspire as a tool for language learning focused on the topic of decision 
making and negotiations. As mentioned earlier, EAP students have different academic interests 
but this topic is relevant to virtually any field of study. There is another aspect of decision 
making and negotiations that renders it suitable for EAP courses. Making decisions and nego-
tiating are ubiquitous human activities; everybody makes decisions and everybody negotiates. 
This allows teachers to tap into  background knowledge or schemata. Schema theory 
explains that background knowledge learned in the first language helps learners to understand 
texts in the second language [9]. To that end, adoption of an NSS system satisfied the need to 
create opportunities for the learners to naturally acquire language.  
The system used for the course was Inspire. Inspire integrates computer-based technologies 
with decision and negotiation support tools and communication platform that support negotia-
tors throughout the negotiation process [10]. The negotiations are anonymous which allows 
negotiators to focus on issues rather than personalities. They are also asynchronous, giving 
negotiators time to carefully analyze and consider options using the  analytical tools. 
Inspire is based on the phase model of negotiations. In the pre-negotiation phase the students 
prepare for negotiations: they fill in a pre-negotiation questionnaire, watch a demo, read the 
case and rate issues and options. Then they formulate their first offer and a message to their 
counterpart. During the negotiations, the system provides visual tools depicting the history of 
negotiations, which help participants analyze their progress and make decisions. The negotia-
tions end when an agreement is reached or when the deadline expires. Then the participants 
can enter the post-negotiation phase to look for other solutions. Finally, they fill out a post- 
negotiation questionnaire. 
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Inspire is easy to use, the case involves a contract negotiation between an agent representing 
a young song writer and singer and a mid-level manager of an entertainment agency. The pro-
cess is highly structured and requires that students follow instructions closely and pay attention 
to the  features. This allows them to think critically and analyze theirs and their coun-
 moves and behaviour. In using the  support tools, the students can make in-
formed decisions regarding the strategy and the message that they plan to send to their coun-
terparts. Student that partook in the negotiations were told that the outcome did not matter; 
what mattered was the process  that is, serious engagement in the negotiation. The number 
of offers and email exchanges ranged from four to sixteen, with the majority of students ex-
changing between five and seven offers. When the negotiations ended, the participants filled 
out a questionnaire in which they evaluated their counterpart, themselves, and the process. 
Even though Inspire is easy to use, the process was not without glitches; 50% of the group 
had to be reminded a few times to register before the registration deadline, a few forgot their 
user name and password; 25% of the group had to be reminded to negotiate; one student had 
an unresponsive counterpart and did not report this to Inspire team for three days, which gave 
them very little time to assign a new partner. 
RESULTS  
For both groups of students we used the difference between the percentage of the total 
grade that they could obtain prior to the third course component and the percentage of the total 
grade that they obtained posterior to the component. 
 
  
 
 
Figure 1. Histograms of relative grade difference for Traditional and Inspire groups. 
 
There are more than 25 data points in each sample (32 for Traditional and 35 for In-
spire). The distribution of grade difference (Diff) may be normal. The mean and standard de-
viation for the Traditional and Inspire groups are respectively 0.62 and 2.48, and 4.34 and 3.13. 
Given the above and the fact that both groups may be considered as two independent 
samples drawn from the student population, a t-test for independent samples was used to verify 
the hypothesis. From the  test for equality of variances we obtained a p-value = 0.094, 
which is greater than the typically assumed  level of 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis that 
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the variability of the two groups is equal is not rejected and the assumption of the t-test has 
been met. The result of the t-test indicates that the means from the two samples are significantly 
different (p   0.0001); the mean difference is 4.959 with standard deviation of 0.693. This 
confirms our hypothesis that the replacement of the traditional Research project component 
with the Inspire-based component results in an average grade increase of almost 5%. 
The difference between the p-value and the  level (0.094 vs. 0.05) may be considered 
small, therefore a t-test where variances are not assumed to be equal may be more appropriate. 
The p-value and the mean and variance values are, however, identical for equal and not equal 
variance values. Furthermore, running a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test for independent 
samples, which does not require normal distribution and large samples, also confirmed the 
hypothesis (p  0.000). 
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
What could explain the difference in the learning outcomes between the two groups? One pos-
sibility is increased intrinsic motivation and engagement stimulated by the problem-solving 
character of negotiations and role-playing, reinforced by the fact that each student was in the 
centre of the learning process; each negotiated outside of class, without teacher supervision. A 
body of research on role-playing in negotiation courses stresses greater student engagement 
leading to better learning gains. If carefully planned, role-plays increase motivation and engage 
students  cognitively and  in the learning process [14]. The stu-
 negotiation journals clearly indicate that the majority were involved in the process both 
emotionally and cognitively. To illustrate, here are a few quotes: What is he   
is the worst offer  received so ; After two days of  was so   
pretty stressful and I felt anxious waiting for the ; I will wait until tomorrow to think 
about   took me about two days to reach a decision regarding the offer that Mr. Mosico 
sent  [15].  
The students in the Inspire group were asked what contributed to their language improve-
ment. They attributed it to the fact that Inspire gave them a real, authentic experience, which 
supports the notion of the value of experiential learning. This suggests that, asking students to 
do something and then analyzing the experience can be a more powerful teaching strategy than 
asking students to apply concepts from readings to analyzing a case.  
Another contributing factor could have been the interaction with the system and its analyti-
cal decision aids over an extended period of time. According to language acquisition theory, 
learners need comprehensible input from texts, peers, and teachers to move to a higher level of 
language proficiency. Our study indicates that input from an NSS may have a powerful impact 
on language development. 
The three components of both courses were strongly interrelated thematically and together 
created a rich, learning environment that enabled language acquisition. Each of the components 
also fostered development of critical thinking, albeit through different types of activities. How-
ever, the section that used online negotiations demonstrated better learning gains. Inspire ne-
gotiations were a new experience of practicing communication skills in an authentic setting. 
Joint problem solving required that the students engage in meaningful interactions,  
 language naturally. At the same time, however, the asynchronous aspect of the Inspire 
negotiations gave the learners  time and opportunity to react, respond, and interact 
with the material and each  [16] and thus created conditions for both language acquisition 
and language learning making it an excellent tool for language teaching.  
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ABSTRACT 
The problem discussed in this paper concerns principals (managers of an organization), who 
ask agents (their staff) to negotiate a contract with another organization. Typically, the agents 
negotiate with different counterparts, therefore they are likely to achieve different contracts. In 
addition, different perception of their principals’ needs also leads to different contracts. The 
agents need to learn their principals’ preferences which requires that the latter express these 
preferences in some manner. The most precise numerical preference representation may be 
difficult in organizational settings. Verbal and/or graphical representation is more common 
but susceptible to interpretation error. We used two representation formats verbal+pie-
charts and verbal+bars. The results show that the both formats of preference visualization 
produce similar errors. Among the many individual characteristics of the agents we found 
that only the understanding of the negotiation case and English proficiency affect the dif-
ferences between the principal’s and the agent’s preferences. 
 
 
Keywords: Preference, Preference visualization, Preference impartation, Negotiation sup-
port, Principal-agent, Measurement 
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 INTRODUCTION 
DSS, recommender systems, and other IT-based systems that aim at aiding their users in 
decision-making, either require that preferences be available prior to the system’s use or that 
they employ a preference elicitation facility that elicits preferences directly from the user. Lit-
erature offers many elicitation methods and a large number of them have been implemented in 
DSS and other systems. New elicitation approaches have been proposed, some based on com-
plex computational methods, including hesitant fuzzy preference relations, interval-valued in-
tuitionistic fuzzy numbers, and probabilistic ordered partition of super-exponential combina-
torial state-space [1-3]. Less effort has been devoted to the relationship between the preference 
elicitation method and the quality of the decision-making process and its outcomes. 
In an early study, Belton [4], compared analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and a simple 
multi-attribute value method (MAUM) and found that there was no strong preference for either 
method, though decision makers found the MAUM to be easier to understand than AHP. A 
recent, experimental study shows that “users consider … pairwise comparisons to be higher in 
decisional conflict, more effortful, less accurate, and overall less desirable to use than with 
absolute measurements” [5]. These and other studies (see [5, 6] for review) focus on the users’ 
assessment of the ease of use and accuracy. 
An assumption that is not often stated and which underlies many of the above-mentioned 
studies is that system users are homogenous. Typically, this is not the case as Fasolo and Bana 
e Costa’s [7] experimental study shows. Given that some methods employed a numerical elic-
itation procedure while others employed a non-numerical procedure, the authors assessed the 
users’ numerical literacy as well as their verbal fluency. More numerate users preferred the 
numerical procedure, while more verbally fluent users preferred the non-numerical procedure. 
Each type of users spent less time and achieved higher consistency with their preferred proce-
dure [7].  
 
PREFERENCES OF PRINCIPALS AND OF THEIR AGENTS  
DSS, which contain a preference elicitation facility, allow their users to construct a value or 
utility function. In the organizational context this implies that the users’ preferences are the 
same as the preferences of the organizations they represent. The users are the agents who act 
on behalf of the organizations, i.e., principals.  
Managers and professionals make decisions on behalf of their organizations; they act as 
agents and the organizations as principals. The formulation of the most efficient contract that 
governs the principal-agent relationship is of concern to the positive agency theory. The as-
sumption is that both actors are rational and self-interested and that the agent knows what the 
principal wants or needs [8]. From this assumption, it follows that the principal embeds rewards 
in the contract so that the agent is motivated to achieve the outcomes that the principal wants.  
The assumptions of positive agency theory and its focus on extrinsic motivation have been 
found often inadequate for the rich and complex social-psychological profiles of the principals 
and their agents. To address these inadequacies, behavioral agency theory and social exchange 
theory have been proposed [9, 10]. The actors in behavioral agency theory are socially imbed-
ded and their relationship is richer than in positive agency theory. In contrast with the positive 
agency theory, the principals may not know very well what should be done, the agents may 
have less information than the principals, the principals may be risk seeking, and the agents—
risk-averse [11, 12]. They may have diverging interests, different views, they may misunder-
stand the requirements or have insufficient information. 
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 Preference impartation  
The problem discussed in this paper concerns principals, who ask agents to negotiate a con-
tract with another organization. Typically, the agents negotiate with different counterparts, 
therefore they are likely to achieve different contracts. However, there are also other reasons 
for the agents to achieve different results. Due to the agents’ different perception of principals’ 
preferences; the principals need to express and communicate their preferences and the expres-
sion format affects the agents’ comprehension. Limitations of human competence, time pres-
sure, insufficient effort, and misunderstanding mean that aligning the agent’s preferences with 
the principal’s may not be possible [13].  
In the study, multi-attribute decision problems are used because they are ubiquitous in busi-
ness and government organizations. In contrast to many studies in behavioral agency theory 
this study focuses on two rarely researched aspects of the principal-agent problem: (1) the prin-
cipals’ ability to impart their preferences on the agents; and (2) the impact of the imparted 
preferences on the outcomes achieved by the agents. The experiments show that even in the 
situations in which the preferences are expressed in an unequivocal and a much more precise 
way than when natural language is used, the agents distort them because of their bounded ra-
tionality and genuine incompetence.  
This study uses a dataset of online bilateral business negotiation experiments conducted in 
the Inspire system for online negotiations [14]. There are two types of principals: an entertain-
ment agency and an artist; every agent represents one of the principals. All participants obtain 
information about the objectives and preferences of their principals. Then, they are asked to 
formulate a system of cardinal ratings (scores).  
The principal’s preferences were described both verbally and graphically. The verbal de-
scription was identical for all users. There were graphical representations: (1) pie charts; and 
(2) bars. The Inspire interface was identical for both representations and the users used the 
same preference elicitation facility. 
Initially, the verbal representation was augmented with pie-charts. We have realized that 
there were significant differences between the principal’s preferences and the preferences for-
mulated by the agents [15].  
We thought that the accuracy would be improved with bar graphs because data read from a 
bar graph, allows making judgments about differences along a common scale instead of having 
to make less accurate angle judgments [16]. However, the differences between the principal’s 
and the agents’ preferences also occurred with the bars-based representation.  
 
Comparison of preference schemas 
There is no single way to compare (dis-)similarity between the principal’s and the agent’s 
preferences. That is why, the two scoring systems are compared using both ordinal and cardinal 
similarity measures.  
Because of the differences between the two negotiating sides, we used 204 data points de-
scribing the agent representing the entertainment agency. These agents were asked to determine 
the principal’s preference based on verbal+pie representation. The ordinal Jaccard distance for 
pairwise comparison for these agents is 0.01, i.e., 10%. There were 32% of agents who had the 
same ordinal preferences their agents the average Jaccard distance for the remaining 68% 
agents was 0.14.  
We used block distance L1 to measure ordinal distance between the two preferential systems. 
The mean ordinal distance is 69.6 ( = 48.2).   
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 The observed differences between the communicated preferences and preferences used in 
the negotiations impacted the negotiation outcomes. The average difference between the 
agent’s and the principal’s rating of the agreement is 7.6% ( = 8.2). Rating of only 4.4% of 
the agents was the same as their principals, while for 10% the difference was over 17.5.  
There were 196 agents who were asked to determine the principal’s preference based on 
verbal+bar representation. Despite the earlier studies that bars provide greater accuracy than 
pies, we found no significant difference for any of the above measurements. 
 
Individual characteristics  
There were agents who represented the principal’s preference accurately and these who did 
not. Individual characteristics are likely to be the reason for these (in)accuracies. To determine 
the possible sources for the differences in elicited preferences we used two questionnaires: (1) 
REI Inventory used to assess intuitive–experiential and analytical–rational thinking styles [17] 
and (2) Thomas-Kilmann Conflict MODE Instrument used to assess negotiation styles [18]. 
We also used several questions about English proficiency, case understanding, prior negotia-
tion experience, and negotiator’s expectations. We found no impact of thinking styles and ne-
gotiation styles on accuracy. The results indicate that only English proficiency and case under-
standing have significant impact on the dissimilarity between the principal’s and agents’ pref-
erences. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
One potential difference that we did not consider is the participant’s subjective graph liter-
acy. There are differences among people in terms of their understanding of graphs. Individuals 
with high graph literacy have been found to make more elaborate inferences when viewing 
graphical displays as compared with less graph-literate individuals [19, 20]. These differences 
may contribute to the dissimilarity of the principal’s and the agents’ preferences. 
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ABSTRACT 
This study aims to present the design of a Decision Support System (DSS) for internal 
resource allocation in Brazil public universities, once, currently, there aren’t any kind of 
general DSS for such a problem. To do so, the analysis is carried out by identifying the 
general model from the Ministry of Education and the models from every Federal University, 
finding similarities between each model, and, dividing the models into categories, according 
to their similarities. The perspectives are to contribute to the decision problem of how to 
allocate resources properly faced by Brazilians public universities, take safer and reliable 
decisions, seeking to reduce uncertainties and to maximize their results. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the ongoing challenges faced by universities in general and especially in Brazil, 
where public universities perform an important role, it is to improve the provision of 
beneficial results for the society interest, considering an increasingly complex and changing 
environment. Therefore, the design of a Decision Support System (DSS) for resource 
allocation it is an important tool to respond to this ongoing challenge. 
A Decision Support System can be defined as a computer-based information system that 
supports decision makers use data and models to solve semi-structured and unstructured 
problems. It helps decision makers to make better decisions and to answer complex questions 
[1, 2].  
Generally, considering different definitions for a DSS, they all share the idea that a DSS is 
essential to support the decision-making process [2] and that is the reason its applicability 
will be considered for this study.  
Thus, this work aims to present the design of a Decision Support System (DSS) for 
internal resource allocation in Brazil public universities, once, currently, there aren’t any 
general DSS for such a problem, and this can contribute to the decision question of how to 
allocate resources properly faced by Brazilians public universities, enabling them to take safer 
and reliable decisions. Also, it should be considered that public universities in Brazil use their 
taxpayers' money to provide education services. As a result, there is significant societal 
interest (or at least should exist) in the way such money is allocated, where the cost of a 
failure is seen as something unacceptable [3].  
Within this context, it is important to clarify that the main decision of each model (not the 
problem situation of this study) it is how to allocate resources correctly, and the Decision 
Maker is considered as each Federal University.  
It is known that the correct use of a DSS can improve the competences of the Decision 
Maker in understanding better the considered problem, how to select efficient alternatives, 
cost and time savings [2]. 
 
SURVEY 
The design of the DSS will consist, at first, in analysing possible courses of action for the 
case [4]. It will involve the process of understanding the resource allocation models in public 
universities in Brazil, comparing them and finding similarities between the models, with the 
aim of generating solutions and testing feasible solutions in the future for the problem. 
The general resource allocation model in Brazil is based on the “OCC Matrix” (Others, 
Costing and Capital Matrix). This matrix has the purpose of establishing criteria for resource 
allocation in Brazil’s Federal Universities, and it has equitable, qualitative, inductors, 
measurable and auditable criteria. The model is common for all federal Universities and the 
structure of the budget is programmed the year before [5].  
The parameters are legally defined by the Brazilian Ministry of Education (Department of 
Education - MEC), and the basis of the matrix is the number of students (equivalent students) 
from each Federal University (FU) [6]. The general model is described in Figures 3, 4 and 5. 
There are 55 Federal Universities in Brazil that receive resources from the OCC Matrix, 
and each one of them has their own resource allocation model.  
Therefore, the resource allocation process could be described by Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Resource allocation process in Brazil Federal Universities  
 
 It is important to point out that the DSS prototype proposed in this study is focused on 
the process described in STEP 4 (Figure 1), once the general model applicable for Steps 1 and 
3 already exists (OCC Matrix). To do so, this survey was divided into three steps, that are 
shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2: Steps of the survey  
 
PART = TAE= TAEG+TAERM+TAEM+TAED
h1= 0,9 TAEG= ∑ {[(NACG)(1+R)+N-NACG/4](PG)(DG)(BT)(BFS)}
h2= 0,1
TAEG = Total of Equivalent Students in Undergraduation
PTAE = TAE/∑TAE NACG = Total of students that finished Undergraduation Studies
PTAE = participation of the FU from the total of Equivalent Students of all the FU's N = Total of students that starts Undergraduation Studies
TAE = total of equivalent students D = Duration of the undergraduation course
R = Standard "retention" factor of the undergraduation course
EQR = DEQ/∑DEQ PG = weight of the undergraduation course
EQR = efficiency and scientific academic quality from the FU BT = bonus for having nightly undergraduation courses
DEQ = efficiency and scientific academic quality dimension from the FU BFS = bonus for having an undergraduation course outside the main campus
∑DEQ = efficiency and scientific academic quality dimension from the set of FU's 
TAEG**= ∑(NMG)(PG)(BT)(BFS)
DEQ = DEAE + DQG + DQM + DQD **= new undergraduation courses (less than 10 years)
DEAE = efficiency dimension of the teaching activities in the FU NMG = Total of students enrolled in an undergraduation course
DQG = quality dimension from the undergraduation courses PG = weight of the undergraduation course
DQM = quality dimension from the master courses BT = bonus for having nightly undergraduation courses
DQD = quality dimension from the doctorate courses BFS = bonus for having an undergraduation course outside the main campus
h1(PTAE) + h2(EQR)
 
Figure 3: General model – part 1 
 
DEAE = FRAP TAEG***= ∑ {[(NACG)(1+R)](PG)(DG)(BT)(BFS)}
***= New undergraduation course
FRAP = RAP / RAP
FRAP = relation factor between equivalent student and professor DG = Standard duration of the undergraduation course
RAP = relation between equivalent student and professor
RAP = average relation between equivalent student and professor
DQM = ∑FQM / NCM
DQG = ∑FCG / NCG FQM = (CCM / CCM)
FQM = quality factor from the master course
FCG = (CSG / CSG) NCM = total number of master courses at the FU
FCG = quality factor from the undergraduation course CCM = CAPES concept of the master course
CSG = SINAES concept of the undergraduation course CCM = average CAPES concept from the set of FU's of the master courses 
CSG = SINAES average concept from the undegraduation course from the set of FU's that have the same area
NCG = number of undergraduation courses evaluated at the FU
DQD = ∑FQD / NCD
FQD = (CCD / CCD)
FQD = quality factor from the doctorate course
NCD = total number of doctorate courses at the FU
CCD = CAPES concept of the doctorare course
CCD = average CAPES concept from the set of FU's of the doctorate 
courses that have the same area  
Figure 4: General model – part 2 
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TAERM = ∑(NAMRM)(PRM) TAED = ∑(NACD)(DD)(PD)
TAERM = total of equivalent students from medical residency TAED = total of equivalent students in a doctorate course
NAMRM = total of students enrolled in a medical residency course NACD = total of students that concluded the doctorate course
PRM = weight of the group from the medical residency course DD = standard duration of the doctorate course
PD = weight of the group from the doctorate course 
TAEM = ∑(NACM)(DM)(PM)
TAEM = total of equivalent students in a master course
NACM = total of students that concluded the master course
DM = standard duration of the master course
PM = weight of the group from the master course  
Figure 5: General model – part 3 
 
When analysing the available models (only 30 models were available for consulting or the 
university doesn’t have a defined model) and their similarities, it was possible to divide them 
into three main categories: Model 1, based on the general resource allocation model, Model 2, 
based on some indicators suggested by the Brazilian audit office (Tribunal de Contas da 
União - TCU) [7], and, Model 3, based on some indicators that will be shown next.  
  
MODEL 1 
Model 1 is based on the general resource allocation model presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5, 
but some universities vary or adapted a few parameters from it.  
 
MODELS 2 and 3    
       Figure 6: Indicators from model 2                       Figure 7: Indicators from model 3 
 
 Model 2 is based mainly on indicators like costing; the amount of hour of each course; 
the number of students in every course; the number of professors and their workloads in 
teaching, research and extension activities; publications from every academic department; the 
number of laboratories and qualification of the academic staff.   
Model 3 is based basically on the following indicators: number of professors; the 
number of technical employees; the number of students from each department; the total area 
from the laboratories; the total area from the departments; scientific production from the 
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 departments; extension activities and others.  
 
DSS PROTOTYPE  
The DSS Prototype from the main three models found by this study is presented next. The 
models were divided into categories, according to their similarities. This initial prototype was 
designed in a Microsoft Excel file and it was the first step of a bigger research, that aims to 
improve the design of this DSS, by transforming the prototype into a web-based system, with 
a programming language, developing the data basis for the model and for the users, 
implementing the program, and, finally, tested by the users. The research also will include a 
project portfolio selection approach as an appropriate model to analyze the resource allocation 
process of the universities.  
 
Model 1 
 
Figure 8: DSS Prototype – Model 1 
Model 2 
 
Figure 9: DSS Prototype – Model 2 
Model 3  
 
Figure 10: DSS Prototype – Model 3 
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 PERSPECTIVES AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to present the design of a Decision Support System (DSS) 
for internal resource allocation in Brazil public universities. To do so, the survey was divided 
into three steps: identify the general model and the models from each FU; find similarities 
between each model; and, divide the models into categories, according to their similarities. 
This initial prototype was the first step of a bigger experiment. The system still must be 
improved to be useful for the users.  
The next step is to transform the DSS prototype into a web-based system, with a 
programming language, constructing its data basis for the model and for the users, implement 
the program, and, finally, tested by the users. Also, the DSS could have potential expansions 
in the future, expanding its general prototype to be used by the Ministry of Education in 
Brazil or others public institutions with the similar decision problem.  
The perspectives are to contribute to the decision problem of how to allocate resources 
correctly faced by Brazilians public universities, take safer and reliable decisions, seeking to 
reduce uncertainties and to maximize their results. In addition, it could be used to provide 
background for the Federal Universities strategic resource allocation planning.  
It is worthwhile to note that the DSS prototype has no production intention but to deal with 
as an experiment with only research purposes.  
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ABSTRACT 
Spatial decision-making involving georeferenced data and multiple conflicting objectives 
often relies on approaches that combine multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) methods 
with geographic information systems (GIS). Although some tools and plugins integrating 
MCDA methods such as AHP or ELECTRE in a GIS software are available, none of 
these have been developed for MACBETH, another popular MCDA method. The 
objective of this project was to develop a first set of tools to convert results obtained 
using MACBETH into vector data presented as layers in ArcGIS. Using the ArcGIS visual 
programming language and Python, we built three types of tools: spatial aggregation tools, a 
criterion standardization tool, and a multicriteria aggregation tool. In this paper, we present 
these tools and illustrate their applicability in an urban transportation planning project. The 
project consisted of the multicriteria evaluation of streets’ potential to be redesigned as 
complete streets in Quebec City, Canada. A total of 5019 street segments were assessed 
according to 11 criteria representing environmental, transportation, and urban planning 
perspectives. The application showed that the developed tools were fast, easy to use, flexible 
and transparent. Our future research aims at fully integrating MACBETH in a GIS and 
developing a user-friendly spatial multicriteria decision analysis software. 
 
Keywords: GIS-MCDA integration, MACBETH, spatial decision support systems, 
transportation planning 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Geographic information systems (GIS) are decision support systems (DSS) that 
incorporate spatial information to support decisions based on georeferenced data. In general, 
GIS are not designed to properly aggregate multiple criteria evaluations in the context of 
conflicting preferences and objectives [1]. To overcome these weaknesses, a GIS can be 
combined with a multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) method. This field of study, known 
as GIS-MCDA or multi-criteria spatial decision support systems (MC-SDSS), has generated a 
growing interest over the past few years [2, 3]. 
GIS-MCDA are tools that transform and combine geographic data with decision 
makers’ (DM) preferences resulting in an output that can be visualized as a decision map [2]. 
In order to characterize the various GIS-MCDA tools, Malczewski [4] has proposed two 
classifications one of which is a spatial classification based on the nature of the data models 
(vector data or raster data), as well as on the spatial nature of the decision alternatives and the 
evaluation criteria (spatially implicit or explicit). Furthermore, he classified the GIS-MCDA 
integrations along two dimensions that he called the extent and the direction [4]. The extent 
of integration can be loose-coupling (two systems that exchange data as output-input), tight-
coupling (two systems that exchange data and share a common user-interface) or full 
integration. As for the direction of integration, this can be a one-directional integration where 
either the GIS or the MCDA method is the main software, a bi-directional integration where 
the information travels as a one-time flow between a GIS and a MCDA, or a dynamic 
integration where the information continuously flows in both directions according to the 
user’s needs. 
Despite the growing literature on MCDA in spatial decision-making, only a few tools and 
plugins integrating MCDA in a GIS are currently available. These include tools developed for 
QGIS [5–8] or for ArcGIS [9]. Furthermore, none of these tools were developed for 
MACBETH, a MCDA method that aggregates an alternative’s evaluations on various criteria 
in a weighted average score, using pairwise comparisons to build interval scales and scaling 
constants [10]. Since MACBETH has recently been applied in several GIS-MCDA case 
studies [11–14], there is a growing need to develop tools to facilitate the use of MACBETH 
in conjunction with a GIS, both for researchers and for practitioners, who are often novice 
users of MCDA methods. In this paper, we describe the first steps towards fulfilling this need.  
In order to test the developed tools, we applied them to a multi-criteria spatial project 
using sustainable transportation principles for street rehabilitation in Quebec City, Canada. 
Our objective was to evaluate and rank streets that could be redesigned as complete streets, 
and to present their complete street potential in a GIS. Complete streets are streets designed to 
be accessible, safe and comfortable for everyone regardless of their transportation mode or 
physical condition [15]. Therefore, the development of a MC-SDSS was essential to facilitate 
and propose a systematic multicriteria evaluation procedure for all Quebec City streets. 
This short paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the MACBETH method and 
its integration in an ArcGIS environment. Section 3 describes the case study in which the 
developed tools were tested. Section 4 explains the application of the tools. Finally, Section 5 
discusses the tools’ strengths and weaknesses as well as future research to enhance them.  
 
2. METHODOLOGY 
The process of building a MC-SDSS can be described as a five-step process [16]: (1) 
designing the decision process, (2) structuring the MC-SDSS, (3) eliciting spatial 
standardization preference functions, (4) aggregating the local preference values of the 
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alternatives (attractiveness of an alternative’s performance on a given criterion) using criteria 
scaling constants (qualitative swing weights) [17], and (5) analyzing the results and making 
recommendations . In this project, we focused on building preference standardization 
functions (interval scale value functions that translate raw criteria performances into a 
common unit called attractiveness) and on the aggregation of the local attractiveness values of 
the alternatives using the MACBETH method. We chose MACBETH because it can easily 
rank a large set of alternatives, it helps build interval scales, and it is a user-friendly method 
supported by software, and is based on linguistic evaluations and weighted averages. ArcGIS 
was used to display the spatial aggregated results obtained with MACBETH. 
In MACBETH, functions that are built using the DM preferences, standardize the various 
criteria performances into a common unit scale, called the attractiveness scale. To ensure that 
attractiveness scales are interval scales, the concept of good and neutral reference levels is 
introduced for each criterion. The good reference represents a performance echelon with 
which a DM is satisfied whereas the neutral reference represents a performance echelon that 
the DM wishes to achieve as a minimum. The difference in attractiveness between two 
echelons is then obtained from the DM according to a 7 point semantic scales: null, very 
weak, weak, moderate, strong, very strong and extreme. On these new scales, the good 
reference is assigned a value of 100 and the neutral reference a value of 0. The local 
attractiveness functions defined for each criterion are then aggregated in a weighted average 
using scaling constants to convert local value scores into an overall score. This approach is 
similar to the swing-weighting technique of SMART, however it uses qualitative information 
rather than quantitative information. The scaling constants are elicited following pairwise 
comparisons of fictitious alternatives and using the previous semantic scales. The DM is 
asked to express his/her preferences and strengths of preference about the swing from the 
neutral level to the good level of criterion i compared to the swing from the neutral level to 
the good level of criterion j. All the DM judgements are computed in the M-MACBETH 
software to infer the attractiveness scales and the scaling constants. Although very helpful in 
supporting a multicriteria decision analysis process, this software is however, in its current 
form, not well suited to handle spatial data.  
The spatial nature of the data in our transportation project required the use of a GIS to 
assess the alternatives. As a first attempt to combine MACBETH in a GIS, we developed a 
set of tools with a loose-coupling integration and a one directional software approach, with 
ArcGIS as the main software. The developed tools use the output from M-MACBETH as 
input to ArcGIS. They were developed in ArcGIS because the Quebec City planners involved 
in our case study were familiar with ArcGIS.  
In order to rank the alternatives (streets) as a function of their potential to be redesigned as 
complete streets, we developed three tools: a spatial aggregation tool (SAT), a criterion 
standardization tool (CST), and a multicriteria aggregation tool (MAT). To illustrate how 
these tools work, we will use the bus network criterion as an example. First, for this criterion, 
SAT overlaid bus network layers on a map containing every alternative, namely the Quebec 
City streets. For qualitative criteria, SAT converted qualitative scales into ordinal numerical 
scales (e. g., the bus network criterion has ten echelons; therefore, echelons were attributed a 
number from zero to nine). Second, CST was used to translate the bus network ordinal values 
into attractiveness values using the attractiveness functions built with M-MACBETH. Finally, 
MAT weighted the bus network criterion’s attractiveness values according to its scaling 
constant and added it to the other weighted criteria’s attractiveness values to produce a 
synthesized decision map.  
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To take into account data heterogeneity, each criterion required the development of a 
specific SAT, developed within ModelBuilder, the ArcGIS visual programming language. As 
for the CST and MAT tools, they were written in the Python language and were designed to 
handle all the criteria.  
All the tools have an interface similar to other ArcGIS tools and work with the definition 
of input and output features (shapefiles or geodatabases). Depending on the tool, configurable 
parameters are included. To aid new users, a help section was incorporated to explain the 
general purpose of each tool and to precisely describe each parameter. 
 
3. CASE STUDY 
In most cities, street rehabilitation is an engineering-centered approach based on 
infrastructure obsolescence that does not take into account multidimensional aspects. 
However, the recent trend towards sustainable transportation planning has led Quebec City 
planners to question their current practices. They expressed the wish to include 
environmental, transportation and urban planning aspects in the decision-making process that 
leads to the choice of a street to be redesigned as a complete street. From a more practical 
perspective, they wished to have a map synthesizing the different experts’ points of view that 
will allow them to easily identify the streets with the highest complete street potential in each 
neighborhood [18].  
To help them achieve their goal, we designed and applied a process similar to the five-step 
process for building a MC-SDSS proposed by [17]. A total of six group workshops and of 
eleven subgroup workshops were held to structure, elicit and analyze the DMs preferences. 
The DMs consisted of 11 Quebec City professionals from various departments including 
environment, urban planning, engineering and transportation. During these workshops, we 
used MACBETH to help the professionals identify 11 criteria with their measurement units, 
build attractiveness scales for each criterion, and elicit scaling constants for the criteria. The 
first two workshops allowed us to structure the problem, the following three workshops 
aimed at applying MACBETH, and the last workshop enabled us to analyze and validate the 
model results. During these workshops, the authors acted as facilitators and used decision 
conferencing to ensure a smooth process [19]. The decision alternatives were discrete and 
spatially explicit since they consisted of street segments, namely portions of streets between 
two adjacent intersections. As for the spatial nature of the evaluation criteria, it was a mix of 
explicit (e.g. bicycle paths, street right of way) and implicit criteria (spatial data that needed 
to be processed, e.g. connectivity, density). The datasets were provided by different Quebec 
City departments and were heterogeneous. The only common feature between the dataset was 
the spatial location. All the spatial data were vector data: they were polylines directly 
representing a street segment, polylines parallel to a street segment or polygons that included 
several street segments.  
 
4. APPLICATION 
We describe briefly in what follows the application of the SAT, CST, and MAT tools to 
integrate the results of M-MACBETH in ArcGIS. First, using the SAT, 11 criteria maps were 
created. The criteria maps contained all Quebec City street segments, their unique 
identification (ID) number (primary key), and the non-standardized criterion values. Input and 
output data files were defined by the users. CST was next used to standardize the criteria 
maps by transforming them into 11 attractiveness maps containing the attractiveness value of 
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each alternative (street). CST’s interface consists of a data section and a MACBETH 
standardization section (Figure 1). The data section includes the input and output data files, 
and allows the user to choose the dataset field to be standardized. The configuration must 
include an input row for the non-MACBETH values and an output row for the attractiveness 
values. The information in the rows is taken from M-MACBETH and must be typed in the 
right order to standardize the data appropriately.  
Finally, MAT aggregated the 11 attractiveness maps into a complete street decision map 
containing street ID, street name, standardized value and the aggregated value. The 
attractiveness maps must be added one by one in the MAT configuration table and their 
associated scaling constants need to be entered in the weight row. The scaling constant values 
(weights) must be between zero and one; if the constant sum is not equal to one, an error 
message will appear. MAT’s interface is similar to CST’s interface with input and output data 
files; the main difference is in the configuration table.  
 
 
Figure 1: Criterion standardization tool in ArcGIS 
As a result of applying our methodology and tools, 5019 street segments were ranked in 
ArcGIS based on 11 criteria. To take into account the spatial variability between the various 
Quebec City neighborhoods, results were computed on a neighborhood scale level. Figure 2 
shows an example of the complete street potential for the neighborhood of Saint-Roch.  
 
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
This paper presented ongoing work to integrate the MCDA method MACBETH in 
ArcGIS. To achieve this, we developed a set of tools to rank spatially defined alternatives and 
to produce georeferenced decision maps. The developed tools are meant to be intuitive for 
new users since their interfaces are similar to inbuilt ArcGIS interfaces. When compared to 
results obtained with manual aggregation, the creation of these tools allowed us to decrease 
the number of manipulation errors and to speed up the computing process. As an example, the 
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final aggregation script took around 45 seconds to aggregate 5019 alternatives for 11 criteria 
compared to approximately two hours when done manually.  
 
Figure 2: Complete Street potential for Saint-Roch neighborhood 
Even though the CST and MAT were initially developed for integrating MACBETH in 
ArcGIS, they are easily adaptable and may be applied to other contexts. For example, MAT 
could be used to compute weighted sums in ArcGIS. However, this is not the case for the 
SATs, specifically developed for our case study and not easily transposable to other projects. 
The division of our results production procedure in several tools improves flexibility and 
reduces the black box effect by informing users of every step that leads to a synthesized score. 
However, this division increases the number of manipulations and novice users might be 
overwhelmed by the different tools.  
One limitation of the tools is that they only process vector data and cannot handle raster 
data. In addition, they were developed in French because the project was in collaboration with 
a French-speaking city; this may create language barriers with foreign-language speakers.  
Future research and development could address these issues and develop new 
functionalities. For example, the addition of a tool to visualize the alternatives’ performances 
on the various criteria using bar diagrams could improve the decision-making process by 
providing disaggregated information to the DM. This information is already available through 
the attribute tables, but is not user-friendly. The coupling of the M-MACBETH software and 
ArcGIS should also be improved. At the current time, M-MACBETH does not have any 
export functions to other formats. Therefore, all M-MACBETH results had to be typed in, one 
by one, in the configuration tables, which is time consuming. Creating an M-MACBETH 
export file containing the standardization and criteria weight configurations could speed up 
the integration in GIS. Our ultimate goal is to develop a plugin native to ArcGIS or QGIS in 
order to fully integrate the MACBETH approach in a GIS. 
The results of this project were very well received by the Quebec City professional who 
participated in the project as well as by elected officials. It has also generated a lot of interest 
among Quebec City citizens and received a good general press coverage in local newspapers 
and local television news.  
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ABSTRACT 
This work aims to meet the gap of aggregating spatial data of different criminal 
incidences in order to provide more accurate information for public safety strategies. 
The criminal patterns of property felonies are identified in a web big data curation 
process with the support of a Geoinformation System (GIS) to perform optimized 
hot-spots analysis. The felonies are typified (disaggregated) into theft, robbery, 
express kidnapping, burglary, saucy bank, motor vehicle robbery, steaming and 
attempted robbery, and the city of Recife, one of the most important Brazilian 
capitals, is selected for the analysis. Our results provide an integrated spatial 
visualization of felonies associated with environmental factors to support more 
efficient allocation of public safety resources. 
 
Keywords: Criminal Behavior, Spatial Analysis, Geoinformation System (GIS), 
Data Visualization, Optimized Hot-spots 
 
INTRODUCTION 
A substantial number of researchers have addressed to Geoinformation Systems 
(GIS) to find a solid foundation for innovative strategies and public policies. These sort 
of technology is able to provide a valuable information that combines social, economic, 
contextual, demographic and spatial characteristics into an integrated tool that has been 
used to mitigate environmental risk, identify market niches, predict urban growth, 
disease outbreaking and to frame industrial clusters and social aggregations to support 
decision making by policy managers. The spatial incidence of crime over urban areas is 
another embracing subject that has been exhaustively put under discussion in recent 
technological advances [1, 2, 3]. The hot spot analysis on the incidence of crime with 
the support of Geoiformation Systems has been traditionally employed to identify 
spatial patterns of the criminal behavior that is not either evenly neither randomly 
distributed along the space [4, 5, 6 and 7]. The spatial concentration of felonies and 
misdemeanors receives special attention for its property to provide statistical measures 
that support public policy makers to design strategies based on an empirical 
understanding of the environmental relations that undergoes in their urban space, and 
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valuable information can be extracted from crime associations with exogenous 
determinants of criminality among different groups of individuals. 
Most of traditional and recent studies, however, frame such clustering behavior with 
feature placing based on an aggregated dataset of property or violent crimes, without a 
meticulous discrimination of which sort of felony the results are limited to. Streets 
robberies committed in crowded places to a random passerby might present different 
motivations and association with different spatial characteristics than street robberies of 
which victims are approached closer to their residences. Whereas the first is strictly 
related to the opportunity granted by the victim’s careless behavior or by a set of 
favorable environmental factors observed in the eyes of the perpetrator, the last might 
be more consistently associated to a premeditated property crime, less related to the 
opportunity and more related to strategies adopted by the criminal and prior knowledge 
of the victim’s routine and response. Despite the importance of felonies disaggregation, 
this empirical assessment is rare to find since it requires a high level of detailing hardly 
provided by police datasets, statics or reports.  
 
In this work such spatial evaluation is obtained resorting to an online big dataset of 
property offenses recorded by the victims. The concept of property crime data is 
decomposed into small sets of 10 felonies and misdemeanors and four instances of 
analysis is presented in this work. The main goal with this methodology is to provide 
substantial information that supports the decision making of public safety authorities by 
i. a rapid visualization of hot spots that indicates not only a higher incidence, but a 
criminal pattern that might advocate an efficient allocation of sworn officers, and ii. 
correlating this information of spatial concentration with environmental determinants in 
order to measure the impact of each potential factor in the incidence of crime. For the 
first consideration, the optimized hot spot analysis is employed to visualize the spatial 
clusters in the desegregated data that present stronger associations with the environment 
than larger datasets. In regards to the potential environmental determinants, some of the 
exogenous factors to be considered are the neighborhood density, public illumination, 
paving, public spaces (squares, lakes, recreation centers), urban space, income and the 
proportion of rented houses. Nevertheless, due the length restriction of this proposal, 
this later assessment is taken for granted.  
 
It is expected a higher sensibility (response) from detailed felonies with regard the 
spatial association than aggregate data of property crimes, which must contribute to lead 
different useful strategies’ development and the creation of specific approaches for 
specific misdemeanors. In addition, some of the analyzed crimes are very specific in 
Brazilian social context, such as sequestro relânpago (lighting kidnap), arrastão 
(flashrobs)  and saidinha de banco (saucy bank), which makes this assessment unique 
due the difficult to find considerable incidence of those felonies in any country other 
than Brazil, thus, becoming impossible any statistical inference. The next sections 
describe the city of analysis, the data decomposition, methodology applied and the 
spatial assessment. Lastly, some discussion and expectation for future work are 
provided in the conclusion. 
DATA AND METHOD 
The georeferenced data which concerns the incidents of property felonies in the city 
were extracted from Google Maps web service using a Java algorithm for refinement. 
The web feed is made by a Brazilian organization that collects reports from users 
whenever one's submitted to an offense or witness any property felony or misdemeanor. 
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Users may address to the website http://www.ondefuiroubado.com.br/ and rovide 
relevant information with regard the address where the crime occurred, the type of 
felony, date and time of incident, stolen objects, estimated loss in R$ (Brazilian Real) 
currency, and victim’s genre. A total of 1199 incidents were obtained in this first data 
extraction, which concerns the period from August 2013 to June 2016, distributed along 
the urban space with particular concentrations in the southeast and center east regions, 
which also happens to be the wealthier and bustling spots in the city, as presented by the 
dark-red feature points on Figure 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 – Property Felonies’ Distribution from 2013 to 2016 
Recife has a population of 1.537.704 residents and about 218,435 km² urban and 
rural area decomposed into 1852 census sectors that put together regions with similar 
socio-economic characteristics. From the geospatial dataset, 11 types of property 
felonies are considered: Theft, Robbery, Robbery committed to a group of people, 
Express (Lighting) Kidnapping, Burglary (Housebreaking), Auto Burglary, Commercial 
Burglary, Saucy Bank, Motor Vehicle Robbery or Theft, Flashrob (Steaming) or 
Robberies in Public Transportation, and Attempted Robbery. For the present work, only 
2 types of felonies (Flashrobs and Public Transportation Robberies) and Attempted 
Robbery, and 2 grouping classes (Vehicle-related Felonies and Street Robbery) are 
considered. The class ‘Vehicle-related Felonies’ clusters crimes of Vehicle Motor 
Robbery or Theft and Auto Burglary. As for ‘Street Robbery’, it clusters an instance of 
felony committed in the streets by one offender, i.e. Thefts or Larceny, Mugging, 
Robbery and Robbery committed to a group of people.  
 
The Optimized Hot (and Cold) Spots identification based on the [10] spatial 
autocorrelation statistics is adopted as the method to recognize criminal patterns along 
the urban space where the feature points that represent the property felonies are 
distributed. The validation of this methodology results a Gi* statistic for each feature 
point that represents a z-score for one property crime indent in the available layer, and 
an associated p-value which will define the grade of clustering association (whether it 
will represent a hot spot, cold spot, or radon pattern undefined clustering). The [11] Gi* 
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statistic is given by the Gi statistic minus its expectation divided by the variance square 
root:  
 
Gi* =
∑ (wi,jxj)- x̄
n
j=1
∑ (wi,j)
n
j=1
S
√n ∑ (wi,j)²-(
n
j=1
∑ wi,j)²
n
j=1
n-1
     (1) 
 
Where wi,j and xj are the spatial weight between the neighborhoods (census 
sectors) i and j and the attribute for feature i, respectively. The Gi* statistic provides 
the information of where neighborhoods with either high (depictured by red hot 
spots) or low (depictured by blue cold spots) incidents cluster spatially. To be 
statistically significant, i.e. to present a considerable spatial association, the sum of 
incidents from each census sectors i and its neighboring sector j is compared to what 
should be an expected value of incidents, taking into consideration the sum of all 
sectors (see equation 1). When the difference from the sum of incidents of i and j 
with regard the expected value of the sum of incidents is large enough to reject the 
hypothesis the both are statistically similar, then a hot spot (a sector with high 
occurrences surrounded by other sector with high incidence) or cold spot (sector 
with low incidents surrounded by other sector with low incidence) will be designed. 
 
    The importance of this methodology in the visualization of georeferenced data 
leads to additional arguments to support better decision making of public resources 
allocation, once the inference of policing strategies is not exclusive based on the 
quantity of occurrences. Some assessed regions with a large amount of property 
crimes incidents might not be enough to be considered as a statistically significant 
hot spot. For this purpose, beyond the high value of the set of incident, it remains 
necessary that the incidents be surrounded by other high value incidents, which in 
Figure 1 is represented by the dark-red feature points. Then, the spatial association is 
corrected for false-positive differences using [8] False Discovery Rate Control, 
which results statistically more significant z-score for the spatial evaluation.  
SPATIAL ASSESSMENT 
The spatial pattern observed by the red-to-blue scale in Figures 2 to 5 measures 
the strength of clustering concentration as the high and low incidences of the related 
felony are placed on a given census region. The feature points of property crime 
incidents presented in Figure 1 were aggregated into 1852 polygons that represent 
the census sectors of Recife for this analysis. The hot and cold clusters brings 
statistical evidences of an underlying spatial pattern based on the assumed 
confidence level the z-score information provided to each aggregated feature. 
Positive z-scores for a p-value below its assumed confidence level brings empirical 
evidences for a significant hot spot, where high incidents of the related felony cluster 
together, and negative z-scores for a p-value below its assumed confidence level 
indicates a significant cold spot where low incidents of the analyzed felony cluster 
together. For the optimized clustering, the Inverse Distance approach is applied which 
implies that closer features are weighed more heavily than features that are distant 
 
The scale of analysis is defined by incremental spatial autocorrelation performed 
with support of Moran’ I statistic [9], measuring the intensity of spatial clustering in 
seven dimensions, 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 confidence levels for both high and low 
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incidences’ clustering, and a non-significant scale defined whenever the aggregated 
feature layer does not present enough statistical evidence for an accurate relation of 
the studied felony with the environment. For instance, the hot spot that clusters the 
thefts and robberies in public transportation observed in the second quadrant of 
Figure 2 is composed by 12 census sectors (polygons) which belong to the 
neighborhoods of Várzea and Cidade Universitária. The highest positive z-score is 
valued by 7.3731 for a p-value equals to 0 and the lowest positive (in orange scale) 
has z-score valued by 3.1479 for a p-value 0.001644. A set of spatial relationship 
can be constructed from the data with the environment technical features or socio-
economic and demographic characteristics, which might support the better allocation 
of public resources, technologies and policing strategies.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Figure 2 – Public Transportation        Figure 3 – Attempted Robbery 
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Figure 4 – Vehicle-related Felonies                         Figure 5 – Street Robbery 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The spatial visualization of property felonies in this work followed both a systematic 
and a subjective data curation process that has implication over the determination of 
public safety strategies to investigate the criminal behavior distributed on the urban 
space. The systematic process is made with the collection, and heuristic to organize and 
integrate the spatial references provided by the web-site big data repository of property 
offenses. The support of Gi* statistical tool makes feasible the construction of 
optimized clusters, in which significant information regarding the concentration and 
dispersive tendencies over the analyzed census sector can be extracted and evaluated.  
 
The subjective side of the curation process requires substantial experience from the 
analyst to understand the grade of discrimination in which each felony might reach in 
the disaggregation procedure. In the present work, this has been done by a meticulous 
checking on the motivation and expectations underling the each criminal conduct in our 
data. Certainly, the subjective nature of our assessment, in special, undergoes for several 
barriers when the analyst judgment over the criminal patter causes a misleading 
perception of the observed reality by an inappropriate discrimination of some types of 
felonies, or an inaccurate aggregation of others.  
 
Another limitation resides on the quality of the collected data. Once it regards 
victimization data, provided by any individual type connected to the web network, they 
might be subjected to errors or wrong bias. Nevertheless, this concern does not 
undermine the importance of geoinformation systems to support the decision making of 
public policy makers. In addition, a tight data mining process might be able to minimize 
this issue. Finally, the next steps will rely on exploratory regressions and further 
investigations on the interaction that each disaggregated criminal conduct described by 
the cluster’s feature layers has on the potential spatial, demographic, social and 
economic determinants of criminality. Much of discussion is still under construction, 
and good prospects for the public safety decision makers is expected. 
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ABSTRACT 
Development and use of information technologies resulted in the generation and 
accumulation of a large amount of data which are underused. In order to gain insight into 
such data collections, we can use of data visualization and visual analytics technologies. 
This paper discusses the usage of data visualization and visual analytics technologies on 
Serbian mountain rescue service data, i.e. ski injuries from Mt. Kopaonik, Serbia ski 
resort from 2005 to 2016. We propose a web-based application for interactive 
exploratory data analysis and temporal visualization of historical data to obtain useable 
knowledge, which can be used as a decision support system. Interactive data visualization 
and visual analytics allowed us to detect patterns that lead us to interesting insights in 
relation to space, time and specific types of injuries. We demonstrated the power of data 
visualization and visual analytics for the discovery of interesting patterns in data related 
increase of a number of injuries per year, injuries per time of day, and injury types and 
places. Limitation of this visual analysis is that data refers only to injured skiers, not to 
total skiing population. We note that the findings are supported in the literature. 
However, some findings are unique for Mt. Kopaonik, Serbia. 
 
Keywords: Data Visualization, Visual Analytics, Ski Injuries 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
It is noticed that data visualization and visual analytics enable decision makers’ ability to 
understand the problem, the reason for it and make a decision on the daily basis. This is 
especially important in the era of Big Data [12, 6] and complex datasets [8]. Tools and 
techniques for data visualization and visual analytics are used to visually represent the data 
with the idea to detect some expected and unexpected relationships, deviations from predicted 
or expected values, and most importantly present information in an effective and 
understandable form. Data visualization and visual analytics are focused on analytical 
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reasoning with an idea to help decision-making process throughout the entire analytic 
process, not only for presentation or viewing [7, 19].  
Winter sports and leisure are an industry which is interesting for researchers and other 
stakeholders namely because of high financial resources involved (in United States ski resorts 
in 2014/2015 there were 6.5 billion euros of direct spending). Additionally, there are 57.1 
million skier visits (skier-days) reported since season 2002/2003 [15]. Having this in mind, 
and the fact that injury rate is 2 injuries per thousand skier days [13] ski injuries are frequent 
and present interesting research and ski resort problem. Data visualization and visual 
analytics for each ski resort are important as injury patterns can differ from resort to resort 
and from season to the season [5]. In this paper, we used Serbian mountain rescue service 
data which recorded ski injuries from Mt Kopaonik from 2005 to 2016. There are over 6,000 
recorded injuries. However, this number is misleading because there are a lot more 
unreported injuries. Mt. Kopanik has a high number of skiers with over 100,000 skier days 
and over 1,000,000 skier slopes yearly [3]. 
Although ski injuries are not often costs are very high. One can twist a knee, dislocate a 
shoulder or even die. These injuries not only affect the individual but affect ski resort (less 
skiing, less utilization of resources, bad reputation) and overall society (one can be unable to 
work after injury temporary or permanently). In order to identify risk slopes and prevent 
injuries, one can utilize visual analytics which would provide better overall quality of service. 
There are already numerous studies in skier’s individual injury risk factor identification. 
Various risk factors have been reported like: gender, age [13], personality types [1], skier 
collision [4], skiing errors [2], speed of skiing [4, 2], fatigue [2], perception of low difficulty 
[2], skillfulness and experience [4], quality of equipment [4], quality of ski slopes and quality 
of their preparation, collision against objects, and jumps [4]. Beginners usually have an injury 
rate five times that of experts [10]. 
For the purpose of this paper, we developed a website with Tableau software [18], which 
allows visual analytics of ski injury data across more Mt. Kopaonik, Serbia ski resorts, and 
through eleven consecutive seasons.  
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
For the purpose of this paper, a website for data visualization is developed. It offers better 
insights into distribution and specific characteristics of ski injuries in Mt. Kopaonik, Serbia. 
The analysis was done on real Serbian Mountain rescue service actions data. The purpose is 
to demonstrate the idea of interactive exploratory data analysis and the capabilities of the data 
visualization and visual analytics for decision support systems and decision making. The 
interactive part of the website uses Tableau Online [18], which are suited for interactive 
visualizations for business intelligence. 
The underlying database that was used in experiments as well as in the prototype of visual 
data analytics was obtained from Serbian mountain rescue service team for a period of eleven 
years (2005 - 2016). It consists of 7425 rescue actions, from which 6569 are valid. From 
those actions where gender was entered, we observe that 3724 (56.69%) were males, while 
2841 (43.25%) were females (gender of remaining are not identified). It is worth to observe 
that average age at the time of the injury (mean ± standard deviation) is 28.98 ± 15.08 years. 
More specifically, for male average age at the time of the injury (mean ± standard deviation) 
is 29.07 ± 14.97, and for female average age at the time of the injury (mean ± standard 
deviation) is 28.87 ± 15.19. 
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We will perform data visualization to present global distribution of the data values, and 
after that local distribution of the data values around a data point of interest [14]. This way 
we first observe high-level data characteristics such as trends, outliers, frequencies, 
distributions, and correlations which allow us to get “big picture” of the data. Then, we utilize 
low-level data characteristics in order to inspect high-level data characteristics. This can be 
understood as a drill down in visualizations. 
 
 
RESULTS 
The project website (available at http://odlucivanje.fon.bg.ac.rs/project/ski-injuries-serbia/) 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the data visualization and visual analytics that can be used 
by a wider range of population ranging from ski expert to more general public. This website 
allows users to visualize and reason some of the most interesting insights that can be offered 
using the available data. This includes an interactive dashboard of a number of ski injuries per 
gender and per location (Figure 1). We must emphasize that every dashboard present number 
of injuries and it is not normalized with a total number of skiers. 
 
 
Figure 1: Dashboard displaying number of injuries per gender and location 
 
First, we must state that this is not stacked bar chart, but bar chart with overlapping bars 
where blue color represents female skiers and orange represent male skiers. First, one can 
notice that overall trend is increasing. However, one should cautiously interpret this data, as 
the data has not be normalized with the number of ski slopes. Also, one can notice that male 
skiers experience more injuries compared to women in every year. This is probably, but 
cannot be concluded for sure, due to the fact that is more male skiers compared to female 
skiers. We emphasize that this dashboard has additional filter by the location of ski slopes 
where one can observe trends of injuries for every ski slope. We can observe that there are 
several ski slopes that have small number of injuries (< 10 in total), or stable number injuries 
(number does not change) or even decreasing number of injuries over time, but also we 
observe several ski slopes which does have increasing number of injuries such as Krst (1.14 
times more injuries per year), Crna duboka (1.86 times more injuries per year), Mali Karaman 
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(1.97 times more injuries per year), Crvena duboka (2.75 times more injuries per year), 
Pančićev vrh (3.03 times more injuries per year), Karaman greben (4.04 times more injuries 
per year) etc. 
Further, we wanted to inspect age of skier and injury (Figure 2). One can notice that 
number of injuries are most frequent from 11:00 to 13:00 hours and that average age is 
around 29 years. Also, one can notice that help time is fairly constant at five minutes. 
However, using this dashboard we can find interesting patterns such as fact that age at injury 
for Bela reka and Krčmar are higher than average and that help time is reducing over years 
(around 17% and 20% per year, respectively), or that ski slope Gobelja and Gobelja relej have 
younger skiers if we look at age at injury. However, on a ski slope, Karaman one can observe 
an increase in help time (around 7% per year).  
 
Figure 2: Dashboard displaying average age, number per hour of day and help time per 
gender and location 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Dashboard for visual inspection and analysis of injuries 
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Finally, we created a dashboard for visual inspection and analysis of injuries (Figure 3). 
We divided dashboard by a grouping of injuries. One can observe that there are most injuries 
of knees, then shoulders, scalp, lower leg, and face. Further inspection showed that Karaman 
greben and Mali Karaman slopes are especially hard for knees since most of the knee and 
lower leg injuries are on those slopes. However, some ski slopes do not have many injuries of 
any types. This probably means that those ski slopes are underused. This information can be 
used by the decision maker in order to balance skiers and make ski resort less crowded. 
 
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS  
Findings obtained with this visual analytics and data visualization website are in 
accordance with finding on other ski resorts. Namely, knee injuries, which are a most 
common injury in Mt. Kopaonik, Serbia, are also most common in other ski resorts [16, 11]. 
Also, head injuries, although not most frequent are a major risk in ski industry accounting for 
approximately 18–27% of all injuries [17]. Similar findings are observed in Mt. Kopaonik, 
Serbia. The reason why ski injuries are that common can be found in the literature [4, 2, 13, 
17] which emphasizes factors like sensation seeking, high impulsivity, and skiing proficiency 
is associated with high-risk behaviors. However, all finding, similarities, and dissimilarities 
between ski resorts have to be further inspected. Additionally, we must state that Mt. 
Kopanik, Serbia is fairly similar to other ski resorts with 0.2 ski injuries per 1000 skier-days 
[3] which is stated also in [13]. 
Based on these dashboards decision maker can create health care strategy and see 
demography of injuries. In the example, rescue service can provide more members at specific 
time frame and specific location in order to prevent injuries from happening. Some slopes are 
known as risk and one can monitor statistics. Further, if we combine this data with ski resort 
data we can create real-time dashboards and calculate the risk of injury for each skier which 
would provide decision support system for every stakeholder. 
Although this paper uses only ski injuries data from one ski resort, we developed a 
solution that can be applied to every ski resort and which can cover different types of injuries 
and present them in real time. We are aware that our data is limited and can be enriched with 
i.e. a total number of skiers or hospitalization data in order to obtain better and more 
complete insights further leading to better decision making. Furthermore, we expect the 
results of this project to be used in our further work on ski injury prediction and optimization 
of ski service resources. Interpretation of the data and results demonstrated and obtained from 
this paper can be used as a supplement to further research. 
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Abstract. This article was designed to analyze different policy securing information inherent 
in bank or financial institutions information systems. The work is based on the development 
of DSS for the identification and prioritization of risks for Information System. The goal of 
this system is to support a decision maker by reducing the risks and intrinsic errors in the 
information related to the financial sector activities system. The proposed DSS is based and 
the AHP1 methodology. This method supports each manager to the choice of a specific 
decision in the development of management to demonstrate the organizational capacity to 
significantly reduce the losses associated with security vulnerabilities of information systems.  
Keywords: banking risks, information systems, bank security, DSS, AHP. 
1   INTRODUCTION 
Security and privacy are two very important aspects in the areas of financial institutions and 
banks; they determine its own security policy to ensure the safety means for their businesses 
as personal and property. According to [1], we firstly specify the security objectives of an 
information system of a bank in a meaningful way, and secondly, we develop a DSS based on 
the AHP methodology to support a decision maker in order ensure a certain level of 
confidence in the security of the system. 
1.1   Problem statement 
This work is based on the analysis of the Information System in a real bank. This analysis is 
possible by the definition of 4 criteria:  
1. Disponibility:  The ability of the information system to guarantee processing performance 
and access to information under predefined conditions, the unavailability of the information 
system occurs in the case of: a transient or repetitive disruption of the business asset or 
                                                 
1 Analytic Hierarchy Process : AHP 
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associated services or a long unavailability of the associated business or service asset at a 
critical deadline for the business. 
2. Integrity: The ability of the information system to ensure that the information is 
unalterable in time and space, loss of integrity occurs in the case of: loss or alteration of data 
or use deviated from processing under a Fraud or malicious use or modification of treatment 
due to an anomaly or human error in the data entry or use of treatments. 
3. Confidentiality: The ability of the information system to protect sensitive information 
from unauthorized disclosure, a loss of confidentiality occurs in the event of: breach of 
confidentiality in the chain of processing or procedures or malicious or fraudulent access to 
Data. 
4. Proof and Control: The ability of the information system to provide audit trails and the 
evidence corresponding to the actions performed, a lack of evidence appears in the case of: a 
denial of action, loss or absence of evidence. 
These are the two types of business impacts which are defined as: the financial impact can be 
direct or indirect result of various financial failures (loss of market share, penalties, damages 
and interest) and the image is the impact degradation of the image by reporting to different 
types of customers in connection with this system. These four criteria are used to reduce the 
risk on two axises: financial risk and image risk. For example in Table 1, D(8,3) means that 
on the criteria Disponibility the solution 1 has 8 for the financial risk and 3 for the image risk. 
Five possible solutions are then possible for decision makers that are called “Solution”. Each 
alternative is then marked on each criterion for the two view points: Financial and Image. 
These scenarios of these treatments are represented in Table 1 below 
Table-1: Alternatives Evaluation 
 
The problem statement is represented by two figures 1 and 2. The model of the problem to 
solve is the following: 
Level 0: the main goal of treatment: classification profile of the business activity on one point 
of view; 
Level 1: the four criteria Disponibility (D) Integrity (I), Confidentiality (C), Proof and Control 
(P); 
Level 2: the five “Solutions”  
Level 3: Alternatives: Financial Impact, Image Impact 
 
Figure 1: Hierarchical decomposition profile:  
Financial Impact. 
 
 
Figure 2: Hierarchical decomposition profile:  
Image Impact 
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2   PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
The proposed Decision Support System is an application of the AHP method which is an 
acronym of Analytic Hierarchy Process. This methodology is a multi-criteria methodology 
characterized by the determination of the weights of the criteria and alternatives. The 
approach is possible by a pairwise comparison at each level of the hierarchical problem. In a 
first step we want to minimize all risks and we decided to have all criteria having the same 
weight. It is the reason why each criteria compared to another has a “-1” mark. Table 2 shows 
the comparison of criteria. 
Table-2: Comparison of criteria: Parameter value 
 
2.1   Different treatment steps 
The treatment is started with a sheet " parameter " of the comparison criteria shown in Table 
2 above, and at the end of treatment we weighted the results of each criteria (D), (I), (C), (P) 
by priority vector value in table 2 [3], [4], [5], [6], the weighting trick is called aggregation 
[7] We took the initial value shown in table1 for the Financial impact (IF), the Image impact 
(IM).  
Step 1: Profile classification of business of all processes (IF) and (IM) 
In this case we compared two by two values for each active business in table 3 and 4 below. 
The results of comparisons provide a first result that will be used in the following process.  
 
 
Step 2: Calculation method 
We will proceed to the calculation for each criterion (D, I, C, P) of five “solutions”. In this 
case the diagonal of this matrix is equal to "1 ". The method of calculation is done by 
comparison in adding (because it is the minimization) 
Steps-3: Determination of weight criteria 
According to the formula above, we have the results of the weight of four financial impact 
criteria same procedure for calculating the weight of four images impact criteria. 
Steps-4: Parameter value and aggregation 
After the calculations, we have the combination mode is called "total aggregation" and the 
value 0, 25 included in each table is the weight parameter shown in the previous table 2. This 
value is used to determine the total aggregation. 
Steps-5: Total aggregation 
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These results are summarized in Table 5 and Table 6. The way of grouping is called 
Approach total aggregation (weight criteria are multiplied by the parameter value) 
 
 
2.2   DSS Implementation 
Modeling preference of the decision maker is already presented in Table 1 above, we have 
exploited the information provided by the decision maker and supported by the AHP method, 
and after different modes of treatment [8], [9]. We have two different results: (1): The initial 
value is the result of weighting priority of the parameter value (0,25) by the aggregation of 
tables 5 and 6. In this phase all the criteria values are equal to the financial impact and the 
impact image. Second result (2): the final value is the result of the weight criteria (D, I, C, P) 
of the financial impact aggregation and image impact weighted by the value given by the 
responsible factor. The coefficient is the scale value of each criterion from “0” to “n”. In this 
phase we adopt the basic mechanism is the pairwise comparison of the shares each criterion 
[10] .The actions: are the business assets already defined by the organization's decision-maker 
Criteria: the decision parameters based on defined value shares in a totally ordered, 
representing an objective decision maker, these are the criteria (D, I, C, P). 
3   DSS REVISION TO A NEW APPLICATION 
The stage of our research is advanced by the finding of Chief Information Security Officer 
(CISO), according to the maximization by the AHP method via the means for minimizing 
reverse the finding rests on the means of verification in order to have an idea says the 
decision to be taken at the previous processing results. We need to spread a new application 
to easily meet the need of SSI responsible, these applications are composed of 86 ways of 
arrangement in which the input of a value for each criterion may respond directly to an exact 
answer formalized by the CISO.  
3.1 Different treatment steps 
Steps-1: Procedures calculations 
In this new application we retain the criterion of comparison scale equal to “-1” Table 2 
“Parameter value” and a “-” for comparison values per pair of identifying application. We 
compared two by two alternative 86 named “Application ID”.  
Steps-2: calculation method 
Comparison criteria ( D, I, C , P) , the values of priorities for each comparison are weighted 
by the weight of four criteria in the initial result and the final result of the aggregation total , 
early values are all equal to 1 and priorities are the same values equal to 0,25. We compare 
two by two each criterion such as in the case of Availability. 
Steps-3: Initial value 
This value is the arrangement of scale of data proposed by the CISO, it matches the number 
of identities of 86 applications, throughout treatment, are all negative initial value of each 
criterion.  
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Steps-4: square matrix calculation 86 x 86 criteria (D, I, C, P) 
For method AHP the diagonal of this matrix is equal to "1 " in this treatment method is 
calculated by comparing by adding (as it is the minimization) away from the first line and the 
second below, and the first line with the third row and so on down to 86th lines, the value of 
goodwill is divided by the sum of criteria relating to the identity of 86 applications., the 
results obtained are registered online, and reverse are placed in vertical columns.  
Steps-5: Total aggregation 
The results are used in the following calculation: 
(1) Weighting the results of each criterion (D), (I), (C), (P) by the table2 parameter value, the 
result is called “Initial value” 
(2) The "final value" according to the criterion of each entry of scale (D), (I), (C), (P) 
obtained by the weighting vector priority. The complete aggregation is to reduce in one way 
or another all the criteria to be considered by a single criterion. 
3.2 DSS new implementation 
We have two graphic presentations illustrating the processing result of this work: 
(1): the set of graphical presentation of the initial value and the final value (Figure 3). In this 
graph the initial value remains unchangeable while the final value is varied according to the 
scale value to grasp and a corresponding indication to this value appears in the language of 
each criterion.  
 
 
Figure 3: Scale value input screen and the graphic result of the initial value and the final value. 
 
The graphic variation is dependent on the scale entry of the relative value for each case of 
criterion, and then each entry corresponds to an indication from the head of the SSI in order to 
easily remember their labels to when the graph examinations. Each of the abscissa value point 
consists of two histograms initial value and final value) and the ordinate axis is the value of 
weight criteria. 
 
CONCLUSION 
The treatment is evolved as the case concerning the need for the Chief Information Security 
Officer, this development is a three steps, the first is the processing means by maximizing 
method, the second is by reversing the first minimization method and the third is the 
application of a new proposal CISO by using an identity of 86 applications, and we keep 
looking until we have a better decision support system helping to improved information 
system for financial risk. In any case these treatments are framed in the following two distinct 
profiles: (1) the classification of the asset profile of all business process in which we 
determine two types of business impacts such as the financial impact and impact image. (2) 
The active profile support to operate the business assets having two types of classification 
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profile of impacts such as the financial impact and image. The results exhibit that within this 
organization, the ISS is increasingly addressed using approaches based on risk. The concept 
of risk, which remains intangible, is difficult to grasp: "The risks designate a future that is to 
prevent future". According to [10] risks related to the security must rest on techniques and 
specific methodologies. That is why we have applied the specific technique of the methods of 
multi-criteria decision support AHP to have a reliable result. Nevertheless, even modifying 
the criteria weights, this methodology does not allow to explicitly show a very important risk 
in comparison to others. 
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ABSTRACT 
In semiconductor manufacturing, multiple linear regression analysis is widely used to 
evaluate how a response is related to a set of potential factors. Since the yield loss is costly, 
it is of great interest to assess the “relative importance” of a factor by comparing the 
contributions made by individual factors in a particular regression model. This is difficult 
to determine, however, in the presence of correlated factors. To deal with this problem, 
dominance index analysis and relative weight analysis were proposed. Both indices offer a 
good measurement of relative importance even when factors are highly correlated. Relative 
weight analysis, however, involves significantly less computational burden than the 
dominance index when the number of factors in the final model is large. This makes the 
relative weight more useful as the high-dimensional data are more and more commonly 
observed. However, the relative weight analysis postulates that the design matrix should be full 
column rank, and is unsolvable when the sample size is smaller than the potential factors. This 
precondition limits the relative weight analysis from applications to industry cases where the 
production ramp-up resource is restricted and the manufacturing processes are highly 
complex with intertwined factor relations.  
In this research, we extend the relative weight analysis to cases with the following two 
conditions: 1. a singular design matrix with a sample size greater than the number of factors, 
and 2. a sample size smaller than the number of factors. An actual semiconductor yield 
analysis case is used to illustrate the method and its effectiveness in detection of critical factors. 
 
Keywords: Semiconductor, Multiple linear regression, Relative importance, Relative weight, 
Low rank, Singularity 
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INTRODUCTION 
   
Semiconductor manufacturing consists of complex fabrication steps and has a long cycle 
time. When wafers have run through all the process steps, electrical test (ET) are performed 
to ensure whether each die on the wafer is functional. Since the semiconductor yield loss is 
not only costly but also affected by many potential factors, it is critical to discover association 
between an electrical testing (ET) parameter and multiple in-line process metrology items, 
and then find out the important factors causing the failed ET parameter. 
Multiple linear regression analysis is commonly used to model the above association and 
identify the critical factors. Consider the following multiple linear regression model,  
𝑌𝑛∗1 = 𝑋𝑛∗𝑝𝛽𝑝∗1 + 𝜀𝑛∗1                          (1) 
where n is the sample size, p is the number of independent variables, 𝑌𝑛∗1 is the dependent 
variable, 𝑋𝑛∗𝑝 is an n-by-p design matrix, 𝛽𝑝∗1 is a p-by-1 vector of unknown regression 
coefficients, and 𝜀𝑛∗1 is a p-by-1 vector of i.i.d random variables with zero mean and finite 
variance. To draw conclusions about the relative importance of the independent variables, 
researchers often examine the regression coefficients or the zero-order correlations with the 
dependent variable. When independent variables are uncorrelated, zero-order correlation 
between each independent variable and the dependent variable is equivalent to corresponding 
standardized regression coefficient. The squares of these p standardized regression coefficients 
sum to 𝑅2 , so the relative importance of each independent variable is the corresponding 
standardized regression coefficient, which can be expressed as the proportionate contribution 
each independent variable makes to 𝑅2. However, these indices have long been considered 
inadequate in the presence of correlated independent variables [1]. Not only do the squared 
standardized regression coefficients no longer summed to 𝑅2 , but also two independent 
variables, that are very similar in nature with high correlation and should have comparable 
relative importance, may have very different regression coefficients. 
When the independent variables are correlated, the topic of relative importance of 
independent variables is resurrected by the dominance index analysis introduced by Budescu 
in 1993[1]. The dominance index reflects the relative importance by the average usefulness of 
an independent variable when it is included with each possible combination of independent 
variables. The sum of dominance indexes over all independent variables is also equal to full 
model 𝑅2 . However, dominance index analysis requires the computation of 𝑅2  for all 
possible (2𝑝 − 1) sub-models, which makes it very difficult and time-consuming to compute, 
especially as the number of independent variables increases. Realizing the limitations of 
dominance index analysis, a heuristic method called relative weight analysis is then proposed 
[2]. Relative weight analysis not only requires a much lower computation loading but also be 
shown to be highly consistent with dominance index through real case validation [2], and 
Monte Carlo experiments [3]. Relative weight analysis considers the relative importance for a 
set of independent variables under collinearity by using a set of uncorrelated variables that are 
most alike to the original variables. Relative weight analysis has two prerequisites, one is a 
sample size n not smaller than the number of independent variables p, the other is the observed 
independent variables not linearly dependent to one another. In other words, the design matrix 
𝑋𝑛∗𝑝  should be full column rank, and we refer to this condition as “regular condition”. 
However, for semiconductor manufacturing or other industry applications where the yield 
loss or production experiment is extremely expensive and makes it uneconomical to obtain a 
sufficient sample size. That is, the sample size n may be smaller than the potential factors. In 
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another situation, the complex manufacturing processes may have factors that are interrelated 
according to physical laws resulting in a design matrix without full column rank, referred to 
as a singular 𝑋𝑛∗𝑝. 
This paper aims to extend the relative weight analysis to allow two low-rank conditions, 
i.e., a condition where 𝑋𝑛∗𝑝 is singular with 𝑛 ≥ 𝑝 and a condition where 𝑛 < 𝑝. Finally, 
we will validate the proposed index for the “𝑛 < 𝑝” condition through a real semiconductor 
yield analysis case. 
 
RELATIVE WEIGHT ANALYSIS 
 
Relative Weight Analysis Under Regular Condition 
    
Suppose that 𝑋 is a n-by-p normalized matrix with full column rank, relative weight 
analysis is first to find a best-fitting orthogonal approximation to 𝑋𝑛∗𝑝, denoted by 𝑍 [4]. The 
formulation is as follows: 
Min: trace(𝑋 − 𝑍)𝑇(𝑋 − 𝑍)                           
s.t.   𝑍 = 𝑋𝑇 ; 𝑍𝑇𝑍 = 𝐼𝑝.                        (2) 
where 𝑇 is p-by-p transformation matrix and 𝐼𝑝  is a p-by-p identity matrix. To solve the 
solution of equation (2), we find the SVD of 𝑋, 
𝑋 = 𝑈𝑆𝑉𝑇                                (3) 
where 𝑈 is n-by-p matrix of left singular vectors, 𝑉 is p-by-p matrix orthogonal matrix of 
right singular vectors, and 𝑆 is p-by-p diagonal matrix with the singular values on the 
diagonal. The solution of 𝑍 is then given by the work [4] as following: 
𝑍 = 𝑈𝑉𝑇                                 (4) 
This new set of orthonormal variables 𝑍  can then be used to generate regression 
coefficients by regressing the dependent variable 𝑌 on 𝑍: 
?̂?𝑧 = {?̂?𝑍𝑙} = (𝑍
𝑇𝑍)−1𝑍𝑇𝑌 = 𝑉𝑈𝑇𝑌                   (5) 
where 𝑙 = 1, … , 𝑝, 𝑌 is assumed to be a n-by-1 normalized vector, and ?̂?𝑍 is the p-by-1 
vector of estimated regression coefficients linking the orthonormal variables 𝑍  to the 
dependent variable 𝑌. Because variables in 𝑍 are orthonormal, the lth squared regression 
coefficients ?̂?𝑍𝑙
2
 represents the relative importance of lth variable in 𝑍  unambiguously. 
However, because the variables in 𝑍 are only approximations of 𝑋, the values in ?̂?𝑍
2
 are not 
the relative importance of each variable in 𝑋. Thus, 𝑍 should be related back to 𝑋 to better 
estimate the relative importance of original variables. This is done by regressing 𝑋 on 𝑍:  
𝛬 = {𝛬𝑙𝑗} = (𝑍
𝑇𝑍)−1𝑍𝑇𝑋 = 𝑉𝑆𝑉𝑇                    (6) 
where 𝑙 = 1, … , 𝑝, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑝. Because the variables in 𝑍 are orthonormal, 𝛬𝑙𝑗
2
 can be 
explained as the proportion of variance in 𝑥𝑗 accounted for by 𝑍𝑙. 
Finally, the relative weight of jth variable in 𝑋 is then defined as: 
𝐷𝑗 = ∑ 𝛬𝑙𝑗
2?̂?𝑍𝑙
2𝑝
𝑙=1                            (7) 
In matrix notation, the relative weight of all variables in 𝑋 can be obtained by:   
𝐷 = (𝛬ʘ𝛬)(?̂?𝑧ʘ?̂?𝑧) = ((𝑉𝑆𝑉
𝑇)ʘ(𝑉𝑆𝑉𝑇))((𝑉𝑈𝑇𝑌)ʘ(𝑉𝑈𝑇𝑌))         (8) 
where ʘ denote the element-wise multiplication. It can be shown that the sum of the relative 
weights is also equal to model’s 𝑅2 [2]. 
 
Relative Weight Analysis Under “Singular 𝑿𝒏∗𝒑 With 𝒏 ≥ 𝒑” Condition 
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    In the above section, we have reviewed relative weight analysis mathematically in regular 
condition, which the design matrix 𝑋𝑛∗𝑝 is full column rank. However, in some situations, the 
complex manufacturing processes may have factors that are interrelated according to physical 
laws resulting in a design matrix without full column rank. In this section, we will extend the 
relative weight analysis to this kind of “singular 𝑋𝑛∗𝑝with 𝑛 ≥ 𝑝” condition. Noting that, in 
equation (2), 𝑍 = 𝑋𝑇 indicates the feasible region of equation (2) is “orthogonal vectors in n 
dimension space which can be expressed as a linear combination of p columns of 𝑋”. When 𝑋 
is not full column rank, however, it is impossible to obtain p orthogonal vectors through linear 
combination of columns of 𝑋. Thus, equation (2) can’t be solved. To address this problem, we 
generalize the feasible region to “all orthogonal vectors in n dimension space”. Then the 
best-fitting orthogonal transformation can be formulated as: 
Min: trace(𝑋 − 𝑍)𝑇(𝑋 − 𝑍)                           
s.t.   𝑍𝑇𝑍 = 𝐼𝑝.                                 (9) 
 
Proposition 1: 
Under “singular 𝑋𝑛∗𝑝with n ≥ p” condition, the solution of optimization problem (9) 
exists but is not unique, and these solutions are: 
𝑍 = 𝑈𝑟𝑉𝑟𝑇 + 𝑍𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙                             (10) 
where 𝑟 is the rank of 𝑋,  𝑈𝑟 is n-by-r matrix consisting of first r left singular vectors, 𝑉𝑟 is 
p-by-r matrix cosisting of first r right singular vectors, and 𝑍𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 is n-by-p matrix satisfying 
𝑍𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑉
𝑟 = 0𝑛∗𝑟. 
 
Note that 𝑍𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 is not unique which makes the solution of optimization problem (9) not 
unique. We will choose such a 𝑍𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 which makes the 𝑅
2 of model 𝑌 = 𝑋𝛽𝑋 + 𝜀, denoted by 
𝑅𝑋
2 , equals to the 𝑅2  of model 𝑌 = 𝑍𝛽𝑧 + 𝜀 , denoted by 𝑅𝑍
2 . Noting that 𝑅𝑋
2 =
𝑌𝑇𝑈𝑟𝑈𝑟𝑇𝑌 and 𝑅𝑍
2 = 𝑌𝑇𝑈𝑟𝑈𝑟𝑇𝑌 + 𝑌𝑇𝑍𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑍𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑌, thus, 𝑅𝑋
2 = 𝑅𝑍
2  implies 𝑍𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑌 =
0𝑝∗1. That is, we will choose such a 𝑍𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 that further satisfies 𝑍𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑌 = 0𝑝∗1. Then, the 
standardized regression coefficients of model 𝑌 = 𝑍𝛽𝑧 + 𝜀 can be written as  
?̂?𝑧 = {?̂?𝑧.𝑙} = (𝑍
𝑇𝑍)−1𝑍𝑇𝑌 = 𝑉𝑟𝑈𝑟𝑇𝑌 + 𝑍𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑌 = 𝑉𝑟𝑈𝑟𝑇𝑌         (11) 
Next, we regress 𝑋 on 𝑍 to relate the orthogonal variables back to original variables 
𝛬 = {𝛬𝑙𝑗} = (𝑍
𝑇𝑍)−1𝑍𝑇𝑋 = 𝑉𝑟𝑆𝑟𝑉𝑟𝑇                 (12) 
where 𝑆𝑟 is r-by-r diagonal matrix with non-zero singular values of 𝑋 on the diagonal. 
With ?̂?𝑍 and 𝛬, the relative weights of all independent variables in 𝑋 under “singular 
𝑋𝑛∗𝑝with n ≥ p” condition are then obtained by  
𝐷 = (𝛬ʘ𝛬)(?̂?𝑧ʘ?̂?𝑧) = ((𝑉
𝑟𝑆𝑟𝑉𝑟𝑇)ʘ(𝑉𝑟𝑆𝑟𝑉𝑟𝑇))((𝑉𝑟𝑈𝑟𝑇𝑌)ʘ(𝑉𝑟𝑈𝑟𝑇𝑌))   (13) 
    
Proposition 2: 
   The sum of relative weights under “singular 𝑋𝑛∗𝑝 with 𝑛 ≥ 𝑝” condition is again equal 
to model’s 𝑅2. 
    ∑ 𝐷𝑗
𝑝
𝑗=1 = 𝑅𝑋
2 = 𝑅𝑍
2 = 𝑌𝑇𝑈𝑟𝑈𝑟𝑇𝑌                    (14) 
 
Relative Weight Analysis Under “𝒏 < 𝒑” Condition 
    In this section, we will extend the relative weight analysis to “𝑛 < 𝑝” condition. This 
will be done by converting the “𝑛 < 𝑝” condition into the “singular 𝑋𝑛∗𝑝with 𝑛 ≥ 𝑝” 
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condition with an expanded sample size. More specifically, we duplicate n observations of 
each variable in 𝑋 m times to make the new sample size 𝑚𝑛 ≥ 𝑝. With this procedure and 
normalization, we construct two new normalized data matrices denoted by 𝑋𝑚𝑛∗𝑝
∗  and 
𝑌𝑚𝑛∗1
∗  as follows: 
𝑋𝑚𝑛∗𝑝
∗ =
1
√𝑚
(
𝑋
⋮
𝑋
) , 𝑌𝑚𝑛∗1
∗ =
1
√𝑚
(
𝑌
⋮
𝑌
)                              (15) 
    The rank of 𝑋𝑚𝑛∗𝑝
∗  is equal to the rank of 𝑋, denoted by 𝑟. It can be shown that 𝑅𝑋
2 
equals to 𝑅𝑋∗
2, 𝜌(𝑥𝑗 , 𝑌) equals to 𝜌(𝑥𝑗
∗, 𝑌∗), 𝜌(𝑥𝑗 , 𝑥𝑘) equals to 𝜌(𝑥𝑗
∗, 𝑥𝑘
∗), where 𝑅𝑋
2 is 
the 𝑅2  of model 𝑌 = 𝑋𝛽𝑋 + 𝜀 , 𝑅𝑋∗
2  is the 𝑅2  of model 𝑌∗ = 𝑋∗𝛽𝑋∗ + 𝜀
∗ , and 𝜌(∙) 
denotes the zero-order correlation. In other words, the correlation structures of 𝑋 and 𝑌 are 
equivalent to the correlation structures of 𝑋∗ and 𝑌∗. Therefore, we claim that the relative 
weights of 𝑋 is equivalent to that of 𝑋∗. Furthermore, with the following proposition, we 
find that all information of these relative weights is coming from the SVD of the original 
variables 𝑋 and has no relationship with 𝑚. 
Proposition 3: 
𝐷 = 𝐷∗ = ((𝑉𝑥
𝑟𝑆𝑥
𝑟𝑉𝑥
𝑟𝑇) ʘ(𝑉𝑥
𝑟𝑆𝑥
𝑟𝑉𝑥
𝑟𝑇))((𝑉𝑥
𝑟𝑈𝑥
𝑟𝑇𝑌) ʘ(𝑉𝑥
𝑟𝑈𝑥
𝑟𝑇𝑌))    (16) 
where jth element of 𝐷 is the relative weight of jth variable in 𝑋. 
 
    Proposition 2 gives the fact that the sum of the relative weights of variables in 𝑋∗ is 
equal to 𝑅𝑋∗
2 in that 𝑋∗ belongs to the “singular 𝑋𝑛∗𝑝 with 𝑛 ≥ 𝑝” condition. Thus, the 
sum of the relative weights under “𝑛 < 𝑝” condition is again equal to model’s 𝑅2 since 
relative weights of independent variables in 𝑋 are equivalent to that of 𝑋∗ and 𝑅𝑋
2 =
𝑅𝑋∗
2. 
 
APPLICATION TO SEMICONDUCTOR YIELD LEARNING  
   
In this section, a real semiconductor yield case with data provided by a local 
semiconductor foundry fab is used to validate the effectiveness of our methods in analysis of 
critical factors. There are nine inline measurement items of interest denoted by l1~l9, that may 
have an influence on an ET parameter which is the measurement of the current. The 
geometric relationship of the nine inline measurement items is represented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Geometric Representation of Inline Metrology Items l1~l9 
As can be seen, there are two correlated sets. Items l3, l4, l5 and l6 are correlated among 
one another while items l7, l8 and l9 forms another correlation set. The sample size is equal to 
8, which is smaller than the number of independent variables. Table 1 shows the comparison 
of the independent variables in the order of their relative weights, the sequence of forward 
stepwise regression moves, the Lasso moves, and the least angle regression (LARS) moves. 
Relative weight analysis shows that the second set l7~l9 is the critical set compared to the first 
set l3~l6. In addition, l1 and l2 also have a critical impact on the ET parameter. The above 
results are consistent with both Lasso and LARS results where the second set l7~l9 are chosen 
before the variables in the first set l3~l6.  However, the forward stepwise regression selects l4 
before l8, which is not correct according to the physical laws.  
 
Table 1: Comparison of Relative Weights, Forward Stepwise Regression, Lasso, and LARS 
 
Methods Descending order of the variable selection moves  
Relative Weights l9 l8 l2 l1 l7 l3 l5 l6 l4 
Forward Stepwise Regression Moves l9 l7 l2 l4 l8 l6 l1 l3 l5 
Lasso Moves l9 l7 l1 l2 l8 l4 l6 l3 l5 
LARS Moves l9 l7 l1 l2 l8 l4 l6 l3 l5 
  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this research work, we have reviewed the history of calculating relative importance 
and extended the relative weight analysis to two low-rank conditions. Study on a real case has 
also demonstrated how the methodology can be used to discover the critical causes for 
semiconductor yield learning. The results obtained from the proposed method are consistent 
with the results of Lasso and LARS. As compared to classical forward stepwise regression, 
our method not only detects the correct importance order of variables but also has a more 
straightforward computation. Finally, we believe the proposed method can be further applied 
to the research area of variable selection especially for situations with the presence of 
multicollinearity. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we propose a recommendation system using data from social networks. 
Specifically, it recommends a list of experts, extracted from the social network Twitter, to 
a user who is interested in a specific topic such as sport, music, politic, education, etc. 
Our aim is to simplify access to the desired information for users of social networks.  
 
Keywords: Recommendation, Twitter, Extraction, Classification-algorithm, Followers, 
Expert. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The data coming from the social networks represent a wealth of information for a 
recommendation system. We can identify a new type of recommendation systems based on 
the presence of a community of users linked by social ties. In this paper, we want to make the 
recommendation using the extracted data from the social network Twitter. It is about the 
recommending experts in some fields (politics, sport, music, medicine, etc.) to a user making 
a request relating to one of these domains. Our aim is to simplify access to the desired 
information for users of social networks.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main works in the 
social recommendation. Section 3 is devoted to the architecture presentation of our system. 
Section 4 discusses the experiments conducted. Finally, section 5 concludes this article and 
presents some perspectives. 
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2  THE MAIN WORKS IN THE FIELD OF SOCIAL RECOMMENDATION 
KeepUp [1] is a recommendation system for RSS1 feeds articles. KeepUp is not a social 
network, it is a hybrid system that creates a social network implicitly and uses this social 
network to improve recommendations. We are only interested in its social aspect. In this 
system, each user can create Customized RSS channels (by adding tags to filter an RSS feed, 
for example). Channels created by a user are available to other users who can subscribe to 
them. They then receive all the new items from this channel. 
 
FilmTrust [2] is a recommendation system where users are asked to explicitly quantify the 
confidence they have in their friends. Once Trust established the Trusted Relationship 
Inference Algorithm TidalTrust assigns a trust rating to peers that are not in the direct list of 
friends. This trust between nodes (individuals) of a trusted network makes it possible to 
calculate the weight granted by a user in the recommendation of a film.  
 
Konjere and Dhawas [3] designed a system that generates privacy protection for friends' 
recommendation in online social networks, allowing two unknown people to establish trusted 
links in a small set of relationships of confidence. This system uses the social attributes of the 
users in social network to implement a multi-hop trust chain in the presence of each trust 
relationship 1-jump based on context where most of the trusted connections are formed and 
strengthened by shared social attributes. 
 
Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg [4] formalize the problem of link prediction and develop an 
approaches based on proximity measurements of nodes in a network. In particular, they have 
experimented their method on a co-publication network of scientific papers. They propose 
two types of methods: the methods based on the neighborhood notion and the methods 
requiring the whole of the graph. 
 
Lefeuvre and Cabanac [5] propose a method of analysis of social networks combining social 
data with thematic data related to published articles to make the recommendation of scientific 
collaboration. The idea is to define, in addition to a thematic function calculating a similarity 
between researchers, three other social functions: the inverse of the length of the shortest path 
in a graph of co-authors, the strength of the connectivity value enhancing capacity to reach a 
person via different intermediaries, and the number of joint conferences materializing a real 
meeting factor. 
 
 
3   PROPOSED APPROACH 
The aim of our approach is to recommend experts in certain fields such as politics, sport, 
music, medicine, etc., to a user making a request relating to one of these domains.  
In fact, we have initially defined a list of categories (sport, politics, music, medicine, etc.) 
with specific keywords for each category. We have, in a second time, extracted a large 
number of Algerian tweets using rectangles method; it consists, to reject all the tweets not 
emanating from Algeria by the coordinates of these rectangles. Then, we take the text of the 
tweet and the keyword repository, in order to classify each tweet and know its category. The 
"keywords" method extracts all texts from the tweets one by one and compares them with the 
                                                 
1  RSS (Rich Site Summary) is a format for delivering updates for website. RSS feeds are often used by 
news sites or blogs to present the titles of the latest information available online. 
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keywords for each category (sport, health, education, etc.). For each word found in the text of 
the tweet, we increment the counter of the related category. Once the words of the text are 
exhausted, we assign this tweet to the category whose counter is the highest. 
At the end of the classification of the tweets by keywords, we obtain n sets of tweets 
corresponding to n different categories. Thus, we can extract the experts according to 
algorithm 1. 
 
Algorithm 1 Experts extraction 
C: set of categories 
T: set of tweets 
U: set of users who have issued tweets 
S: threshold 
Lc: list of experts to recommend for a given category c 
 
Begin 
Lc ← {}  
For each uk in U do 
NTuk ← 0      // Total number of tweets issued by the user uk 
Nmax ← 0 
For each ci in C do 
NCuk ← 0      // Total number of tweets issued by the user uk     
               // in category ci  
   For each tj in T do 
       If tj is emitted by uk 
       then 
       NCuk ← NCuk + 1 
       End if 
  End for 
  Return NCuk 
 NTuk ← NTuk + NCuk 
if NCuk  > Nmax then 
 Nmax ← NCuk 
Cmax ← ci 
Umax ← uk 
End if 
End for 
if NTuk > S then 
Lc ← Lc U {Umax} 
Return (Umax, Cmax, Nmax/ NTuk) 
End for 
Return Lc ordered // in descending order according to the 
                  // ratio Nmax/ NTuk 
End 
 
 
The algorithm 1 can be summarized by adopting, for each user U having an account in 
Twitter, the following steps: 
 Calculate the number of tweets NC for each category 
 Extract the category  C in which the user U has the highest number of tweets 
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 Test if the user U has a total number of tweets N greater than a given threshold (10 for 
example to be able to consider U as an expert user in this category of themes). 
 If yes, add U to the recommendation list Lc related to the category C 
 
Once the expert extraction has been completed, the list Lc will be sorted in descending 
order according to the ratio F calculated by formula (1), where NC represents the number of 
tweets issued by the expert of a given category and N the total number of tweets issued by 
this expert. Figure 1 shows the general architecture of our system. 
     
𝐹 = 𝑁𝐶 𝑁⁄                                   (1) 
 
 
 
Figure 1: General architecture of the application 
 
4   EXPERIMENTATION 
In order to evaluate our method, we proposed to a population of people (students, 
friends) with age differences to give us a classification of 153 tweets. People's answers 
will be considered as a reference to evaluate the Keywords method. 
 
After the classification of these 153 tweets and comparing them with the repository 
(emitted by people), we note that our method gave 65 correct answers on the 153 tweets. 
 
Other classification methods have been developed before using two different 
algorithms, namely Bayesian networks and KNN (K nearest neighbors). These two 
algorithms are based on learning for each category. We executed them on the 153 tweets. 
We split this 153 tweets set into learning set and test set. Before proceeding to the 
evaluation given by each method, we note that: 
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  The evaluation of the keyword method is applied to all the153 tweets set. 
 The methods evaluation (Bayesian networks and K Nearest Neighbor (KNN)) 
concerns one third of the tweets only (50 out of 153) for the test, the rest of the 
tweets (103) are used for training. 
 Bayesian networks and KNN Methods are based on all the words that appear in the 
tweets of the training set. 
 
 
 
4.1 EVALUATION : CALCULATION OF PRECISION, RECALL BY 
THE KEYWORD METHOD AND COMPARISON WITH BAYESIAN 
AND KNN METHODS 
To evaluate our method, we used the two known functions in the domain of data 
retrieval: accuracy and recall based on people's answers. 
 
The accuracy: it is the number of relevant tweets found relative to the total number of 
tweets proposed by the method. If it is high, it means that few answers, of our method, are 
false and can be considered as "precise". We calculate the accuracy with the formula 2. 
 
accuracy 𝑖 =
Number of tweets correctly assigned to category 𝑖
Number of tweets assigned to category 𝑖
                                       (2) 
 
 
The recall: it is defined by the number of relevant tweets retrieved in relation to the total 
number of tweets proposed by people and by category. The formula 3 calculates the 
recall. 
 
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 =
Number of tweets correctly assigned to category 𝑖
Number of tweets belonging to category 𝑖
                                      (3) 
 
F-measure: A popular measure that combines accuracy and recall and their weighting, 
called F-measure or F-score. The formula 4 calculates the F-measure. 
𝐹 =
2 .(accuracy .recall)
accuracy+ recall 
                                                                                        (4) 
A perfect classification system provides answers with accuracy and recall equal to 1 
(the algorithm finds all the tweets in the correct category - recall - and does not make any 
errors as compared to what was expected - accuracy). 
 
In reality, the classification algorithms are more or less precise, and more or less 
relevant. It is possible to obtain a very precise classification (for example an accuracy 
score of 0.99), but with poor performance (for example, with a recall of 0.10 which 
means that it has found only 10% of the possible answers). In the same way, an algorithm 
with a strong recall (for example 0.99 is almost all the relevant tweets), but the low 
accuracy (for example 0.10) provides as a response many classifications of erroneous 
tweets. 
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 Thus, the value of a classifier is not reduced to a good score in accuracy or in a recall. 
The results of evaluations are summarized in Tables 1, 2 and 3, where: 
 
NbReal: the number of tweets given by the people (considered as correctly classified) 
NbMethod: the number of tweets given by one of the three methods (the keywords 
method, Bayesian Networks method and KNN method). 
Table 1. Calculation of precisions, recalls and F1 for the keywords method 
Category nbReal nbMethod 
Interse
ction 
Accuracy Recall F1 
Sport 44 22 21 0.9545454545 0.4772727273 0.636363636 
Politic 14 22 9 0.4090909091 0.6428571429 0.5 
Technology 3 1 1 1 0.3333333333 0.5 
Other 9 49 5 0.1020408163 0.5555555556 0.172413793 
Culture 24 9 6 0.6666666667 0.25 0.3636363636 
Social 37 27 7 0.2592592593 0.1891891892 0.21875 
Religion 14 15 11 0.7333333333 0.7857142857 0.7586206897 
Education 4 5 3 0.6 0.75 0.6666666667 
Health 3 2 2 1 0.6666666667 0.8 
Table 2. Calculation of recall, accuracy and F1 for the Bayesian Networks method 
Category nbReal nbMethod Intersection Accuracy Recall F1 
sport 14 32 14 0.4375 1 0.608695652 
politic 5 0 0 0 0 0 
technology 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 3 0 0 0 0 0 
Culture 8 1 0 0 0 0 
Social 11 16 5 0.3125 0.4545454545 0.370370370 
Religion 5 1 1 1 0.2 0.33333333 
Education 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Health 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 3. Calculation of recall, accuracy and F1 for KNN Method 
Category nbReal nbMethod Intersection Accuracy Recall F1 
Sport 14 28 14 0.5 1 0.666666667 
Politic 5 3 2 0.666667 0.4 0.5 
Technology 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 3 8 2 0.25 0.666666667 0.3636363636 
Culture 8 4 2 0.5 0.25 0.333333333 
Social 11 6 5 0.833333 0.45454545 0.588235291 
Religion 5 1 1 0 0.2 0.333333333 
Education 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Health 1 0 0 0 0 0 
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4.2   RESULTS INTERPRETATION 
 
We note in Table 1 that precisionreligion = 0.7333333333 and recallreligion = 
0.7857142857 means that the system is very precise and does not get too wrong. We 
explain this by the fact that keywords of the base are effective because the words that 
revolve around religion are known to all, we do not invent new words. 
This gives us an F-measurereligion = 0.7586206897, which means that our system is very 
efficient. Concerning the health category, the precisionhealth = 1 which means that the 
system does not make any error with respect to what is expected. While recallhealth = 
0.6666666667: the system finds 66% of the tweets in their correct category. We explain 
this by the fact that the key words of the database are effective, and that health is a 
precise domain, so we can not commit an errors classification. With F-measurehealth = 0.8, 
we deduce that our system is very efficient.  
We observe in Table 2 that the F-measurehealth and F-measuresocial are very weak. This 
is due to the lack of learning and the quality of the tweets. F-measure health = 0, which 
means that there is a shortage in the number of learning tweets for the health category. 
We note in Table 3 that the F-measurereligion is weak for lack of agreement between the 
test and the learning. The F-measurehealth = 0, which means that there is a very small 
number of tweets of this category in learning. On the other hand, F-mesuresocial has a good 
score. That is, the tweets of learning and those of the results of people are more or less 
close. 
We can’t conclude that the keyword method is better than the other two classification 
methods but gives satisfactory results. 
 
 
5 CONCLUSION 
In this article, we presented our contribution which aims to recommend a list of experts 
extracted from the social network Twitter to a user who is interested in a specific topic such 
as sport, music, politics, education, etc. Our method combines the Community Detection and 
Behavior Analysis approach with the link prediction approach. Indeed, it is an approach that 
analyses the tweets to assign them to a specific theme. So by classifying all the tweets, and 
since we have limited the collection to a specific country, we can deduce the subjects 
addressed by the citizens of this country. This approach predicts, also links to users having 
accounts in Twitter. These links represent the experts of a given category, recommended to 
an active user. 
The limitation of our method is the number of tweets, prospects are to be considered as: 
 
 Use a benchmark larger than the one we have chosen 
 Compare our method with one of the existing methods 
 Increase the number of categories 
 Combine two social approaches such as recommendation by choice of source with 
prediction of links 
 Add semantics for categorization such as using ontology’s, dictionaries, or expanding 
the keyword repository, and so on. 
 Recommend expert users from other social networks such as: Facebook, or others. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we propose a new approach for solving the air traffic controller (ATC) 
work shift scheduling problem, which minimizes the number of ATCs required to cover a 
given airspace sectoring, while satisfying a set of ATC labor conditions. This 
optimization problem belongs to the class of timetabling problems. The size and 
complexity of these combinatorial problems make them hard or even impossible to solve 
with exact methods. 
In the proposed approach, initial feasible solutions are first built using a heuristic based 
on optimized templates, and then multistart simulated annealing is used to reach optimal 
solutions. In the search process, we use regular expressions to check the feasibility of the 
generated solutions. This provides high testing speed and modularity for a clear and 
maintainable implementation of the optimization model. Once the optimal ATC number 
is reached in one or more solutions, they are used as the initial solutions for a new 
optimization process aimed at balancing the ATC workloads.  
The proposed approach is illustrated using a real example, and the optimal solution 
reached outperforms the reference solution, i.e. a real solution derived from the currently 
used tools based on templates. Indeed, one less ATC is needed to cover the airspace 
sectoring, and the ATC workloads are more balanced. 
 
 
 
Keywords: Work Shift Scheduling Problem, Air Traffic Control, Simulated Annealing, 
Regular Expressions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The core of air traffic controller (ATC) activity is to facilitate the airspace and airport 
surface traffic flow under their responsibility, while avoiding collisions between aircrafts. To 
satisfy this essential safety constraint, they must detect and solve possible conflicts among 
trajectories.  
The airspace is divided into sectors. These sectors are operated by two ATC working 
positions (executive and planner). All the sectors open at any one time must cover all the 
airspace. This is referred to as sectorization. The sectorization changes throughout the day 
depending on the aircraft traffic. A higher volume of air traffic involves opening more sectors 
and, consequently, more ATCs are necessary. 
The sectorization required to handle the traffic estimations for a period can be designed 
beforehand. Therefore, a very important problem in air traffic control is to determine the 
minimum number of ATCs necessary to cover a sectorization structure for a given period, 
denoted as airspace sectoring, while satisfying certain strong constraints accounting for ATC 
labor conditions and real-time requirements for tactical decision level at the air control room. 
This optimization problem belongs to the class of timetabling problems, which require the 
assignment of times and resources to events, considering sets of required and desirable 
constraints. The size and complexity (constraints) of these combinatorial problems make 
them hard or even impossible to solve with exact methods, like linear or constraint 
programming; or population-based metaheuristics, like genetic algorithms or particle swam 
optimization.  
Different problem-solving approaches have been proposed in the literature to deal with 
timetabling problems [1]. Regarding the timetabling problem in the context of ATM, an 
overview of available results related to ATC shift scheduling is presented in [2]. There are 
already some software tools for generating ATC schedules [3], and their advantages and 
drawbacks have already been recognized [4]. Some are in-house tools, and details are not 
available for most of them. Therefore, it is necessary to build a decision support system to 
solving the ATC work shift scheduling problem, which minimizes the number of ATCs 
required to cover a given airspace sectoring, while satisfying a set of ATC labor conditions. 
In this paper, we propose a novel methodology, wherein a heuristic is used to build initial 
feasible solutions and then multistart simulated annealing (SA) is used to reach an optimal 
solution. Regular expressions (Regex) [5] are used to check the feasibility of the visited 
solutions in the search process. The benefits of using Regex are high testing speed and 
modularity for a clear and maintainable implementation of the optimization model.  
 
 
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
One of the core tasks of ATCs is to avoid collisions among aircrafts. But there are two 
types of ATC. The executive ATC talks to the aircraft and gives instructions to the pilots to 
avoid conflict situations, whereas the planner ATC is responsible for anticipating possible 
conflicts and communicating with the executive ATC to solve the situation before it happens. 
As cited before, the sectorization changes throughout the day depending on the aircraft 
traffic.  The sectorizations needed to handle the traffic estimations for a time period (usually a 
day) can be designed beforehand. This is denoted as airspace sectoring. Thus, the airspace 
sectoring contains the sectors open over a twenty-four hour period. 
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Figure 1 shows an example of an airspace sectoring for Madrid Path1 in Spain. Each 
interval is associated with a configuration (1A,2A,4A…), where the integer value represents 
the number of open sectors and the letter refers to the sector configuration. Note that the 24-
hour period has been divided into night (N)/morning (M)/afternoon (A) periods in Figure 1. 
Besides, five different ATC shifts are considered: long morning (LMS) (5:40-14:00h.), 
morning (MS) (6:20-14:00h.), afternoon (AS) (14:00-21:20h.), long afternoon (LAS) (14:00-
22:20h.) and night (NS) (21:20-6:20h.). 
 
 
Figure 1: Madrid Path1 airspace sectoring 
Moreover, a number of constraints accounting for ATC labor conditions have to be taken 
into account. In Spain, all these conditions were compiled and published in the Official State 
gazette (Boletín Oficial del Estado, BOE), Royal Decree 1001/2010, and Law 9/2010, 
regulating the provision of air traffic services. ATC labor conditions are as follows: 
 
1. ATCs can cover a position (as executive or planner) in only one sector at any time. 
2. Sectors must be covered by two ATCs (an executive and a planner ATC) during the time 
they are open. 
3. ATCs must rest during 25% of the working shift in day shifts (MS, LMS, AS and LAS). 
A 33% resting time is established for the night shift (NS). 
4. ATCs cannot work more than 2 consecutive hours. 
5. Each rest period should last at least half an hour. 
6. ATCs must remain in the same sector and position for at least half an hour (minimum 
time in a position). 
7. Each ATC can work at most in two different sectors in the respective shift. 
8. ATCs should occupy the planner (executive) position approximately 60% (40%) of the 
time. 
9. ATCs cannot work more than 8 hours a day. 
10. ATCs are assigned to one shift and cannot work in any other shift. 
11. A sector change is not allowed without resting unless there is an emergency. ATCs can 
change to an affine (sector s1 and s2 are affine if s1 ∩ s2 ≠ Ø) sector without resting, but 
are required to work in the new sector for at least 15 minutes. Otherwise, ATCs need to 
rest to perform the sector change.  
 
The objective of the problem is to determine the minimum number of ATCs necessary to 
cover a given airspace sectoring while satisfying the above ATC labor conditions. Moreover, 
it would be interesting to balance the ATC workload, avoiding big differences among ATCs. 
It was necessary to solve an instance of the problem at most in 15 minutes. 
 
PROBLEM SOLVING METHODOLOGY 
The proposed methodology is based on three elements, a heuristic to build initial feasible 
solutions, the use of Regex to check the feasibility of the solutions and a multistart SA to 
achieve optimal solutions.  
Before describing the above elements in detail, let us first examine how the proposed 
methodology represents the solutions. We model the time discretely using a matrix containing 
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288 columns, i.e., the number of time slots under consideration. We consider time slots of 5 
minutes since 5 is the greatest common divisor of 15 (11th ATC labor condition) and 20 
(minimum period open a sector). Each row is associated with an ATC. The number of rows is 
established when applying the heuristic to build an initial solution. Note that initial solutions 
may have different numbers of ATCs.  
Each element of the matrix (i, j) represents the state of the ATC i in the time slot j. We use 
the value 1 to represent a resting ATC, uppercase letters [A-Z] to point out that the ATC is 
working as an executive ATC in the corresponding sector, whereas lowercase letters [a-z] are 
used for planner positions. Finally, value 0 represents that the ATC is out of shift, i.e., neither 
working nor resting.  
Colors are used to represent sectors when displaying solutions, see Figure 2. Resting 
periods and out of shift periods are in blue and white, respectively. The airspace sectoring in 
Figure 3 (11A, 13F, 11A) accounts for six hours rather than the whole day, and it is covered 
by 34 ATMs. 
 
 
Figure 2: Solution representation 
 
A heuristic for the construction of initial feasible solutions 
We propose a heuristic to build a set of initial solutions with different resting periods. 
They will be used afterwards in the multistart simulated annealing to reach an optimum 
solution. The proposed heuristic is based on the use of an optimized template, see Figure 3, 
with three ATCs covering a sector during 96 time slots (eight hours). 
In the template, the duration of the working periods is always the same and are twice as 
long as the resting periods. Moreover, if different resting period durations are used, the 
heuristic will build different initial solutions, albeit with a similar structure. As the labor 
conditions establish that each resting period should last at least half an hour (six slots), and 
the minimum and maximum working periods are six and 24 slots, respectively, the duration 
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of resting period must be between six and 12 slots. Thus, the heuristic build seven different 
initial solutions. 
Note that some of the solutions output by the heuristic may not be feasible and, 
consequently, they are discarded as starting solutions for simulated annealing. 
 
 
Figure 3: Template 
Regular expressions 
A regular expression (Regex) [5]  is a special text string for describing a search pattern in 
texts. Regexs are composed of metacharacters \, (), [] and {}; characters classes like \A (start 
of string), \s (white space) or \d (digit), and quantiers * (0 or more), + (1 or more) and ? (0 or 
1). For instance, the pattern "car(s)?" matches the words "car" and "cars", and (\w+@[a-zA- Z 
]+\.[a-zA-Z]{2,6}) could be used to match email addresses in a text, like Rose7@gmail.com. 
In our ATC work shift scheduling problem, Regexs are used to check the feasibility of the 
solutions, i.e. the constraints representing the ATC labour conditions. For example, the labour 
condition that ATCs cannot work more than two consecutive hours can be verified using 
some patterns, i.e.: ^0*([a-zA-Z]{1,24}1{6,}[a-zA-Z]{1,24}1{6,}[a-zA-Z]{1,24})(0*$) 
This pattern accepts strings between 1 to 24 (lower and uppercase) letters (5 minutes × 24 
slots = 2 hours) following at least six “1” characters. 
Regexs are also used to check that ATCs work in only one shift, ATCs do not work more 
than 24 consecutive slots (two hours), ATCs work at least six consecutive slots in the same 
position, no position change is performed without resting, and all opened sectors are covered 
by two ATCs (executive and planner). 
Other labor conditions, including constraints regarding the total resting time, affine sectors 
treatment and the maximum number of work positions for each ATC cannot be verified using 
Regexs. Their verification has been implemented in the problem-solving algorithm. 
Simulated annealing 
SA [6, 7] is a trajectory-based metaheuristic which is named for and inspired by annealing 
in metallurgy. The basic idea of SA is as follows. An initial feasible solution is randomly 
generated. Then, in each iteration, a new solution is randomly generated from the 
neighborhood, of the solution considered in that iteration. If the new solution is better than 
the current one, then the algorithm moves to that solution. Otherwise, there is some 
probability of it moving to a worse solution. The acceptance of worse solutions makes for a 
broader search for the optimal solution and avoids trapping in local optima in early iterations.  
The search is initially very diversified, since practically all moves are allowed. As the 
temperature drops, the probability of accepting a worse moves decreases, and only better 
moves will be accepted when it is zero.  
The fitness function that we consider is maximizing (h1 + 2h2 + … +chc)/c2, where c is the 
number of ATCs and hi is the number of slots that the i-th ATC is working. The term 1/c
2 
implies that when the number of ATCs decreases the fitness value is greatly improved. For a 
given number of ATCs, fitness values are higher for those solutions with a high workload for 
ATCs with higher indexes (in the last rows of the solution codification). 
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Thus, if we take into account the considered fitness function and the row reorganization of 
the visited solutions, we find that the search process tends to reallocate working periods from 
ATCs in the first rows to ATCs in the last rows (with the highest workload). In this way, we 
increase the resting periods among the first ATCs and tend to decrease the number of ATCs 
needed to cover the airspace sectoring. 
The process for selecting a solution in the neighborhood of a given solution is as follows: 
1. An ATC is selected at random. The aim is to reallocate some of this ATC's workload 
to another ATC. 
2. A working period of the chosen ATC is selected at random. If it is composed of more 
than 12 slots, only the first 12 slots will be considered for reallocation, otherwise the 
whole working period is used. 
3. We randomly select a second ATC and check if the whole working period for 
reallocation can be assigned to that ATC. If this is not possible, then we try with 
another ATC and so on. To do this, we check that the ATC under consideration is 
resting in the slots corresponding to the working period to be reallocated. 
If it is not possible to reallocate the considered working period to any ATC, then we 
reduce it by one slot (the last one) and repeat the process.  
We repeat the process until the working period is reallocated or is reduced to two 
slots, in which case, we go back to step 1. 
 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
We consider one airspace sectoring to illustrate the proposed methodology. There are 11 
open sectors from 5:20 to 8:20, 13 open sectors from 8:20 to 10:40 and 11 from 10:40 to 
11:20, see Figure 2.  
First, we run the heuristic to build the initial feasible solutions. Seven initial feasible 
solutions are obtained using different templates. Then, multistart SA is carried out with the 
following parameter values: we run the algorithm proposed in [8] with different initial 
temperatures for adjustment using an acceptance ratio 0.9, leading to T0=0.75. The number of 
iterations during which the temperature does not change is L = 500 and we established α = 
0.9. The search stops when the fitness of the best solution does not improve by at least 0.05% 
during 1750 iterations.  
The multistart SA reached seven solutions with the following number of ATCs {35, 34, 
34, 35, 34, 34, 34}. To do this, we used a PC Intel i5-3230M CPU on 2.60GHz with 8GB of 
RAM running on Windows 10. It took 0.17 minutes to build the initial solutions and 3.5; 4; 
9.6; 4.3; 13.2; 3.7 and 4.4 minutes, respectively, to reach the seven optimal solutions. 
 Note that the reference solution includes 35 ATCs, i.e. the solution yielded by the tools 
available before the proposed approach. The average ATC workload and the standard 
deviation are 280 minutes and 43.72 for the reference solution, respectively.  
The optimal solution outperforms the benchmark since 34 ATCs are necessary to cover the 
airspace sectoring, with an average ATC workload of 288.23 minutes and a standard 
deviation 64.28.  Looking at the standard deviation, however, we realized that the ATC 
workload is more balanced in the reference solution.  
Using the optimal solution as the initial solution in the new optimization problem aimed at 
balancing the 34 ATC workloads, we obtain the solution shown in Figure 2, with a lower 
standard deviation, 16.17. 
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CONCLUSION 
We have proposed a new approach to solving the ATC work shift scheduling problem that 
minimizes the number of ATCs necessary to cover a given airspace sectoring while satisfying 
a set of ATC labor conditions according to Spanish regulations and real-time requirements. 
The approach consists of three elements: a heuristic to build initial feasible solutions, the use 
of Regex to check rapidly the feasibility of the solutions, and multistart SA to reach optimal 
solutions.  
Once the optimal ATC number is reached, it is used as the initial solution of a new 
optimization process aimed at balancing the ATC workloads. The proposed approach has 
been illustrated using a real example, and the optimal solution reached outperforms the 
reference solution by one ATC and with more balanced workloads. 
In this work, we have used simulated annealing for solving the corresponding 
optimization. However, we are currently implementing variable neighborhood search (VNS) 
and ant colony optimization (ACO) in combination with Regexs with the aim of comparing 
their performance.  
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ABSTRACT 
Uncertainty and risk are caused by million variables and either they will happen due to 
complex nature of the universe. This short communication investigates on effects of food risk 
variables (drives) on the agricultural section. Those drivers consider climate change, urban 
issues, socio-economic factors, and other measures. As the evaluation of agricultural 
production system based on multi variables is tough and usually confronts with conflicts, 
therefore, this article provides a framework to propose a structure with aid of multiple criteria 
decision making (MCDM) and expert attitudes. By an empirical example, eight decision 
factors and six alternatives compose a decision matrix and multi-objective optimization 
method (MOORA) delivers the optimal solution. The findings of this paper can be a route for 
experts in this area to explore the further questions and strategies.  
Keywords: multi objective optimization based on ratio analysis, flood risk drivers, 
multiple criteria decision making, decision support model, RUC-APS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Decision Support Systems (DSS) is a well-known approach introduced to offer the users 
the possibility of comparing options and computerize management decisions making 
activities through using information system technology. This concept has been integrated into 
many decision making applications involving multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM) to 
enhance capability and reliability of decision modeling [1] [2].  
Risk and uncertainty are inevitable substances in agriculture and are appeared in terms of 
climate changes, soil erosion, water contamination, flood risk etc. These variables have the 
most significant impact on the ecosystem which should be addressed in agriculture decision 
making. The farmers and agriculture systems must realize and assess the risks and react to 
those risks through providing efficient strategies [3-5]. Recently a research project has been 
loaded called Risk and Uncertain Conditions for Agriculture Production Systems (RUC-APS) 
which mainly concentrates on finding the optimal solution for agricultural production systems 
through decision making and information technology assistance [6]. The project is supported 
by a scientific section of European Commission and guarantees to model decision support 
systems in order to deal with a sustainable agriculture supply chain once risk and uncertainty 
exist. This is a call of H2020-MSCA-RISE-2015 with the proposal number of 691249 in 
economic sciences panel. The project headed to improve agricultural conditions through 
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modeling well-structured decision process. Therefore, based on the RUC-APS objectives 
(Figure 1), to deal with a sustainable agriculture production system and to overcome those 
risks, establishing policy in land use management can be a challenge. In a sustainable 
agriculture, land use management and flood risk evaluation have essential affection. In this 
paper, we try to address a multi-criteria decision-making problem to build an initiative 
perspective in the evaluation of risk of disasters like the flood in agriculture production 
system.   
Application of MCDM in agriculture decision making is growing quickly [7]. Adoption of 
integrated decision tools in terms of a decision support model to analyze decision problem, 
measure and formulate solutions can benefit users and decision experts to reach a robust land 
use strategy [8-10]. In this paper, it is possible to ask decision makers to present their 
comparison about risk factors importance and among decision alternatives in front of factors 
according to a predefined scale (see the Table 1). It will be reliable to count on Entropy 
technique, expert approach or other weighting process. Once decision makers report their 
opinions, then MOORA is able to produce desired results. Normally TOPSIS and VIKOR 
[11] tools are developed to find the optimal solution, however, in this study; we are going to 
experience a different taste of MCDM with the application of MOORA. In more recent works 
MOORA is going to be constituted by other well-known MCDM tools due to its simplicity 
and fast computation [12].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Analytical model for production system assessment  
Proposed risk assessment model 
This section undergoes to implement an evaluation frame by MOORA [13] method. To 
build decision making matrix firstly alternatives and criteria are detected, thereafter weights 
of the criteria and also rating of alternatives with respect to each decision criterion must be 
interpreted. For this paper, experts provide a rating scale to rate production systems 
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performance confronting flood risk drivers, and MOORA will compare and rank production 
systems. To evaluate flood risk affection, drivers (decision criteria) are defined as climate 
change (C1), catchment runoff (C2), groundwater systems (C3), fluvial systems (C4), urban 
systems (C5), coastal processes (C6), human behavior (C7) and socio-economic factors (C8) 
[5], six main agricultural production systems should be considered (alternatives) as it is 
observed in Figure 1. Among decision factors, C1 is a cost factor because it is stated lower 
climate change lower risk for agricultural system and production. The decision making 
problem is this paper is solved by MOORA method. It has been claimed that considering 
interrelation between objectives and alternatives simultaneously, a cardinal approach and 
non-subjective dimensionless measures are the main characteristics of the MOORA. 
MOORA insists on two parts as; reference point approach and ratio system and is able to 
measure both non-benefit and benefit criteria in a process of selecting from a set of 
alternatives. Its process starts with identification of alternatives, detecting the most relevant 
criteria and determining the importance weights of criteria. The algorithm for MOORA is 
interpreted in this section [13]:  
Step 0. Consider the following matrix is used to start the solution procedure: kjxX  (1) 
It defines a decision matrix with k alternatives and j decision criteria  
Step 1. Normalizing the decision matrix by: 



t
k
kj
kj
kj
x
x
r
1
2
   tk ,...2,1                        (2)      
Step 2. Determining the weighted normalized matrix: jkjkj wrv                            (3) 
                      
 
Step 3. Computing the overall rating of benefit and cost criteria for each alternative. The 
overall ratings of the k -th alternative considering the beneficial and non-beneficial criteria 
are calculated implementing;  


 
MaxJj
kjk vS , 

 
MinJj
kjk vS                                                                                        (4), (5)
      
where MaxJ  is the index set of the set of beneficial criteria and MinJ  is the index set of the 
set of non-beneficial criteria 
Step 4. Evaluating the overall performance of each alternative; 
  kkk SSS       (6)
 Step 5. Ranking the alternatives. The kS  values form a cardinal scale that can be used to rank 
the alternatives: the higher the value of kS , the more preferred is the k -th alternative. 
Results 
      An empirical study was considered to evaluate the risk of floods on production systems. 
The experts of the project are asked to present their judgments by relevant factors to evaluate 
alternative production system using Table 1 predefined scale. In each driver, some sub-
drivers are realized. For climate change: precipitation, temperature, relative sea-level rise, 
waves, surges; for Catchment runoff: urbanization and rural land management; Groundwater 
flooding; for Fluvial systems: environmental regulation, river morphology and sediment 
supply, river vegetation and conveyance, urbanization and Intra-urban Runoff; for urban 
system: sewer conveyance, blockage and sedimentation, Impact of external flooding on intra-
urban drainage systems; for coastal process: coastal morphology and sediment supply; for 
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human preference stakeholder behavior have been considered. Additionally regarding the 
socio-economic factors these items were possible: buildings and contents, urban impacts, 
infrastructure impacts, agricultural impacts, social impacts, and science and technology 
[2],[4-5]. All of these issues are regarded and measured in the evaluation process.  
The preference and overall judgments of decision makers should be provided using 
numerical scale in Table 1 (how each system is influenced by a criterion). Table 2 indicates 
the preference rating of decision makers (initial evaluation). The weights of the criteria can be 
obtained utilizing Entropy method. The information about Shannon Entropy method and its 
algorithm can be found in [14]. The generated weights by pairwise comparison are as; W1 
=0.084, W2 =0.147, W3 =0.056, W4 =0.276, W5 =0.177, W6 =0.054, W7 =0.128, W8 =0.078. 
As observed the importance of fluvial system is much higher than others and this shows 
treatment with this system can affect risk of floods. The weights are utilized as importance 
level of risk drivers for MOORA process in order to determine the final solution.  
 
Table 1: Relevant verbal reference to rate alternatives 
 
Scale to rate production systems 
1 Very low 
3 low 
5 moderate 
7 high 
9 very high 
For decision makers who decide values between each 
category 2,4,6 and 8 can be considered 
 
Table 2: Initial decision matric 
 
  C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 
A1 3 4 5 2 6 3 7 5 
A2 5 2 5 2 1 4 4 5 
A3 7 6 6 4 3 3 4 4 
A4 6 3 7 6 3 5 3 3 
A5 3 3 7 6 5 6 3 3 
A6 4 7 3 1 4 5 2 2 
 
Table 3: Weighted normalized matric and ranking of alternatives 
 
  
Weighted normalized matrix S  S  
kS  Rank 
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 
A1 0.021 0.0529 0.0203 0.0561 0.1081 0.0149 0.0884 0.0414 0.38204 0.021002 0.362 2 
A2 0.035 0.0264 0.0203 0.0561 0.018 0.0199 0.0505 0.0414 0.23262 0.035003 0.1977 6 
A3 0.049 0.0793 0.0244 0.1122 0.0541 0.0149 0.0505 0.0331 0.36842 0.049004 0.3195 4 
A4 0.042 0.0396 0.0284 0.1683 0.0541 0.0249 0.0379 0.0248 0.37798 0.042004 0.336 3 
A5 0.021 0.0396 0.0284 0.1683 0.0901 0.0298 0.0379 0.0248 0.41899 0.021002 0.398 1 
A6 0.028 0.0925 0.0122 0.028 0.0721 0.0249 0.0253 0.0165 0.27146 0.028003 0.24346 5 
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 In this step, we can solve MOORA decision problem by algorithm presented in previous 
section and formulas 5-10. Firstly normalized matrix is delivered; thereafter weights of 
decision factors must influence decision process. In the further action overall rating for 
benefit and cost criteria are measured and validated based on weighted normalized matric 
values (Table 3). Ultimately, ranking of production systems can be derived based on higher 
values of kS which are depicted here (see the Table 3);  
A5 > A1 > A4 > A3 > A6 > A2  
The ranking order of the alternatives shows the optimal option for agricultural objectives 
based on risk drivers of flood. The benefit of the results is that users in this project can figure 
out a better view on different variables, their relationship and affection on main objective of 
the research. For example from the climate change issue, it is a deal to support decision and 
assessment process because it has impacts on soil structure, biogeochemical cycles, and 
hydrological processes.  
CONCLUSIONS 
MCDM aims to develop models and structures to offer a better understanding of the 
decision system, feasible solutions, interrelationship of factors and windows for further 
improvements. This is core contribution of the MCDM modeling. This paper originates by an 
assessment approach based on multiple criteria decision making methods. It is investigated to 
develop a sustainable agriculture management, considering flood risk and its management is a 
significant topic. Therefore, it will demand an evaluation system to study the influence of the 
flood risk drivers with respect to several alternative production systems. We tried to improve 
better perspective of drivers such as climate change and its impacts on the production system 
based on experts judgment. To head that goal, a decision making problem regarding multiple 
factors has been structured. The relative importance of risk drivers has been obtained by 
experts’ interaction and preferences. Then a decision table was built to deal with the affection 
of those factors with agriculture production system. Finally, by a newborn multi objective 
decision making tool, the ranking list of alternative projects has been announced. The 
contribution of this work will be implemented in RUC-APS project to analyze alternatives 
projects and warn the stakeholders and partners about possible corrective reactions. We have 
shown how conflicting factors can come together to the judgments of decision makers and 
through an MCDM framework. This is an initial but potential study for realization the 
interaction and influence of different factors related to risk and danger of floods and another 
kind of disasters. The users and partners in RUC-APS projects can take advantage of this 
model, and then is easy to implement, extend or combine it with other research projects. 
Integrated multi attribute modeling [15-16] with aid of the engineering tool can enhance the 
reliability of the work and decrease complexity.   
The configuration of a decision support system allows the managers and policy makers to 
make effective decisions. Moreover, a strong decision support system requires a 
comprehensive and understandable decision framework. In this paper we have provided a 
decision model which is able to give this chance to the experts and managers to confront with 
the risk of flood and natural disasters. The managers can consider the proposed MCDM 
algorithm as a primal perspective for further improvement and possible extensions.  
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DISENTANGLING HOMOPHILY FROM SOCIAL INFLUENCE THROUGH UNDERLYING NETWORKS
IN CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
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Last decade has witnessed a growing interest in social network analysis (SNA) in the context of Customer Relationship
Management (CRM). The emergence of device mediated social networks such as digital social networks is of special interest
for marketers for its potential of using it to detect and to influence world of mouth linked to the company and/or to benefit from
some homophily phenomenon i.e. people belonging to the same community may share some similarities such as the same
attitude with respect to a specific offer.
Disentangling these two sources of convergent behaviors between a person and his/her peers is a hard task. It is however
crucial to solve this issue to develop an effective CRM contact strategy. In this research, we propose to conduct this
dissociation by comparing different networks among the same individuals. Three networks are investigated: spatial,
communication and referral of a telephone company. These networks have different origins that are reflected in differing
characteristics.
These different origins lead to the networks being representations of different underlying social forces. Whereas spatial
networks are representations of homophily because similar people live close to each other, communication and referral
networks resemble social contagion as they portray interactions among individuals and active recommendations. Spatial
networks usually have many edges because every individual is connected to every other individual in the same neighborhood.
Communication networks typically also have a large number of connections, although less than spatial networks. Referral
networks have the least number of edges since people generally make less referrals than they have communication
interactions. However, connections in referral networks typically are stronger than communication and spatial links because it
requires the largest social investment.
POSITIONING OF RESEARCH QUESTION WITHIN CORRESPONDING RESEARCH PROJECT
OPEN ISSUES
• Research for best modelling techniques/metrics to  measure the importance of each network
• Research for new telecom partners 187
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A Collaborative Solution for IT Infrastructure
Maintenance Based on Web Services and Mobiles Agents
Today, organizations have become more and more complex which has complicated the decision making process. However, with the
technological advances and the evolution of collaboration technologies, industrial companies wish to benefit from it, in order to accelerate
the interventions of the specialists of maintenance on the sites and to reduce the time inactivity of their equipment. As a result, this makes it
possible to envisage keeping them at a distance without necessarily having locally qualified staff. Indeed, these situations require the rapid
and effective intervention of experts, who are not basically available. Furthermore, in this work we propose a new service oriented
approach which is essentially based on mobiles agents.
•Research Agents: These mobile agents are responsible for searching information (Web 
services) asynchronously.
•Solution Agent: This agent is responsible for seeking solutions to the problem that is 
posed.
• Facilitator Agent: The main task is to control the whole mechanism of decision-making.
•Database, Servers, Ontology of the domain, Directory UDDI.
Research Agent Structure
Proposed Approach
•The development of a collaborative platform that facilitates a 
collective decision-making .
•Invoke and execute some WEB services depending on the problem 
nature. 
•Integrates some mobiles agents in order to take benefit from the 
characteristics of mobile agents and to minimize response time.
CONCLUSIONS
Our approach will enable us to reinforce the communication
and cooperation of the various actors that are involved in the
decision-making process and also allow them to consolidate
their points of view by using multiple services which are
developed and proposed by experts in the field. The integration
of mobile agents increases the flexibility and reliability of the
system and minimizes the response time by seeking the best
service according to specific methods. As a result, it has
allowed us to avoid the bad identification of the problem by the
participants.
Zaraté Pascale
IRIT /Toulouse University
2 rue du Doyen Gabriel Marty, 31042 Toulouse Cedex 9, France
Pascale.Zarate@irit.fr
web-page: https://www.irit.fr/~Pascale.Zarate
Global Architecture
DB= Data Base ; KB= Knowledge Base ;
A General View Of Our Collaborative Space
Collaborative Spaces 
•An internal collaborative space: Which consists of a set of participants by 
using a set of tools which are offered by the developed tools (Forum 
discussion, Shared calendar ....).
•A set of external decision-makers: represents the experts who 
offer solutions (with the recommendation of some web services).
Abstract
•Responsible for searching information (Web services) asynchronously.
•Move between the sites that are related to the company.
•Analyze the problem and to avoid the possibility of having a bad identification of the problem.
•Able to work more efficiently: rather than accessing this resource through a WAN.
•In Our System, we use some tools as follows: Jade platform for 
multi-agent system development and Wamp server for databases 
implementation, Java Netbeans environment and Apache Tomcat 
for web pages deployment.
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Information	Technology	Institutionalisation:	A	Multi-Level	Process	Model
I develop a process model that addresses the call for more multi-level approaches to examine the technology institutionalisation process.
The model incorporates micro, field, and macro-level mechanisms and the interaction effects between them. It centres on the concept of
technological fields, which are structured around the production, use, definition, and control of a specific technology such as a Decision
Support System (DSS). I propose to apply the notion of a technological field, representing the level between the society and an
organisation, to address the neglected role of materiality in institutional processes and the inherent dualism between the social implications
of technology use and the material aspects of technology design. The lack of focus on materiality in organisational studies is addressed by
conceptualising technology as an institution and by emphasising the moderating role of the technological field in the institutionalisation
process. The model developed in this paper describes how information technology (IT) becomes institutionalised and as such a taken-for-
granted source for organisational decision-making. The model emphasises the importance of technology design for the institutionalisation
process. The way a DSS visualises information significantly influences how likely it can become institutionalised. This study stresses the
need to better understand the mechanisms that drive the institutionalisation of IT, in particular of systems such as DSS, that have a direct
influence on decision-making processes. This knowledge contributes to designing tools that become an accepted and trusted information
source.
Mechanism Type Description
Fields with 
impermeable 
boundaries 
a
The strength of isomorphic forces is higher in 
organisational fields with impermeable boundaries 
than in more permeable fields [1]
Technology alternatives b A technological field (e.g. Financial Decision Support 
Systems) with relatively few alternatives experiences 
stronger isomorphic pressures for technology 
institutionalisation [1]
Regulatory agencies c Regulatory mechanisms specific to the organisational 
field (e.g. financial services industry) leading to 
organisational change [2]
Complementarity d A DSS that is compatible with a specific technological 
standard in the technological field is more likely to 
become institutionalised [3]
Design d The compatibility among technology components, 
achieved through a design reflecting a common 
standard [4]
Institutional Pressures e Coercive, normative, and mimetic pressures, e.g. a
DSS is adopted and implemented with the desire of 
organisations to follow the actions of competitors 
(mimetic) [5]
Business alignment f The DSS was developed for a specific purpose,
reflecting a particular business need [6]
Familiarity f The DSS replicates the values and beliefs of the 
organisation through the use of colours, logos, 
information structure and branding guidelines [6]
Macro/micro 
mechanisms interplay
g Habitualised actions and behaviours at the micro-
level are transformed into macro-level structure [7]
THE MULTI-LEVEL TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTIONALISATION MODEL Selected Mechanisms Leading to Institutionalisation
a, b = field-level moderators
c, d = field-level direct mechanisms
e = macro-level mechanisms
f  = micro-level mechanisms
g = micro/macro interaction effects
h = technological field specifies 
relevant micro mechanisms   
THE TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTIONALISATION MODEL:
At the core of the model is the technology institutionalisation process, which has been
adapted from Tolbert & Zucker (1999). The process starts with an innovative DSS that
goes through three-stages consisting of habitualisation, objectification and sedimentation
until full institutionalisation is achieved. Habitualisation refers to the formation of problem-
solving behaviours and their association with specific stimuli. Objectification is the
development of common social meanings related to these behaviours [8]. Sedimentation
describes the processes through which actions obtain exteriority [8]. Exteriority relates to
the level to which typifications are “experienced as possessing a reality of their own, a
reality that confronts the individual as an external and coercive fact” [9: 58]. This process
is influenced by macro, field (organisational and technological), as well as micro-level
mechanisms, and the interaction effects between them. A DSS needs to adopt a certain
stability and taken-for-grantedness to become institutionalised. An institutionalised DSS
becomes part of the formal functioning of organisations, is embedded and aligned with the
organisation’s operations, is used for important tasks, is familiar, and its usage becomes
intuitive. The DSS and users become deeply intertwined [10,11].
CONCLUSIONS & REMARKS:
This article argues that a better understanding of the technology
institutionalisation process requires a multi-level perspective of micro,
field, and macro factors. Existing research on institutionalisation
processes is extended by suggesting a multi-field perspective. The
technological field concept allows to identify field-specific mechanisms
that contribute to the institutionalisation of technology. A major aim of this
research has also been to encourage organisational scholars to a more
active engagement with technology as well as to stress the significance
for information systems scholars to better understand how IT can become
an accepted and trusted information source.
References are available on request
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Concatenating Knowledge-based to Knowledge-free Document Embeddings 
for Text Classification
Document embedding has gained a lot of interests in text classification area. This paper investigates the popular neural
document embedding method Paragraph Vector, publicly known as Doc2vec, as a source of evidence in document ranking.
We focus on the effects of combining knowledge-based with knowledge-free document embeddings for text classification task.
We concatenate these two representations so that the classification can be done more accurately. The results of our
experiments show that this approach achieves better performances on a popular dataset.
STEPS TO BUILD DOCUMENT EMBEDDINGS ACCURACIES OF LR CLASSIFIER ACCORDING TO
DOCUMENTS EMBEDDINGS v1, v2 AND v1ov2
BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
• Text cleanup: some primitive steps such as words filtering are
needed to cleanup noises and reduce the vocabulary size.
• Doc2vec training: gives a weight matrix in which entries
correspond to documents embeddings (document-vectors vi)
• Knowledge-free document embedding is obtained by training a
Doc2vec model without using any external resources.
• When additional preprocessing steps, using external resources,
are invoked before Doc2vec training, we get the knowledge-
based document embedding.
• Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) process : senses of words
are obtained by applying the original Lesk algorithm. Then, words
are replaced in text by their senses.
• In deep of WSD process, a Wordnet-based Text Tagger is used,
and only nouns and adjectives are replaced by their senses in this
approach.
After building document embeddings, a text classifier was
trained and tested to expose the gain of concatenating
embeddings v1 and v2 as v1ov2.
For computations speed, we have used a simple linear
regression (LR) classifier.
CONCLUSIONS & REMARKS:
• Accuracies of LR classifier based on vectors v1 and v1ov1 are used
as baselines.
• Experiment shows slightly low accuracies when v2 is used as
representation of documents with respect to the baseline v1
• Better accuracies are obtained with v1ov2 representation, which can
be up to 3% especially when the number of features is chosen
between 100 and 500, the recommended range for document
embedding size.
• Accuracy can be improved with better WSD algorithms.
In this work, we have investigated Paragraph Vector,
publicly known as Doc2vec, to build a new document
embedding by concatenating knowledge-free document
embedding and knowledge-based document embedding.
This approach was tested on a text classifier to expose the
gain of concatenating these two representations. The
conducted experiments show that concatenation gives more
classification accuracies than using each representation
separately.
Relevance of the presented approach is strongly related to
the accuracy of the WSD process used to build knowledge-
based document embedding. So, we anticipate test other
WSD algorithms in our future works.
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Decision Support System for medication change of Parkinson's disease patients: 
a state-transition model
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a degenerative disorder of the central nervous system. Currently there is no cure for PD hence it requires a
long-term, interdisciplinary disease management including typical medicament treatment with levodopa (LD), dopamine agonist (DA),
and enzymes (E), such as MAO-B inhibitor. Due to the different combinations of motor and mental symptoms from which PD patients
suffer, in addition to existing comorbidities, the interchange of medications and their combinations is patient-specific. In the frames of
EU Horizon 2020 project PD_manager (http://www.parkinson-manager.eu/) we developed a decision support system for PD
management which suggests how to change the medication treatment given patients’ current state. The assessment is based on data
that includes patients’ motor symptoms (dyskinesia intensity, dyskinesia duration, offs duration), mental problems (impulsivity,
cognition, hallucinations and paranoia), epidemiologic data (patient’s age) and comorbidities (cardiovascular problems, hypertension
and low blood pressure). The model is developed using DEX methodology, which integrates the qualitative multi-criteria decision
modeling with rule-based expert systems. The model is composed of (1) a state-transition model that presents the medication change
among levodopa, dopamine agonist, MAO-B inhibitors and their combinations, and (2) decision rules for triggering the changes,
represented in terms of a qualitative DEX model.
Conclusions and future work
Using DEX methodology we developed
a state-transition model for medication
change of PD patients. This approach
assured that the model is
- complete: it provides outputs for any
possible inputs;
- robust: it works even if some input
data is missing;
- consistent: the model is free of logical
errors;
- transparent: the model is fully “open”
for the inspection of contained decision
rules;
- comprehensible: the embedded
decision rules are easy to understand
and explain.
The model has been evaluated on 2420
instances from PPMI dataset. Future
work includes model evaluation on real
case patients scenarios and
implementation in the PD_manager m-
health platform.
Structure and value scales of the “How” medication change DSS
Attribute  Scale  
ChangeDAtoLD  yes; no  
├─usingDA  yes; no  
├─MentalProblems  yes; no  
├─cardiovascular  yes; no  
└─low blood pressure  yes; no  
ChangeDAtoDA+LD  yes; no  
├─usingDA  yes; no  
├─maxDA  yes; no  
└─MotorSymptoms  yes; no  
ChangeDAtoDA+MAOI  yes; no  
├─usingDA  yes; no  
├─MotorSymptoms  yes; no  
└─cardiovascular  yes; no  
DecreaseDAdosage  yes; no  
├─usingDA  yes; no  
├─MentalProblems  yes; no  
├─cardiovascular  yes; no  
└─low blood pressure  yes; no  
IncreaseDAdosage  yes; no  
├─usingDA  yes; no  
├─maxDA  yes; no  
├─MotorSymptoms  yes; no  
├─offs duration  yes; no  
├─MentalProblems  yes; no  
├─cardiovascular  yes; no  
├─age  lt65; 65-75; gt75  
└─activity  yes; no  
 
ChangeLDtoLD+DA  yes; no  
├─usingLD  yes; no  
├─MotorSymptoms  yes; no  
├─offs duration  yes; no  
├─MentalProblems  yes; no  
└─age  lt65; 65-75; gt75  
IncreaseLDdosage  yes; no  
├─usingLD  yes; no  
├─maxLD  yes; no  
├─MotorSymptoms  yes; no  
├─MentalProblems  yes; no  
├─dyskinesia duration  yes; no  
├─dyskinesia intensity  yes; no  
└─offs duration  yes; no  
DecreaseLDdosage  yes; no  
├─usingLD  yes; no  
├─MotorSymptoms  yes; no  
├─MentalProblems  yes; no  
├─dyskinesia intensity  yes; no  
├─dyskinesia duration  yes; no  
└─offs duration  yes; no  
IncreaseLDintake  yes; no  
├─usingLD  yes; no  
├─maxLD  yes; no  
├─MotorSymptoms  yes; no  
├─MentalProblems  yes; no  
├─dyskinesia intensity  yes; no  
├─dyskinesia duration  yes; no  
└─offs duration  yes; no  
 
DecreaseLDintake  yes; no  
├─usingLD  yes; no  
├─MotorSymptoms  yes; no  
├─MentalProblems  yes; no  
├─dyskinesia intensity  yes; no  
├─dyskinesia duration  yes; no  
└─offs duration  yes; no  
ChangeDA+LDtoLD  yes; no  
├─usingDA  yes; no  
├─usingLD  yes; no  
├─MentalProblems  yes; no  
└─cardiovascular  yes; no  
ChangeMAOItoMAOI+DA  yes; no  
├─usingMAOI  yes; no  
├─MotorSymptoms  yes; no  
└─MentalProblems  yes; no  
ChangeMAOItoMAOI+LD  yes; no  
├─usingMAOI  yes; no  
└─MotorSymptoms  yes; no  
StopMAOI  yes; no  
├─usingMAOI  yes; no  
├─usingDA  yes; no  
├─Dyskinesia  yes; no  
├─MentalProblems  yes; no  
└─hypertension  yes; no  
AddMAOI  yes; no  
├─usingMAOI  yes; no  
├─usingDA  yes; no  
├─usingLD  yes; no  
├─offs duration  yes; no  
└─MotorSymptoms  yes; no  
 
MotorSymptoms  yes; no  
├─rigidity  yes; no  
├─Tremor  yes; no  
│ ├─tremor at rest  yes; no  
│ ├─action tremor  yes; no  
│ └─postural tremor  yes; no  
└─bradykinesia  yes; no  
MentalProblems  yes; no  
├─impulsivity  yes; no  
├─cognition  yes; no  
└─Psychosis  yes; no  
  ├─hallucinations  yes; no  
  └─paranoia  yes; no  
Comorbidities  yes; no  
├─cardiovascular  yes; no  
├─low blood pressure  yes; no  
└─hypertension  yes; no  
Dyskinesia  yes; no  
├─offs duration  yes; no  
├─dyskinesia intensity  yes; no  
└─dyskinesia duration  yes; no  
PersonalCharacteristics  inactive; active  
├─age  lt65; 65-75; gt75  
└─activity  yes; no  
CurrentTherapy  max; yes; no  
├─usingMAOI  yes; no  
├─usingDA  yes; no  
├─usingLD  yes; no  
├─maxDA  yes; no  
└─maxLD  yes; no  
 
(2a)
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StopMAOI
usingMAOI usingDADyskinesia MentalProblems hypertension
AddMAOI
usingMAOI usingDA usingLDMotorSymptoms offs duration
ChangeDAtoLD
cardiovascular low blood preasure usingLDMentalProblems
IncreaseLDdosage
usingLD maxLD MotorSymptoms offs durationdyskinesia durationdyskinesia intensity MentalProblems
IncreaseLDintake
usingLD maxLD MotorSymptoms offs durationdyskinesia durationdyskinesia intensity MentalProblems
DecreaseDAdosage
usingDA MentalProblems cardiovascular
maxDAMotorSymptoms ageactivity
IncreaseDAdosage
usingDA MentalProblems cardiovascular
ChangeDAtoDA+MAOI
usingDA MotorSymptoms cardiovascular
ChangeDAtoDA+LD
usingDA MotorSymptoms maxDA
ChangeDA+LDtoLD
usingDA MentalProblems cardiovascularusingLD
ChangeMAOItoMAOI+LD
usingMAOI ageMentalProblems MotorSymptoms
ChangeMAOItoMAOI+DA
usingMAOI ageMentalProblems MotorSymptoms
DecreaseLDintake
dyskinesia durationMotorSymptomsdyskinesia intensity usingLD MentalProblems offs duration
dyskinesia durationMotorSymptomsdyskinesia intensity usingLD MentalProblems offs duration
DecreaseLDdosage
ChangeLDtoLD+DA
MotorSymptomsageage MentalProblems offs durationusingLD
Structure of the “How” medication change model: Transition submodels (1b)
When suggesting medication change among levodopa
(LD), dopamine agonist (DA), MAO-B inhibitors (E) and
their combinations it is important to detect conditions
that indicate a possible need to make a transition from
some state to another. Thus, each arc in the state-
transition model has an associated set of decision
rules that determine whether the transition is desired or
not. Symbol O represents the state where the patient
does not take medications.
(1a)A state-transition model for medication change  
Examples of decision rules in DEX presented in a tabular form
The change of medication treatment from DA to LD should happen only when the
patient already takes DA. The change may take place in in three different cases: the
patient has mental problems, cardiovascular problems, or low blood pressure.
Otherwise, the change to LD should not happen.
Increase of DA dosage should happen only when the patient already takes DA and
the maximal aloud dosage has not been reached. Dosage may be increased when the
patient is younger than 75 years and has no mental or cardiovascular problems
however experiences worsening of motor symptoms or worsening of offs duration.
Otherwise, DA dosage should not be increased.
(2b)
  usingDA  Mental 
Problems  cardiovascular  
low blood 
pressure  ChangeDAtoLD  
  70%  10%  10%  10%    
1  yes  yes  *  *  yes  
2  yes  *  yes  *  yes  
3  yes  *  *  yes  yes  
4  *  no  no  no  no  
5  no  *  *  *  no  
 
Examples of the used legend and
symbols in the decision rules
and state-transition submodels:
ChangeDAtoLD – change therapy
from dopamine agonist to levodopa.
ChangeDAtoDA+MAOI – change
therapy from dopamine agonist to
dopamine agonist and MAO-B
inhibitors.
IncreaseLDdosage – increase dosage
of levodopa
The symbol ‘*’ used in the tables
denotes any value that can appear at
that position. For instance, in
connection with an attribute than can
take the values yes and no, the ‘*’
stands for “yes or no”.
The numbers below the heading
denote approximate estimates of the
strengths (weights) of the
corresponding attribute; the larger the
weight, the more important the
attribute for the decision to change
the medication.
  usingDA  maxDA  Motor 
Symptoms  
offs  
duration  
Mental 
Problems  cardiovascular  age  activity  
Increase 
DAdosage  
  18%  18%  6%  6%  18%  18%  9%  6%    
1  yes  no  yes  *  no  no  lt65  *  yes  
2  yes  no  yes  *  no  no  <=65-75  yes  yes  
3  yes  no  *  yes  no  no  lt65  *  yes  
4  yes  no  *  yes  no  no  <=65-75  yes  yes  
5  *  yes  *  *  *  *  *  *  no  
6  *  *  *  *  yes  *  *  *  no  
7  *  *  *  *  *  yes  *  *  no  
8  *  *  *  *  *  *  >=65-75  no  no  
9  *  *  *  *  *  *  gt75  *  no  
10  *  *  no  no  *  *  *  *  no  
11  no  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  no  
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offs duration
Dyskinesia
dyskinesia 
intensity
dyskinesia 
duration
usingMAOIusingDA usingLD maxDA maxLD
Current therapy
cardiovascular
low blood 
preasure
hypertension
Comorbidities
impulsivity cognition
MentalProblems
hallucinations
Psychosis
paranoia
rigidity bradykinesia
MotorSymptoms
tremor 
at rest
Tremor
action 
tremor
postural 
tremor
age activity
PersonalCharacteristics
Structure of the “How” medication change 
model: Aggregation submodels
(1c)
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An intelligent group decision support framework for sustainable performance management of 
intermodal freight transport
The proposed intelligent group decision support system (IGDSS) framework carries out sustainability assessment and management of
intermodal freight transport system (IFTS). A set of key performance indicators (KPIs), covering economic, environmental and social
dimensions of sustainability, is identified and selected through a separate research. The proposed system uses these KPIs to measure the
performance of IFTS and identifies the potential areas where improvement can be made. In order to bring improvement in respective KPIs,
a set of enablers are proposed by the system, which are certain factors, processes or actions that will help logistic companies to attain
improvements in KPIs. These enablers will be stored in the knowledge repository of the system, which are identified and linked with
respective KPIs through a separate research. While tapping the benefit from big data which the logistics companies are collecting with high
volume, variety, velocity and veracity, this system attempts to discover interesting patterns, using data mining techniques, such as
association and classification. The discovered patterns then transformed into knowledge, which can be visualized, thus supporting
managers to make informed group decision making. This aids decision makers to understand the relationship among various data being
collected as well as among KPIs, which helps predicting the value of a KPI in future while setting some input parameters. For example,
the level of CO2 emission in future can be predicted by employees training, recycling and resource utilization, if data mining finds
association rules among them. The discovered knowledge will then be shared, analysed and stored for future use.
A Simple Representation of Intelligent Group Decision Support System Architecture
IGDSS ARCHITECTURE
The architecture is comprised of decision makers as users, user
interface system, server, internal/external database and various
sources of big data. Considering the characteristics of big data, a
framework such as Hadoop may be used, which is capable of
handling, processing and storing structured and unstructured data.
The model management system (MMS) takes input from users and
big data to measure the KPIs for IFTS. The MMS then co-ordinates
with knowledge repository through knowledge manager to identify a
set of enablers approprite to improve respective KPIs. Data miner
also identify and visualize patterns among several parameters and
KPIs to help managers making informed decision.
CONCLUSIONS & REMARKS
• This IGDSS enables a group of logistics managers to collaborate 
in a virtual environment and measure the performance of their 
intermodal freight transport system based on a set of KPIs.
• The system highlights the areas which needs attention for taking 
improvement actions. In this regard, the system proposes a set of 
enablers or drivers, which help bring KPIs up to the mark.
• Moreover, the system makes use of big data being collected from 
various sources to discover knowledge that would help managers 
to improve  their system. 
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Does the axial length of scatter plots influence decision making under risk? 
 
Scatter plots are frequently used to visualize 2-dimensional data. They use a x- and y-axis to indicate the value of a specific 
data point. The length of the x- and y-axis is, however, variable and often depends on the screen size of the display device. For 
example, the y-axis is usually longer than the x-axis on mobile devices, but shorter on computer screens. In two experiments 
we investigated whether variations of axial length influence human decision-making (here: risk aversion). Participants had to 
choose between two lotteries. These lotteries were visualized as two data points on scatter plots that displayed the winning 
probability and the outcome on separate axes. We presented 30 trials, showing both one data point with low winning 
probability but high outcome (i.e. risky option) and one data point with high winning probability but low outcome (i.e. safe 
option). Based on previous literature, we hypothesized that extending the x-axis or y-axis increases the proportion of 
participants who choose the lottery with the higher value on the x-axis or y-axis respectively. Our results show that while 
participants were risk-averse and their choice was dependent on which lottery had the higher expected value, their choice was 
not influenced by the scatterplot’s axial length. This result was independent of the axial assignment, which we changed 
between the two experiments (exp.1: N = 64; exp.2: N = 69). 
1. Tversky, A., & Kahneman, D. (1981). The framing of decisions and the psychology of 
choice. Science. 
2. Sun, Y., Li, S., & Bonini, N. (2010). Attribute salience in graphical representations 
affects evaluation. Judgment and Decision Making, 5(3), 151–158. 
3. Dambacher, M., Haffke, P., Groß, D., & Hübner, R. (2015). Graphs versus numbers: 
How information format affects decisions in gambling. Judgement and Decision Making, 
11(3), 223–242. 
Choice proportion for different expected values (exp. 1 and exp. 2) 
 
 
Method: 
 
•German speaking students were asked to make 30 decisions. 
•We manipulated the axial length (longer x- or longer y- axis) and the 
expected value (EV) of the lotteries (Equal EV; safe option had higher 
EV; risky option had higher EV). 
•Experiment 2 was identical, except that we reversed the axial 
assignment. 
CONCLUSIONS: 
 
Our results suggests that varying the axial length is not a 
successful intervention when trying to reduce risk aversion. 
Nevertheless, other design features could influence people’s 
risk aversion. Therefore, further research is needed to 
improve decision making using visualizations. 
Result: 
 
•For both experiments, the statistical results were identical. 
•Using a repeated-measure logistic regression, we found no interaction or 
main effect for axial length (all ps > .05), but a main effect for expected 
value. 
•Post-hoc analyses showed that the choice proportion for the safe option 
was lowest when the riskier option’s EV was higher, and highest when the 
safe option’s EV was higher (all ps < .05). 
Introduction: 
 
•Risk aversion is a human tendency in choices with positive 
outcomes [1] 
•We investigated whether risk aversion can be reduced by 
manipulating the axial length of scatter plots.  
•Based on previous research results, we expected that a data point 
with the highest value on one axis will become more salient by 
increasing the length of this axis [2]. This, in turn, increases its 
probability to be chosen [3].  
Illustration of the used material 
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VISUAL ANALYTICS TOOLS FOR SOCIAL COGNOCRACY NETWORK
Social Cognocracy Network (SCN) is a collaborative social network developed by the Zaragoza Multicriteria Decision Making
Group (GDMZ). SCN is based on the principles that support the cognitive democracy known as e-cognocracy. E-cognocracy
uses two rounds in order to incorporate preferences through an e-voting module and an intermediate round of discussion in
which the arguments that support the individual positions and decisions are added by means of a collaborative tool (forum).
The forum provides quantitative measures of the actors’ reputation and the relevance of topics and comments. Several visual
analytics tools have been developed in order to analyze this quantitative information, so that social leaders -the persons whose
opinions influence the preferences of others- can be identified. The visual tools have been codified as R functions, so that they
can be integrated into interactive three-dimensional visualisation tools.
PREFERENCE STRUCTURES ( 2 rounds) Three alternatives
DM A1 B1 C1 A2 B2 C2 Reputation
DM1 0,396 0,159 0,444 0,588 0,020 0,392 0,000
DM2 0,076 0,462 0,461 0,034 0,482 0,484 0,000
DM3 0,341 0,240 0,419 0,528 0,372 0,101 0,000
DM4 0,042 0,196 0,761 0,075 0,345 0,581 0,000
DM5 0,151 0,339 0,510 0,366 0,134 0,500 0,000
DM6 0,377 0,580 0,043 0,400 0,481 0,119 0,124
DM7 0,023 0,760 0,218 0,387 0,439 0,174 0,000
DM8 0,582 0,061 0,357 0,207 0,027 0,766 0,046
… … … … … … … …
Preference structures are obtained by using AHP, 
integrated in the SCN
Four alternatives N alternatives
Ternary diagramas show the compositional distribution of the decision makers’ priorities. The Euclidean
ternary diagram maps the priorities in the euclidean space. The Ternary diagram with reputation shows 
the distribution of the most reputated decision makers (influencers).
Two-rounds ternary diagrams show the changes in the decision makers’ preferences from one round to 
the next.
Problems with more than four alternatives can be 
represented in Multidimensional diagrams showing 
relative position of decision makers with respect to the 
alternatives.
Two-round quaternary diagrams. A decision problem with four alternatives can be explored in the simplex 
using an interactive 3D visualisation tool.
SCN seeks the identification of social leaders, people whose opinions 
influence the determination of the structures of preference of citizens.
Visual analytics uses analytical reasoning through interactive visual 
interfaces in order to deal with problems whose size or complexity would 
be impossible to address by other procedures.
Our tools facilitate the visual analysis of the results of a decision making 
process and identify the influence of participants in the changes of 
preference structures.
This research was funded by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness along with FEDER funding (Project ECO2015-66673-R)
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Evaluation Assessment to Select Best Normalization Techniques for Multi-Criteria Decision 
Making Methods: ELECTRE, TOPSIS, SAW, VIKOR
Introduction
RESEARCH QUESTION:
Which normalization technique is more suitable 
for usage with the MCDM methods: ELECTRE, 
TOPSIS, SAW, VIKOR?
 Based on the approaches from illustrative example best
normalization technique for selected MCDM methods is Linear
sum, and Vector and Logarithmic ones are in the next priority.
 The worst normalization techniques are Fuzzification and Max-
Min.
 The results from Average and Correlation metrics are not
discriminative enough, therefore copeland & Borda procedure
are better as evaluation metrics.
 ELECTRE method proved that the copeland & Borda
procedure ranking is trustable.
Evaluation Assessment
Context:
• In most multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) problems,
criteria have different units.
• Normalization is a transformation process to obtain
numerical and comparable input data by using a common
scale.
Motivation:
• Importance of data normalization for decision problems 
• Shortage of research studies available in this topic
Max Max-Min
Linear-
Sum
Vector
Logarith
mic
Fuzzificat
ion
copeland & Borda
Procedure
Borda count 4 5 1 3 1 6
Plurality voting 3 5 1 3 1 5
ELECTRE Double preference 4 5 1 2 3 6
Average
Borda count 1 4 3 1 5 6
Plurality voting 2 3 3 1 5 5
Correlation
Borda count 1 3 4 2 6 5
Plurality voting 1 2 4 2 4 4
Conclusion
Steps:
1) B&C- Calculate the difference between Borda (number of
wins) and copeland (number of losses) procedures for
alternatives in selected MCDM methods (Hwang and Yoon 1981).
2) Avg.- Calculating Average rank of alternative for the
compared normalization techniques, per each MCDM method.
3) Comparative study between ranking of alternatives using
Pearson correlation for Borda, copeland and Average values
(Step1 & Step 2).
4) Calculating Borda Count and Plurality voting (# wins) for
the three previous Steps (Srdjevic B. 2007).
5) Evaluating normalization techniques using double preference
ELECTRE method.
The priority of normalization technique’s usage in the selected
MCDM methods:
Illustrative Example’s Results for ELECTRE, TOPSIS, SAW, VIKOR
More Common Normalization Techniques and MCDM Methods
Results of steps 1 to 3 for SAW method
Normaliz
ation 
Technique
s
Linear: 
Max 
Linear: 
Max-
Min 
Linear: 
Sum 
Vector 
Logarit
hmic 
Fuzzific
ation
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 B
A1 M X X M X X 2
A2 X X X M X X 1
A3 M M X M X X 3
A4 M M X M M M 5
A5 X X X X X X 0
A6 X X X X M X 1
A7 M M M X M M 5
C 3 4 1 0 6 2 1
B-C -1 -3 2 5 -6 -1 4
Rank 4 5 3 1 6 4 2
Max Max-Min Sum Vector
Logarith
mic
Fuzzificat
ion
Avg. Rank
A1 1 4 1 1 2 5 2,333 1
A2 4 2 4 4 4 3 3,500 4
A3 3 1 3 3 5 1 2,667 2
A4 2 6 2 2 1 6 3,167 3
A5 5 3 5 5 3 2 3,833 5
A6 6 5 6 6 6 4 5,500 6
A7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7,000 7
Max Max-Min Sum Vector
Logarith
mic
Fuzzificati
on
Pearson with B & C 0,1347 -0,5837 0,1347 0,1347 0 -0,6286
Rank 1 3 1 1 2 4
Pearson with Avg. 0,9643 0,5000 0,9643 0,9643 0,6786 0,2857
Rank 1 5 1 1 4 6
Max Max-Min Sum Vector
Logarith
mic
Fuzzific
ation
Rank of NT * per 
each MCDM for 
B&C 
ELECTRE 3 5 1 3 2 6
SAW 1 5 1 1 4 6
TOPSIS 3 5 2 4 1 6
VIKOR 5 4 2 2 1 6
Borda count
sum 12 17 6 10 6 22
B&C 12 7 18 14 18 2
rank 4 5 1 3 1 6
Plurality voting
# Wins 1 0 2 1 2 0
rank 3 5 1 3 1 5
* NT= Normalization Techniques
Max Max-Min Sum Vector
Logarith
mic
Fuzzificat
ion
Net dis-
concordance
0,3548 2,8680 -3,8946 -1,7210 -2,6071 5
Rank 4 5 1 3 2 6
Step 2 for SAW
Step 1 for SAW
Step 3 for SAW
Step 5
Step 4
MCDM 
Methods
VIKOR
SAW
TOPSIS
ELECT
RE
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